SUMMARY
Healthier food options such as Subway and Chick-Fil-A and brick-and-mortar shopping
at Target and Walmart were some of the areas where Millennials defied the assumptions
marketers make about them in a new report from Concentric Marketing. The recent study
was conducted around the brand attitudes, shopping habits and preferences of Millennial
consumers.
While over 96% of college-age Millennials have a Facebook account, nearly half of them
stated they didn‘t believe brands should be on social media. Nearly 70% report following
three or fewer brands across all social media channels.
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Facebook Ad Clicks Rose 16.4 Percent, Conversions Up
56.9 Percent In Q2 [Study]
Aug 20, 2013 at 4:00pm ET by Ginny Marvin
Facebook advertising is continuing to show strong results for advertisers. That‘s
according to Kenshoo Social which released its Q2 review of Facebook advertising this
week. The stats show substantial performance increases across all key metrics.
Analyzing more than 75 billion Facebook ad impressions from advertisers using the
Kenshoo Social platform, the company saw click through rates rise 18.5 percent with
total clicks increasing by 16.5 percent in Q2 compared to Q1 this year.
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Engagement rates beyond the click shot up as well. Conversions rise 56.9 percent and
revenue increased by 28.3 percent in Q2 compared to Q1.
Todd Herrold, senior director, product marketing for Kenshoo Social says the gains are
due in part to advertisers becoming savvier about Facebook as well as improvements
made by Facebook itself.
―Facebook has been steadily optimizing its ad units and launching new ad targeting
products designed specifically for direct response, including Custom and Lookalike
Audiences, Partner Categories and the Facebook Exchange (FBX).‖
The results included both ads served through Facebook‘s retargeting platform, FBX, as
well as traditional Facebook campaigns

STUDY: A Case Of The Mondays Is A Good Thing For
Brands On Facebook
David Cohen on August 20, 2013 11:35 AM

Most people don‘t like Mondays, but when analytics company Socialbakers studied
2,858,620 Facebook posts from some 23,000 brand pages between April 30 and July 28,
it found that Monday posts on brands‘ Facebook pages had the highest chance of landing
in the top 4,000 most engaging posts of the day.
Socialbakers also found that Wednesday and Friday were strong days, and while
weekends drew much lower traffic, weekend posts also tended to result in more likes,
comments, and shares.
The company added:
The search for the ideal day to post on Facebook will never tire, because brands will
always be cautious about timing when it comes to reaching their audience. But to be
frank, there is no ideal day for posting, as so many factors influence the level of
engagement the content triggers. The industry you operate in, the market specifics, the
nature of your product/service portfolio, the demographic characteristics of your target
audience, and things like the season of the year will inevitably have an impact on your
performance. Not to mention that the Facebook platform, as well as the audience, is
constantly evolving, so different studies conducted in different time ranges will showcase
different results.
Readers: What days of the week have resulted in the most engagement for your posts?
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Facebook 'Partner Categories' Boosts Ad Engagement
by Mark Walsh, May 10, 2013, 5:36 PM

Facebook in April debuted a new targeting feature dubbed partner categories that uses
members‘ online purchasing histories and location to tailor ads. The self-serve ad option
allows marketers to target ads across some 500 specific audience segments using thirdparty data from providers including Acxiom, Epsilon and Datalogix.
Facebook advertisers can use partner categories to reach the 12 million likely auto buyers
in the U.S. in the next six months, or the 19 million active purchasers of hair-care
products. Brands and agencies welcome the new level of targeting on Facebook based on
their interests and buying habits outside the social network.
How is the new targeting tool actually working? Early results from a pair of campaigns
run by Facebook ad partner SocialCode using partner categories have shown promising
results, albeit based on a limited sample. One campaign, on behalf of a retail client that
ran for a week and had almost 950,000 impressions, used both standard targeting and
targeting utilizing partner categories.
The latter generated an engagement-per-Like (EPL) ratio of 1.4% compared to 0.2% for
ads with standard targeting. EPL measures the percentage of interactions on a Facebook
brand page in relation to the number of ―Likes‖ for a particular ad served by that brand.
SocialCode tracks engagement through a Like for 28 days after the click. The firm said
partner categories boost engagement from new fans by sevenfold.
A separate weeklong campaign for a financial-services client generating 98 million
impressions and using both types of targeting also favored ads using partner categories.
Standard targeting produced an EPL of 43.4% compared to 195% for ads using the new
purchase-based targeting feature.
In short, SocialCode said the early results suggest partner categories, by reaching a more
relevant audience for a given campaign, brings in fans who engage more downstream
with brands on Facebook.
The new targeting tactic is part of Facebook‘s broader effort to reach specific audiences
based on their offline and online activity outside the social network through various
initiatives. They include the Facebook Exchange (FBX) and custom audiences. The
company says it has seen positive results with these ad products to date, but has not
provided much detailed data in that regard.
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Radio has friended Facebook, but among ad sellers it may be a growing frenemy.
Facebook has been a great tool for radio stations to interact with listeners, but it’s the growing
relationship between the social media site and local advertisers that may change how some
broadcasters view the company. Facebook announced last week it now has more than one
million local advertisers, more than twice the number it had a year ago. Nearly 18 million local
know that this is just a small fraction of the local businesses on Facebook, so this remains a large
growth opportunity for us,‖ COO Sheryl Sandberg told analysts during a conference call. Because
of the hyper-targeting of the internet, so far most of those advertisers have been small
businesses that typically don’t use radio. Sandberg used a San Francisco business that prints
photo books as one example. But it’s not just mom and pop stores. Pivotal Research analyst
Brian Wieser says Facebook has become a ―bedrock‖ of media plans for large national brands,
and among many national advertisers the feeling has become that Facebook is a must-buy. ―It is
to the point where, as with TV, no-one gets fired for advertising on Facebook,‖ he says. Even so,
most analysts say Facebook currently poses the biggest threat to other digital companies, most
notably Google, as the social media platform positions itself as a place to go to as a resource for
finding local businesses. Many advertisers are, in particular, embracing Facebook’s mobile ads,
the latest sign that stations may need to step up mobile ad sales efforts for even the smallest of
clients.

Published: August 2, 2013 at 11:39 AM PDT
By Brian Wieser
REPORT INCLUDING DISCLOSURES CAN BE FOUND HERE: Madison & Wall 8-2-13.pdf
Headlines this week trumpeted a new study produced by Nielsen and commissioned by
Facebook which indicates they are "capable of delivering site reach at levels comparable to major
TV networks". This follows on (coincidentally, we're sure) anonymously-sourced reports from
earlier in the week that Facebook is set to price video ad units at between $1-2.5mm per day. The
news-flow has served to conflate a number of factors and implicitly over-states the opportunity on
hand for Facebook. While our model has long-assumed that Facebook will generate incremental
revenue from online video, it will most likely be more modest than optimists might expect, and
what they generate will not likely come from television budgets. Instead, we expect re-allocations
of existing Facebook budgets or shifts of spending that would otherwise have gone to other
media owners with online video inventory.
While Facebook reaches more people during the day than certain TV networks, this is a
selective way of looking at the industry. Highlighting Facebook's dominant reach vs. individual
networks during daytime wrongly implies that time-of-day is a first cut against which budgets are
set. Perhaps they should be, but workflows associated with media buying (not to mention the
distinct ways in which different media may influence consumers) dictate that the first cut of
planning for large marketers is by medium. Digital media is separate from TV in this regard for
many reasons: workflows are different, and lean-forward vs. lean-back environments mean they
are generally viewed as different environments (not better or worse, just different), the means of
assessment (how a budget is justified and how impressions are measured at the present time)
are generally different, too. Comparing Facebook by itself to any one network is similarly moot:
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that a single media owner on one lower-reaching medium has more reach than single mediaowners on higher reaching media is mostly irrelevant.
If Facebook's...er, Nielsen's implications were correct, advertisers would be more likely to
shift their spending from TV to other publishers with online video inventory than to
Facebook. Take Google's (GOOG, Hold) YouTube, for a start (notwithstanding that YouTube
won't support Nielsen's OCR standard). Or video ad networks. Or home page take-overs
involving video on virtually any portal. There are many ways to reach large audiences instantly on
the web with video. Facebook's primary appeal, by contrast, has been the degree to which you
can target target audiences vs. almost any alternative: an advertiser can often find more of a
target there rather than anywhere else, but that doesn't necessarily mean that all of a sudden
they want to use Facebook as a broad reach vehicle.
The pricing of units is, in a word, significant. Most digital budgets, when discretely negotiated,
amount to tens of thousands, and occasionally hundreds of thousands of dollars. While a single
large advertiser's annual commitment to Facebook may amount into the millions for annual
campaign spending, the absolute commitment which Facebook is asking for is well-beyond the
scope of what advertisers will pay in a single one-off buy. This leads us to suspect that over time
Facebook will iterate its offering to include video assets which are priced at much lower costs and
included in general ad sales packages. This is not a negative, per se: new product iteration is
generally a positive thing, as it helps sales justify higher pricing for media. But even then, if it
were capturing share it would come from budgets intended for Google's YouTube or online video
networks rather than television.
If there is a single most important take-away from the PR effort associated with this news,
it is that it may serve to highlight how "reach" can be more important than impressions or
ratings , especially in context of our focus on why we have argued that television dominates the
media budgets for most of the world's largest brands. Reach matters more than ratings from a
planning perspective, and planners are more influential than buyers in allocating budgets
across media . A slide in Nielsen's presentation on this topic highlights the right way to think
about reach and media: once you start allocating more than 10-15% of a budget online, the
amount of incremental reach you can produce starts to fall off substantially. This is why time and
money won't necessarily ever equate to each other and why - given that most large brands are by
now allocating 10-15% of their budgets to digital media - growth on the online advertising
properties large brands favor has begun to slow significantly. Facebook can keep growing of
course, but it will primarily occur as they take share of online budgets from existing segments of
marketers and as they create new ad products for new segments of marketers.
Putting aside what a media plan says is optimal and the political challenges in implementing the
necessary changes within advertisers' marketing organizations to execute on those optimal plans,
another consideration is the cost to execute different kinds of media buys. It might cost
1.5% of the TV budget to actually buy TV, but 10% of a digital budget to buy digital media using
conventional workflows. Agency contracts typically aren't structured in a manner which facilitates
this, as marketers and their procurement teams often focus on the absolute amounts they pay
their agencies even if it leads to inefficiencies in the media mix. We can argue that programmatic
buying of digital media drives that cost down towards 2% and will help make marketers and
agencies more indifferent in their media planning, although driving programmatic buying
throughout the industry will take some time: most media owners would rather avoid selling their
best inventory in this manner, and most buyers aren't yet ready to buy most media in this way,
either. This past week's merger announcement between Publicis and Omnicom is important in
this regard, as such changes are more likely than not to emerge as the new company will more
likely invest the capital and develop the negotiation constructs necessary to make it happen faster
than would otherwise have been the case. Statements from executives at Interpublic's
Mediabrands this week around their intention to make 50% of all media buying programmatic is at
minimum a reflection of the intentions that all agencies have towards these ends.
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For a good illustration of how issues like the above play out elsewhere, consider: if
marketers could identify the 20% of local markets that drive 80% of variations in
outcomes, wouldn't they spend more money on local media? It's a potentially massively
more efficient way to spend money, and one which marketers have had the capacity to execute
against for many many years...and yet if anything marketers with nationally-skewed corporate
structures have been shifting most of their spending towards national media over the same time.
Consider that over the past ten years, national mass media owners' advertising revenues grew by
33% while local mass media owners' advertising revenues fell by 28% during the same time.
Reasons unrelated to marketing efficiency usually have substantial sway in dictating changes in
advertising spending choices across the economy.
Facebook will undoubtedly continue to grow the budgets it collects from the large
advertisers who have video-based creative advertising units (and who represent perhaps a
quarter to a third of the company's revenue base) by high single or low double digits much as it
has over the past year or two. This is mostly a function of the mechanics of ad sales when a
media owner is already one of the top suppliers of media to so many marketers. To justify these
budget gains, Facebook needs to iterate and improve its offering for these advertisers on an
ongoing basis, and a video ad product is one way to do this. It is usually the case that budgets
shift generally in line with where audiences go within a medium, so to the extent that Facebook
can capture increased share of digital media-based media time, that would lead to an incremental
amount of revenue, too.
As before, the bulk of Facebook revenue growth comes, we think, from small businesses (which
have doubled in number on Facebook, year-over-year) and e-commerce based advertisers
(whose spending has doubled, according to the company). For a factor which causes us to
meaningfully rethink our still very favorable forecasts for the growth trajectory of Facebook's ad
revenue growth, we'd rather wait for a news release from Facebook on the trends impacting
these cohorts instead.
Brian Wieser is a Senior Analyst at Pivotal Research Group, where he
covers securities which are impacted by the advertising economy,
including Facebook, Google, Yahoo, Interpublic, Omnicom, WPP, Publicis,
Nielsen, CBS, Viacom and Discovery Communications.

How Much Is A Facebook 'Like' Worth To A
Brand?
Business InsiderJUL. 21, 2013, 9:43 AM1,025
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BI Intelligence
As brands look across a fractured media landscape, where few digital properties offer any scale, social
networks offer them an interesting proposition.
Brands spend more on Facebook than any other social network. However, marketers are uncertain if that
investment is well-spent.
In a new report from BI Intelligence, we analyze the state of social media advertising and where it is
heading, offering a comprehensive guide and examination of the advertising ecosystems on Facebook and
Twitter, offer a primer on Tumblr as an emerging ad medium, and detail how mobile is an important part of
this story as mobile-friendly native ad formats fuel growth in the market.
Access The Full Report And Data By Signing Up For A Free Trial Today >>
Here's a brief look at the state of advertising on Facebook:
Social media advertising is a high growth market: BIA/Kelsey recently came out with a study
that offers one view - forecasting $11 billion of social ad spend in 2017, up from $4.7 billion last year.
Social media advertising is a young and growing market and, so far, it only represents 1% to 10% of ad
budgets for a wide majority of advertisers. There's significant opportunity for that share to grow.
And Facebook is the clear market leader: Top brands allocated 57% of their social media budgets
to Facebook in 2012, according to Technorati Media's 2013 Digital Influence Report. Twitter and
YouTube each only mustered 13% of social budgets. By the fourth quarter of last year, mobile revenue
made up 23% of Facebook's revenue. According to social ad optimization platform TBG, Facebook's
mobile ads have the highest click-through rates by a substantial margin. Furthermore, native in-stream
ads are perfectly transferable across devices, whereas display ads can have issues on a smaller screen.
But, brands don't know how to value "Likes,"and are not overwhelmingly convinced their
Facebook spend is effective: Brands simply can't quantify the value of a "Like." Researchers have
attempted to calculate the potential value of a user who "Likes" a brand, but those numbers vary wildly.
Social Media Examiner's 2013 Social Media Marketing Industry Report surveyed 3,000 marketers, and
41% said they are "uncertain" about the effectiveness of Facebook marketing. The report also found that
17% flat-out said the site is ineffective for marketing purposes. Only 32% agree it is effective.
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This disconnect points to room for improvement: While Social Media Examiner's study
encompassed the views of a wide range of marketers, not only large brands, the general point is still
relevant: social media marketing is still viewed with skepticism. Facebook should do much better in
delivering and communicating results, and other social networks have to try harder to lure brand money
away from Facebook, since they clearly have an opening to do so.

Read more: http://www.businessinsider.com/brands-spend-on-facebook-not-effective-20137#ixzz2ZmRh71LR

―Liking isn‘t helping‖ is the headline of a heart-wrenching ad campaign by Publicis
Singapore created for Crisis Relief Singapore, a Christian disaster relief organization run
by volunteers. Shocking real press images representing three catastrophes: flood, war and
earthquake are composed together with thumbs-ups mimicking the Facebook ―Like‖
button.
The idea is simple but daring – virtual things don‘t count in real life and even a billion
―Likes‖ on Facebook won‘t help those facing crisis in their everyday lives. It might win
you an iPod if you‘re lucky but it won‘t stop poverty, homelessness, economical and
cultural collapse that are caused by wars and natural disasters. Therefore, the campaign
calls for action with its tagline ―Be a volunteer. Change a life‖.
Proclaimed as one of the most powerful and moving campaigns of the year, ―Liking isn‘t
helping‖ has won a Gold Lion in Press category at Cannes Festival.

Facebook Doubles Stats for Ad Buyers
Granular looks at demos and reach now availBy Christopher Heine
June 26, 2013, 2:05 PM EDT
Technology

Even as Facebook looks to seriously pare down the number of ad products it offers,
advertisers now have "more than double" the numbers to reference when analyzing the
effectiveness of their dollars spent on the 1-billion-users-strong social platform, per
David Baser, product manager for the Menlo Park, Calif.-based digital giant.
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"We have a vastly larger number of metrics because of the break-downs," he said. "The
key thing is we are introducing four new levels of data—demographic, geographic,
placement and ad account data."
Following up on his firm's expansion of its Page Insights product last week, Facebook's
Ads Manager has been ramped up to include stats such as age sets, gender and country
versus country. So theoretically, brands will be able to distinguish if ads create better
results among young Canadian women or their American counterparts, as just one
example. The measurement system shows if Facebook buys are doing better in terms of
particular ad placements, e.g., News Feed ads, promoted posts, display, etc.
More granularly, Facebook advertisers can assess their reach and frequency according to
these stats:
unique clicks
unique click-through rates
cost per unique click figures
cost per 1,000 viewers reached
people taking action due to an ad, including page likes, website conversions (for
e-commerce marketers who track Facebook traffic with pixels)
mobile and Web app installs
In addition, marketers who use the Ads Manager can customize, save and schedule their
analytics reports in ways that weren't available before. For instance, they can choose what
metrics they want to include in their break-downs, and they can drag and drop summaries
within the Facebook interface and schedule delivery of the reports. And while the reports
used to be only available as weekly or daily break-downs, advertisers can now automate
reports for three-day stints or other period lengths.
Baser said the above figures will represent real-time analysis that will help marketers
better target their spend.
"Up until now, some of our data has been available on a few minutes delay and some of
it's been available on a few days delay," he explained. "Now all the data is available on
no more than a few minutes delay."
Priceline.com and nine other undisclosed brands have beta tested the latest Ad Managers
iteration. Kristen Jones, Priceline's social media lead, praised the way the new version
presents all of the numbers.
"The updated campaign comparison function has decreased the number of reports we
need to pull by 50 percent," Jones said in a statement. "And the campaign summaries
have minimized the time spent on sorting through spreadsheets."
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If We're All So Darn Sick of You, Facebook,
Why Can't We Quit You?
A Few Theories About The Social Network's
Apparent Endurance
By:
Simon Dumenco
Published: June 10, 2013

0share this page

Kelsey Dake

Facebook is one of the digital world's great shape-shifters -- it's endlessly changed its
user interface, its business strategy and (notoriously) its privacy policies over the years -but one thing that's remained constant: We all love to complain about it.
In fact, hinting at, or outright predicting, the eventual demise of Facebook has become
something of an obsession for a lot of the media. Business Insider, for instance, recently
ran a post titled "You Have to Believe This Chart Makes Mark Zuckerberg Slightly
Anxious." The graphic came from Kleiner Perkins' Mary Meeker and it plots the results
of a survey of 2,000 social-media users, age 12 to 64, who were asked in 2011 and then
again in 2012 which social-media products they use. YouTube, Twitter, Google+,
LinkedIn, Pinterest, Instagram, Tumblr, Foursquare and even MySpace all gained. But
Facebook actually shrunk a bit.
Though surveys about self-reported media usage obviously should be taken with a grain
of salt, the chart still would seem to jibe with data Nielsen released last month, which
said that Facebook shed more than 10 million U.S. users from March 2012 to March
2013 -- going from 153 million monthly uniques to 142 million.
But wait! For every Facebook-is-in-trouble story, there is, of course, a counter-narrative.
As The Wall Street Journal's Tom Gara wrote in response to the Nielsen figures, "While
some web traffic numbers might be down, it's a mistake to read this as a peak in usage.
The company is undergoing an amazing boom in mobile usage."
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And the revenue is following. As my colleague Cotton Delo reported last month, 30% of
Facebook's first-quarter ad revenue came from mobile ads, up from 23% last quarter. The
company pulled in $1.46 billion in revenue last quarter, vs. $1.06 billion in the same
quarter a year ago.
So, basically: Facebook usage in the U.S. might be down, or maybe it's just flat, but
mobile is growing, and revenue is up. Which means, what, exactly? What's missing from
our big-picture understanding of Facebook? Some thoughts:
We don't have access to the right data, really.
Speaking of self-reporting, Facebook itself claims "1.11 billion monthly active users as of
March 2013." That, of course, includes users who visit Facebook as infrequently as once
every four weeks or so -- the kind of users who think of Facebook as less of an immersive
hangout and more as a sort of monolithic directory that's occasionally useful for tracking
people down (because "everyone's on Facebook"). A utility, of sorts.
Facebook's other most recent self-reported stat -- "655 million daily active users on
average in March 2013" -- offers a little more insight, but not much. Mainly because it
doesn't break that number down country-by-country (though it does concede that "79% of
our daily active users are outside the U.S. and Canada"). And also because "daily active"
... well, that covers everyone from the status-updating, picture-posting addict to the timestrapped user who, say, quickly checks her Facebook inbox every morning as a matter of
habit.
Facebook stalks people into being "active."
You know the Morrissey song "The More You Ignore Me, the Closer I Get"? That's
Facebook's modus operandi. If you don't log in for a while, Facebook guilts you into
visiting with its vaguely desperate "You have notifications pending" emails, which namecheck friends and colleagues who have "posted statuses, photos and more on Facebook."
In one recent two-week period, for example, during which I stayed away from Facebook,
I got four such emails (on May 19, 23, 28 and 29). In essence, Facebook is using the
oldest trick in the digital-marketing book -- email -- to keep those users who are sick of
Facebook from abandoning it entirely.
Facebook's big mobile push lets it be a "must-spend" in a whole new way. But for
how long?
"You have to be on Facebook." Self-appointed social-media and marketing "experts" still
say that sort of thing, even though it's increasingly clear that Facebook is helpful for
certain kinds of products and pretty useless for others.
There's still a lot of experimental marketing spend flooding into social media, but by
becoming, almost overnight, a company with significant mobile revenue, Facebook can
now also partake of the ongoing mobile-marketing frenzy/paranoia.
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Remember, before mobile, before Facebook, there were marketing "experts" who were
saying, "You have to be on MySpace." And to rewind to the dawn of digital-marketing
time, in the '90s their forebears were saying, "You have to be on AOL."
AOL posted some amazing numbers during its go-go years because a lot of marketers
really believed the hype about advertising on AOL being almost mandatory. Until, you
know, they didn't.
These days, if you're a CMO who has been questioning the "You have to be on
Facebook" dogma, well, there's a new faith -- "You have to be on mobile" -- and
continuing to spend on the newly mobile-first Facebook satisfies that imperative.
For the time being, at least.

STUDY: News Feed Page Post Ads Deliver 26X More
ROI, 20X Greater CTR Than Facebook Right-Hand-Side
Ads
David Cohen on June 17, 2013 3:43 PM

Page post ads in Facebook‘s News Feed
are becoming the ad unit of choice for marketers on the social network, mainly due to
their return on investment performance, according to a study released Monday by
Facebook advertising platform Nanigans.
Nanigans said advertisers in its study used its ROI-based bidding and optimization
algorithms to include News Feed page post link and page post photo ads, as well as righthand-side domain ads, in their campaigns. The company added that its results were based
on some 150 million impressions across multiple verticals and included purchases made
up to seven days after the ads ran.
The study found that:
Page post link ads delivered a 53 percent ROI.
Page post photo ads delivered a 24 percent ROI.
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Page post ad units delivered an ROI 26 times higher than right-hand-side ad units.
Page post photo ads delivered a 37 percent higher click-through rate than page post link ads and 20 times the CTR of
right-hand-side ads.
The cost per click for page post photo ads was 17 percent lower than the CPC for page post link ads and right-hand-side
ads.
Page post link ads delivered a 30 percent higher action rate than page post photo ads, as well as a 55 percent higher
rate of purchasing users (the rate of purchasing users were 61 percent higher than for right-hand-side ads).

Nanigans concluded:
We‘re seeing that marketers are increasingly shifting their advertising spend to page post
ads in News Feed, because they can deliver a higher ROI than standard domain ads on
the right-hand side. The largest (by image size) ad unit in News Feed, page post link ads
are designed for direct response, with two clickable areas leading users to an external
domain. While this ad unit had a higher CPC and lower CTR as compared to page post
photo ads, page post link ad units delivered a high action rate and purchasing user rate,
resulting in a higher ROI relative to page post photo ads and domain ads.
Page post link ads typically perform well for lead-generation campaigns and are effective
in converting users off site. Page post photo ads are designed to capture attention with
larger, more engaging photos, creating a seamless experience between paid, owned and
earned media. Our study shows that this ad format demonstrated a higher CTR at a lower
CPC resulting in a higher ROI than ads on the right-hand side. We concluded that page
post photo ads are highly effective for promoting specific products for ecommerce
companies such as fashion and home furnishing retailers, as well as mobile apps.
Brands on Facebook: Have you found similar results with News Feed page post ads?

RELATED STORIES
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Facebook Target Ads Using Offline Purchasing
Posted by Atish Ranjan on May 14, 2013

It is been nearly some days since Facebook unveiled its absolutely new feature known as
―Partner categories‖. This feature works in manner that is based on your past purchases
that is the kind of things you bought in the past including the ones you did offline.

That means that if you bought a pair of jeans
from a section stock up in your area, then you might see a lot of ads based on the
categories of pants and jeans on Facebook. So basically, all Facebook is trying to achieve
is target advertisements using offline purchases as well. The feature ―People categories‖
works in accordance with the huge information giving customer data corporations such as
Acxiom, DataLogix and Epsilon. There are the companies that keep track of your online
activities and the kind of purchasing you did.
The feature partner categories matches the information that is gotten or generated by the
social networking medium with the data from the data corporations for making records
on its users. Facebook then makes specific divisions of the specific people and create
specific categories such as people who are heavy purchasers of chocolates etc. and then
advertisers will be able to send ads to those conservative groups. The main demerit that
has been covered by this feature is that earlier Facebook could only serve ads to the
people on general basis on the groundswell of user-generated data such as people in
America who like football as a sport.
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Also, Facebook has brought to its notice that the information is not known on both the
sides. So while the advertisers can aim for specific groups of people, they never come to
know the identity of the people that are being served by the ads. The best part is that the
partner categories advertisers are only able to view the size of the users‘ group and
intricacies as to why were these specific people grouped. There are claims by the insiders
of Facebook that this sort of targeting ads both more applicable for users and may turn
out to be more efficient for advertisers. They think that they can serve both in
confidentiality secure way.
At start on, the advertisers can make a choice out of 500 of the partner categories, and
further they can improve their searches on the basis of gender or age. Also, Facebook
makes sure that the users will be able to view as to how and why they were chosen for a
specific ad and they will be able to pick out of an ad or a partner category completely.
Facebook is on its way to generate more value for advertisers by making such a kind of
greatly targeted advertising capacity, which can generate a lot of revenue for Facebook.

Facebook, the social networking giant has reportedly over 1 billion users and the
company‘s average income per user was only $ 5.32, which is only a six percent
increment over the last years and it is too less as compared to the other companies that
account the metric. So, the major chunk of the income and revenue by Facebook comes
from the advertising. In the year 2012, Advertisements accounted for almost eight four
16

percent of the revenue generated by Facebook and the corporation has constantly released
site updates that make a line between giving light to ads and not irritating customers.
The joining of the data sources is certain to accredit critics of the corporation‘s
information practices, however, Facebook mentioned in its post that many corporations
have used this similar sort of targeting ads strategy for a really long time
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According to Ad Age's unnamed sources, Facebook is
preparing to launch an invasive-sounding ad program
this summer through its news feed. Alongside the left
and right spaces outside of the news feed, the company
is reportedly planning four 15-second autoplay video
ads that'll target women over 30, women under 30, men
over 30, and men under 30 (so, uh, expect lots of super
general advertisers we'd guess -- toilet paper and CocaCola, for example). While potentially invasive, the ads
are also potentially extremely lucrative; Facebook is
apparently seeking near $1 million per day, per
advertiser. That's a cool $4 million (roughly) per day,
with the potential risk of pushing away the billions of
people enabling such an incredibly high ad rate.
Facebook's had a strange history with advertising,
occasionally amending rules that angered the social
network's users (such as targeting marketing based on
browsing history). The California-based internet
company also outright paused its mobile ad network
program last December, citing internal prioritization of
other products. As you might've guessed, Facebook
reps declined to comment on this report, so it's
probably best to reserve your outrage until there's some
solid confirmation.

David Cohen on May 2, 2013 2:00 PM

Measurement was a key topic discussed by Facebook Chief Operating Officer
Sheryl Sandberg during the social network‘s first-quarter earnings call
Wednesday, and the company‘s plans for Atlas Solutions, which it acquired from
Microsoft in February, were front and center.
Sandberg said of Atlas during the earnings call:
Atlas is a really important part of continuing to develop our measurement
capabilities. For the past decade, digital marketers have primarily measured
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success by focusing only on clicks. But this oversimplifies how people make
purchase decisions, both offline and online, because it ignores everything people
do and see before they do that last press. Smart marketers are looking for a better
way to value all of the impressions that they buy and engage, thus leading up to
purchase.
We believe the Atlas platform will help us demonstrate even more clearly the
connection between ad impressions and purchases. We could help marketers
measure the effectiveness of their ad impressions better not just on Facebook, but
across the entire Internet. This means we can take the advancements we have
made in measurements on Facebook, including our integrations with Nielsen and
Datalogix, and expand them to a much larger audience and to many more
purchases.
Later, in response to a question from Barclays Capital Analyst Anthony
DiClemente, Sandberg added:
Our focus with Atlas is on impression based ads. And the idea is that historically,
with a lot of ads online that were more based on search, the attribution was always
that last click. And as people have looked more holistically at all of the ad
spending they are doing, what they find is that it‘s not just the last click that
matters, but it‘s all of the impressions leading up to that click. Importantly, we
also drive sales offline. And offline people aren‘t clicking through the purchase at
all, but they are actually walking into a store. So in some sense, there is no last
click.
And so our focus with Atlas is to take that technology and enable us to improve
our ability to connect ad impressions to purchase behavior both offline and online,
and not just on clicks, but across different ad purchases people do. So that‘s
exactly why we made that purchase.
Evercore Partners Analyst Ken Sena touched upon rumblings when Facebook‘s
interest in Atlas first emerged that Facebook was eyeing an external ad network,
to which Sandberg replied:
Our main focus with Atlas is our own measurement — being able to measure
Facebook ads all the way through to purchase, and then to compare those on an
apples-to-apples basis with other ad purchases you make not on Facebook, is
really important to drive marketer engagement with us, and that‘s our focus. We
have no plans for launching that network.
Readers: Do you think Facebook will be able to achieve its goals with its
acquisition of Atlas?

As Facebook prepares to update investors on its performance in the
first three months of the year, with analysts forecasting revenues up
36% on last year, studies suggest that its expansion in the US, UK
and other major European countries has peaked.
In the last month, the world's largest social network has lost 6m US
visitors, a 4% fall, according to analysis firm SocialBakers. In the
UK, 1.4m fewer users checked in last month, a fall of 4.5%. The
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declines are sustained. In the last six months, Facebook has lost
nearly 9m monthly visitors in the US and 2m in the UK.
Users are also switching off in Canada, Spain, France, Germany and
Japan, where Facebook has some of its biggest followings. A
spokeswoman for Facebook declined to comment.
"The problem is that, in the US and UK, most people who want to
sign up for Facebook have already done it," said new media
specialist Ian Maude at Enders Analysis. "There is a boredom factor
where people like to try something new. Is Facebook going to go the
way of Myspace? The risk is relatively small, but that is not to say it
isn't there."
Alternative social networks such as Instagram, the photo sharing
site that won 30m users in 18 months before Facebook acquired the
business a year ago, have seen surges in popularity with younger age
groups.
Path, the mobile phone-based social network founded by former
Facebook employee Dave Morin, which restricts its users to 150
friends, is gaining 1m users a week and has recently topped 9m, with
500,000 Venezuelans downloading the app in a single weekend.
Facebook is still growing fast in South America: monthly visitors in
Brazil were up 6% in the last month to 70m , according to
SocialBakers, whose information is used by Facebook advertisers,
while India has seen a 4% rise to 64m – still a fraction of the
country's population, leaving room for further growth.
But in developed markets, other Facebook trackers are reporting
declines. Analysts at Jefferies bank have developed an algorithm
that interfaces directly with Facebook software and it "suggests user
levels in [the first quarter] may have declined from peak", according
to a recent note.
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Jefferies saw global numbers peak at 1.05bn a month in January,
before falling by 20m in February. Numbers rose again in April. The
network has now lost nearly 2m visitors in the UK since December,
according to research firm Nielsen, with its 27m total flat on a year
ago.
The number of minutes Americans spend on Facebook appears to be
falling, too. The average was 121 minutes in December 2012, but
that fell to 115 minutes in February, according to comScore.
As Facebook itself has warned, the time spent on its pages from
those sitting in front of personal computers is declining rapidly
because we are switching our screen time to smartphones and
tablets.
While smartphone minutes have doubled in a year to 69 a month,
that growth is not guaranteed to compensate for dwindling desktop
usage.
Facebook is the most authoritative source on its own user numbers,
and the firm will update investors on its performance for the March
quarter on Wednesday. Wall Street expects revenues of about
$1.44bn, up from $1.06bn a year ago.
Shareholders will be particularly keen to learn how fast Facebook's
mobile user base is growing, and whether advertising revenues are
increasing at the same rate.
Mobile represented nearly a quarter of Facebook's advertising
income at the end of 2012, and the network had 680m mobile users a
month in December.
According to Pivotal Research Group, advertising revenue could be
up 49%, driven by international expansion and the FBX advertising
exchange, which uses Facebook to target advertising related to other
websites surfers have visited.
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The company warned in recent stockmarket filings that it might be
losing "younger users" to "other products and services similar to, or
as a substitute for, Facebook".
Wary of competition from services that were invented for the mobile
phone rather than the PC, founder Mark Zuckerberg has driven
through a series of new initiatives in the last year designed to appeal
to smartphone users. The most significant is Facebook Home,
software that can be downloaded on to certain Android phones to
feed news and photos from friends – and advertising – directly to the
owner's locked home screen.

Facebook Seeks 7-Figure Price
Tag for Summer Debut of Video
Ads
TV-Like Ads Can Be Bought for Four Broad Demographic Swaths
By:
Cotton Delo
Published: April 16, 2013

78share this page

Facebook is hoping that its hotly anticipated video-ad units can be a more-than$4-million daily business out of the gate -- if its asking price is met.
The social network still hasn't finalized the format of the video ads, but it's been
shopping the product around to agencies, looking to lock down commitments for
the first available slots in June or July, according to three executives briefed on
the product.
While the format of the units isn't totally nailed down, it's widely assumed that
they'll be autoplay and presented in a video player that expands beyond the main
news-feed real estate to cover the right- and left-hand rails of users' screens on the
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desktop version of Facebook, which Ad Age reported in December. (Facebook
has also been at work on a way to make video ads stand out on mobile apps,
though it's still unclear how it intends to accomplish this.)

RELATED STORIES
Has Facebook Lost Faith in Social Ads?
After Once Vowing to Transform Online Advertising, It's Increasingly Embracing Standard Offerings
Facebook Prepares to Bring Video Ads to News Feed, Aims for TV Dollars
But Will TV Ads Disrupt Social Experience?

In its own version of an upfront marketplace, Facebook is currently selling four
daily summer "slots," each targeting a relatively large demographic: women over
30; women under 30; men over 30; and men over 30. The ads will be capped at 15
seconds and frequency capped to ensure that no user sees more than three per day,
with an asking price of upwards of $1 million, according to one executive.
Assuming four daily advertisers will meet Facebook's asking price -- a big, and
unlikely, if -- it would be earning more than $4 million per day from the ads.
It's Facebook's version of a takeover, but with TV-like scale and measurement.
And it could be eagerly sought after by agencies that have plenty of TV ad
creative on their hands and not enough TV-like web inventory to place it in.
"Aside from a YouTube front page or a Yahoo front page -- which certainly isn't
what it used to be -- this could be the answer," said a different executive, noting
that the spending commitment Facebook asked for was in the high six figures,
verging on $1 million. Facebook declined to comment on the video ads or the
price tag.
The intention is to tap into deep TV budgets, but it represents a significant change
of course from last year when Facebook was headed into its initial public offering.
Executives from the social network turned General Motors down when the
automaker's top marketing brass asked for larger, higher-impact Facebook ads
that would allow it to take over a page and not be constrained to the right rail; GM
subsequently quit Facebook advertising in mid-May and only resumed last week.
In the intervening year, Facebook's major ad product launches have been less
about integrating its social graph and more about taking advantage of its massive
scale through familiar web advertising models. (Its ad exchange, FBX, is the most
notable example.) The coming video ads would seem to follow that trend, since
they'll be shown to all users who fit a broad demographic profile, not because of
the social context of a Facebook friendship with someone who's "liked" the brand
advertiser or movie studio showing the ad.
Though setting up an upfront marketplace to let agencies reserve video inventory
could help stir up demand for Facebook's video ads, the current price tag is likely
to be a barrier to entry, as well as concerns about the backlash from users,
according to one executive.
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Facebook declined to comment on the video ads.
Contributing: Michael Learmonth, Jason Del Rey

Last Fall, A Yahoo Source Said Facebook Was Working
On A Product That 'Kills Us' – It's Here
Nicholas Carlson|Apr. 11, 2013, 3:01 PM|29,112|49
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Last fall, a source close to Yahoo told us that Facebook was working on an advertising product
that "kills us."
He said:
"There's a story brewing about a next very big business it's building—one that competes with one
of Yahoo's flagship ad products and would kill us."
That product is finally here.
It's called "partner categories."
It allows Facebook advertisers to show ads to people who have purchased, or have shown
interest in purchasing, specific categories of products offline — from consumer packaged goods
to cars and more.
Facebook can do this thanks to a partnership with a firm called Datalogix.
Datalogix tracks usage of loyalty cards in offline retail stores.
Facebook can, in a privacy-sensitive way, tell who purchased about 50% of all consumerpackaged goods sold in the US.
Datalogix can also track people who have given over identifying information to merchants, asking
for more information about their products.
So, for example, Facebook knows which of its users have asked Chevy for brochures on its new
Camaro.
The implications of this capability are obviously huge.
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Imagine how valuable it will be for Gillette to put ads in front of men who bought new razors, or for
Ford to stick a Mustang ad in front of those Camaro shoppers.
That kind of targeting — based on a consumer's signalled intent — is nearly as valuable as
Google search targeting, where a consumer has told Google exactly what he or she is looking to
buy.
No wonder our Yahoo source was so nervous.
Here's Facebook's blog post announcing the feature:
Today we‘re launching partner categories, a new way to target ads to more categories of people.
For example, a local car dealership can now show ads to people who are likely in the market for a
new car who live near their dealership. To date, advertisers have been able to show ads to
people based on their expressed interests on Facebook. Now with partner categories, they can
also show ads to people on Facebook based on the products and brands they buy across both
desktop and mobile.
Partner categories uses data from select third parties including Acxiom, Datalogix, and Epsilon.
No personal information is shared between Facebook, third parties or advertisers. Partner
categories work the same way all targeting on Facebook works. The advertiser only knows the
size of the audience and can‘t access any information about individuals included in a category.
For more on this, see our post here.
Companies have long used this type of targeting off of Facebook, and we are excited to make this
available to advertisers of all sizes on Facebook.
At launch, partner categories includes more than 500 unique groups. In addition, partner
categories works with other Facebook targeting options, so advertisers can further refine their
campaigns to reach only the right people. Ads that are well targeted benefit the advertisers who
run them by driving higher return on investment and are a better experience for people who see
more relevant ads.
Partner categories will be available to US advertisers in Power Editor and through the API starting
today. Here's a preview:

Facebook Opens The Door To Dislikes, With Emoticons
Sharing complicated emotions on Facebook was almost impossible until now. Here,
an exclusive conversation with the feature’s designers.
19 Comments
inShare
Facebook is unparalleled for sharing photos of our vacation or a child’s first steps. All
of the best moments of our lives look amazing on the Timeline. So what about the
worst ones? What about when we have a stomach ache, get fired from a job, lose
someone we love? Should expressing those ideas look different? Could something
cue your friends so they don’t hit that “like” button inappropriately?
Apparently so. Soon everyone will have access to a new feature that’s slowly
unearthed itself over the last few weeks, so that when we post an update, we can
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select how we feel about it from 200 different feeling-emoticon combinations, or
even type any emotion imaginable and pair it up with the emoji of our choosing.

These are some of the worst feelings humans have, and they’re on a drop-down
menu.

It’s Not Just Sad Stuff, But That’s What’s Compelling.
Of course, the 200 presets aren’t just for the darker moments. The list includes
feelings like “great, wonderful, special, and loved”--the Facebook-standard
Hallmarkian feelings. But it also includes some really dark stuff, like “ashamed,”
“alone,” “guilty,” “angry,” and “lost.” These are literally some of the worst feelings
humans have, and Facebook has them available on a drop-down menu.
“If you look at the data, most of the sharing on Facebook is positive. There’s not
much negative sharing,” Facebook engineer Roddy Lindsay confirms to me. “One of
the interesting things about this product is, when we tested it, we looked at the
different emotions people were sharing. And it actually reflected a broader range of
emotions.”
In other words, Facebook has found that people really are more likely to share all of
their unhappy thoughts when given the formal option, even though, technically,
status updates have offered free speech all along. That’s a powerful finding, and it’s
why the company sees the status update, combined with the emoji-esque tag, as a
one-two punch of a more expressive, context-aware Facebook.
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“That’s how people use emoticons in the first place. When you talk to someone in
real life, you can see their face and have their entire context as to what they mean,”
product designer Ryan Case says. “Obviously when you bring it online, you lose
some of that context. Part of the appeal of these visual indicators is that they add
this layer of context that wasn’t available before.”

Love (and Sadness) For Sale
That layer of context is valuable to more than just Facebook’s users, of course.
Emotions are one component of a Social Graphable suite of six newly taggable verbs
(feeling, watching, reading, listening to, eating, and drinking) that the social network
is adding as an option to all posts. So just as Facebook can track that you’re
“watching Game of Thrones” or “eating shelled pistachios,” so too will they be able to
see you’re feeling “lonely” or, well, any other feeling known to the English language.
“You can imagine that once we can build other experiences around this data over
time, this will be something that’s a nice addition to other experiences on the site,”
Lindsay says.
“Like, here’s a list of your friends who are really upset right now?” I suggest.
And the team just

Q&A with Facebook Head of Measurement
Research Development and Partnerships Sean
Bruich
Comment

Brittany Darwell•Feb 14th, 2013
Advertising, Data, Facebook, Featured, Insights, Marketing, Metrics, Mobile

As Facebook puts more emphasis on monetization and more advertisers are spending on its platform,
measurement is increasingly important.
The social network is still so new and comes with unique ad types and its own vocabulary, so many advertisers
still aren‘t sure how it fits in with the rest of their marketing efforts. The Facebook measurement team is working
to put its ads in a more familiar context for advertisers and apply its research findings to offer better ad types and
systems.
We spoke to Head of Measurement Research Development and Partnerships Sean Bruich about the questions
Facebook is trying to answer, the value of a Like, how Facebook ads compare to more traditional channels and
what needs to happen as marketers begin thinking cross-platform instead of in silos.
The following is an edited transcript from that interview.
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Tell me more about your role and what your team does.
My team is the research development team, we also work on partnerships with third-party research companies
like Nielsen and Datalogix. Our goal is twofold: to help build the right tools to help advertisers buy media to
capture the value they‘re trying to get, and the second piece to build out the measurement systems that help
quantify that value and optimize campaigns, not just for e-commerce transactions, but a broader set of marketing
outcomes like offline sales. It‘s pretty simple, we‘re trying to solve how you value an ad campaign online if one
of your objectives is offline sales impact or one your objectives is staying top of mind. And the second piece is
how do you translate all of those things that you know about other forms of marketing and understand whether
online is accomplishing those same goals and how you would execute against those goals online.
It seems your latest research has really focused on how successful campaigns aren‘t just about clicks, but
reach and frequency and other factors. Are you finding that‘s resonating in the industry and advertisers
are changing their strategy?
Definitely. I think what happened was digital came up as this really specific type of marketing and there was a lot
of building up of the infrastructure there, the direct response stuff. But it‘s getting harder and harder to plan your
campaign because there are more ways to reach consumers. It‘s not just TV and online. It‘s TV and Facebook
and tablets and smartphones. I think there‘s a growing realization on the part of marketers that they want to reach
people across these devices because if they‘re reaching the same person on each of these and counting it as a
distinct person, that‘s not good. It becomes really hard to plan an ad campaign if you‘re just buying in these silos.
So that‘s what Nielsen‘s cross-platform ratings address, and over time you‘re going to be able to say ‗OK, for
this type of consumer I can reach them more cheaply with one TV impression on this show and then a couple ad
impression on Facebook mobile‘ versus saying ‗I‘m going to do my TV buy, my online buy and I‘m not going to
know how those overlap.
I think you‘re starting to see publishers adopt this way of seeing the world that looks more like traditional media,
and you‘re starting to see advertisers do this. Unilever has talked about this very publicly. They buy a lot of
television, but they want to buy online the same way and they want to use Nielsen to guarantee or at least assess
that what they‘re getting from publishers what they‘re promised, that they‘re getting the reach. Because if you‘re
just buying impressions those could all be going to one person or people outside your demographic target.
So last year was about identifying factors that are more important than clicks, and I remember the year
before that Facebook did a lot of research that talked about the value of friends of fans. What‘s important
for Facebook to measure and get across next?

I think it‘s putting all of those things together. Describing the
keys to generating offline sales by different audiences. I think so far when you think of mass market campaigns,
they‘re not really focused on particular subsets of consumers. One of the powerful things about digital is that
rather than offering one piece of content that sort of works for everybody, you can separate out your audiences.
You‘re still reaching everybody, but it‘s going to be the right message for the right person at the right frequency.
The sum of which should be more effective than a ‗safe‘ message or a somewhat effective message for both.
That‘s creative, but I think the same thing applies for how many impressions you should serve somebody — are
you willing to pay a lot of money to acquire a new customer versus remind an existing customer? I think some of
the data and ad serving pieces of the web are going to be really powerful at getting you the scale of mass
marketing but actually getting to the precision that has never existed before, whether it‘s more or less
impressions or different creative or different flighting of the ad campaign.
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Are those things Facebook can do for advertisers or are some of these things so specific that it‘s more
about creating the tools for each advertiser to do them for themselves and with their partners?
I think it has to be both. One of the things I like doing is looking back to how TV came about and how those
things were figured out. And they did both for TV. There were some great industry researchers who found some
general things to be true, flighting of ad campaigns, effective frequency. That narrows the window of all
possibilities to ‗in general we see these things to be true.‘ I think we‘re starting to see some of those things
converge for Facebook. We know that the range for advertisers is ‗this big‘ rather than ‗this big‘ but for each
particular campaign, they‘re going to have to figure out exactly.
A common thing I hear from advertisers is that Facebook doesn‘t share enough data to make it possible to
track and measure the things they want. Is that changing or is it more about moving slowly and working
with the right partners?
Certainly we have to be careful at Facebook given the data situation. We‘ve had a lot of success working with
really trusted and well-respected third parties. They are going to do a good job to make sure data is treated well,
they maintain privacy protections and have security things figured out. The flipside is that we also want to
partner with people who are going to be really compelling to the advertisers. Why work with Nielsen? Well
because Nielsen already works so closely with these advertisers on television media buys, they have a lot of
credibility to say ‗if you shift some dollars to Facebook or online or digital, you could increase efficiency.‘
The issue with that approach though is that it focuses on a few major brands. How do you take the
learnings that you get from big clients and apply it to a broader set of advertisers?
That‘s exactly what we‘re worried about every day. I think it falls into a couple of buckets. One of the things you
can do is provide a combination of scaled products plus case studies or general learnings, which is really
important. Not every advertiser is going to need Nielsen XCR (cross-platform ratings), but for Unilever it matters
a ton. They need XCR and it needs to be incredibly precise. On the other hand, managing to reach and frequency,
that probably matters for every advertiser. Insights can help for someone who just manages on Facebook to make
sure they‘re monitoring reach and frequency.
So for example a local pub in Palo Alto, we want to make sure they‘re aware of our research findings and try to
put it in the context of what they already know about marketing, but we also want to provide some very low cost
tools that maybe don‘t do the same thing as some these bigger research partnerships, but at least allow them to
manage their campaigns in a way that drives better ROI. It‘s about putting the research things that we figure out
into our tools. So with social context, we know that delivers more effective advertising. We know that from
Datalogix and Nielsen surveys. That doesn‘t mean everyone needs a custom Nielsen study, but we need to make
sure there‘s a white paper that describes the impact and then we‘ve got to make sure that the tools we offer and
insights show social coverage and our marketing materials teach them how to do more Sponsored Stories.
And actually the latest version of the ad tool by default automatically creates Sponsored Stories when
people go in to make an ad.
Yeah. Another thing we found through research two years ago was that lightweight users respond very strongly
to advertising, and so we actually made a change to how our ad server picks how to deliver impressions. We
were able to increase the reach of ad campaigns and increase the lift advertisers would see in ad recall or other
brand effect metrics based on the fact that we could do a better job of choosing ‗should we serve an extra
impression to this user or serve two users each an impression?‘ We were able to figure out optimal user targeting
and frequency, and we saw substantial increase in value in these ads that we delivered.
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It seems like there are a lot of things we could see as a result of your research, for instance in the ad tool,
but there‘s probably so much more that we won‘t see, but that can just be built into how ads are served.
The nice thing about measurement is that it is really accretive across all these groups. Measurement means that
advertisers can plan better campaigns. Facebook‘s able to build better ad products. And then users are seeing
better ads at a more reasonable or more optimal frequency. They‘re not seeing ads they don‘t want to see, the
creative gets better. And so the whole thing rises. I think that‘s a really nice piece of measurement. When I go
home at night that‘s what makes me happiest. You build this system and it‘s not a zero-sum game, it‘s all
summing together making the system better. The more measurement you have, the more you learn, the more it
improves and improves and improves.
What are the biggest or most common questions or doubts that people have that you guys are really
focused on?
The biggest thing by far is ‗how much do I know about marketing can I translate to Facebook?‘ It‘s a great
question because it‘s a totally different way of delivering an ad and communicating with people, but it‘s still
marketing. You look at an agency and they‘re experts in how to do TV or magazine and they‘ve been doing that
for years, so it‘s not really about the data, it‘s about instinct: ‗This is a good ad, this is a bad ad, this is a smart
way to spend our money, this is a bad way to spend our money.‘ And not many people have instincts on digital
and certainly not for these big consumer-oriented ad campaigns.
I think that‘s one of the biggest questions, so a lot of our research is around trying to create some comparability
to the other options advertisers have. So when we did creative research, rather than invent a new scoring system
around social, we applied the Advertising Research Foundation‘s creative best practices guidelines. We started
with that scoring system and asked, can marketers using that scoring system predict which ads would be
successful in the Facebook market? We found that, yes, these things were predictive. Strength of creative can be
described in this traditional way and actually do perform better and marketers actually fortunately can translate a
lot of their expertise.
That‘s really interesting. One of the questions I had wanted to ask you was whether Facebook was more
similar or more different than the other channels that advertisers and marketers are used to.
It seems like it‘s more similar to the type of advertising, to the objective of the advertising you‘re doing. So DR
(direct-response) advertising on Facebook is a lot like DR advertising in the rest of online. We‘ve seen this with
FBX. People thought, ‗no way Facebook works as a direct response channel, people aren‘t looking for anything
while they‘re there.‘ That was totally the meme, and we launched FBX and turns out it works great. Then for TV
and print, which is more the offline sales, brand-focused, awareness raising, it looks like that (on Facebook too).
You‘ve got to have creative that‘s relevant that has a clear visual of what you‘re trying to represent, that it‘s
rewarding to the consumer, there‘s a value proposition there, and then you have to reach your target audience at
an effective frequency.
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When there‘s a new form of media, people notice the things that are different, and that‘s actually a good thing. I
don‘t think we want to minimize the importance of some of those things. You can imagine a more personal tone
works better on Facebook. Or if you want to run an ad in News Feed, it‘s probably better if it doesn‘t look like a
classified ad. I don‘t have data around that, but my guess is that it‘s better if it looks like content and you do
something cool that‘s going to look awesome in News Feed. But I think sometimes we lose the similarities. One
of the things we try to do is point out what are the similarities and what are the things you still have to keep in
mind when planning an ad campaign on Facebook. You don‘t want to get so worried about the tone of the ad
being familiar or honest and open that you fail to deliver a value proposition about the product. I think it‘s
tweaks; it‘s not rethinking marketing.
It sounds like it comes down to having focus, and I think that the message you guys are putting out there is
more focused in identifying the tools and channels and ad types for direct response, for brand building, for
app downloads or different things. As opposed to ‗here is Facebook, here are ads, get Likes.‘ So you had a
lot of people doing that before but not being clear why they were doing that. Now it seems like you guys
are maybe steering people more the right way.
That‘s what we‘re trying to do. I think all good marketing has an objective, and a big part of what measurement
can do is make sure you‘re measuring the objective of the campaign. If your goal is to have Likes — and there
may be a lot of good reasons to acquire Likes — then you should monitor how much they cost and make sure the
people who are Liking your product are the type of people you want. But if the goal is offline sales, then you
should be measuring offline sales. If your goal is to extend a TV campaign onto the Internet and add incremental
reach or incremental frequency or spark a conversation, then you should be measuring against those business
outcomes.
A question a lot of people want to know is, what is the value of a Like? What is Facebook‘s perspective on
that question?

I think there‘s often two questions wrapped up into that. One is, on
average, are the people who Like your brand better customers? And we looked at this a number of ways with
surveys and Datalogix, and the answers are remarkably similar across categories of pages and ways of measuring
these things. They are better consumers, between 1.5 and 2x better consumers. This aligns with comScore‘s data
in the Power of a Like paper, so we‘re seeing a lot convergence around this answer that fans are, on average,
more valuable than average. So that‘s the audience question.
I think the second thing people often mean when they ask this question is ‗how does that Like change their
behavior?‘ That one‘s very dependent on what the subsequent marketing objectives are and the subsequent
execution. It‘s much harder to give one answer across all brands because of the diversity of objectives. We see
some advertisers where the Like is just an opportunity to do very low cost CRM type loyalty brand building. But
for others, maybe an entertainment studio ahead of a movie release, it‘s more of a stepping stone to having a
more effective advertising campaign. If you add half a million Likes, what does that do in terms of your
incremental optimization capabilities? Were you able to deliver more social ads, more viral impressions? So you
sort of don‘t want to think about the Like itself in that case, but what did the Like enable, which is a much more
important question I think.
What are the biggest challenges for your team in the near term and long term?
The biggest challenge is how do you accelerate the learning? We‘ve had 40 years or so of television to get good
at it, 200 years of print to get good at it. We don‘t want this to take 40 years, we don‘t want it to take a hundred
years. Every ad campaign that‘s running that we‘re not informing with this exciting research is a missed
opportunity. I think that‘s the real challenge. What are the really big research bets we need to be making and then
what‘s the most effective way to get that information out to a large set of marketers and advertisers in a way
that‘s going to help them build better campaigns? That‘s the short term challenge.
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I think the long term challenge is really about crossplatform marketing. Think about a world where a given consumer is watching TV, reading magazines on their
iPad, checking out Facebook on their mobile phone and checking out ESPN or something. That‘s a tough world
for media planners. What a marketer now is going to have to do is figure out which creative and which people
and which platform and manage that in a way that‘s not four times as complicated or two to the fourth times as
complicated. I think that‘s the long term challenge.
We‘re going to have see a change in the way marketing works from being very siloed and platform-focused to
very consumer-focused. And sorta say, based on what we know about this anonymous person which is Elizabeth,
she does awesome with video ads. It‘s inexpensive to buy video ads in this place where I can reach her really
efficiently, but I gotta follow it up with a lot of Facebook advertising on mobile as she gets closer to the point of
purchase. That requires a big change in advertisers, agencies, publishers, research agencies. It‘s going to be really
cool, but it‘s going to be the biggest shift in marketing since the advent of TV.
I think that‘s the fun part about this. This job isn‘t going to be done any time soon. I think we‘re going to be
talking about this stuff for five, ten years as this shift occurs. And it‘s only accelerating. You can‘t keep adding
silos. You have to be able to say, these are the types of people I want to influence, and what‘s the right way to
reach and influence them.
It‘s been interesting to see the type of advertisers who are getting active in advertising in the mobile feed
because when we think about who was advertising on mobile before, it wasn‘t the same people who were
advertising on Facebook. It was developers or people who have mobile things to sell. To see now that you
didn‘t just get people to advertise on Facebook mobile, but you got many advertisers to advertise on
mobile for the first time, has been an interesting thing to see happen.
I think it goes back to this idea that advertising on Facebook must be really different and mobile advertising must
be really different. Like you‘ve gotta have this SMS thing that‘s location-based. Some of that may be true. I
don‘t doubt there‘s going to be amazing SMS-based location advertising in the future. I‘m sure somebody will
figure that out. But at the end of the day, people who see TV ads don‘t buy on television.
So lots of people are looking at their mobile phones and engaging with something on their mobile phones, why
wouldn‘t it make sense that it would influence people later, just like TV influences people later, just like radio or
print ads. It‘s another place to reach consumers and we‘ve gotta figure out what consumers, what type of content,
what type of ad is optimal. The shift to online was almost understood as ‗this is really different‘ and now with
mobile there‘s another shift and tablets are another shift, but I think what we‘re actually seeing is that we‘re still
reaching consumers.

Ovi Music – on the go (Photo credit: Nokia RSA)

Facebook Inks Deal With Acxiom, Epsilon, and
Others to Show Ads Based On Shopping Habits
Acxiom, Epsilon, Datalogix, BlueKai Announced As Partners
By:
Cotton Delo
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Facebook is formally announcing its partnership with data behemoths Acxiom,
Epsilon and Datalogix to target ads to users based on their recent in-store
purchases.
Ad Age reported last week that the social network was already beta-testing the
product -- which will enable brands to match data gathered through shopper
loyalty programs to individual Facebook profiles for ad targeting on the platform - with top agency partners like OMD. Aimed at CPG marketers, it would
hypothetically would enable Pampers to deliver ads to Facebook users who have
recently purchased baby products, or Coca-Cola to market to teenagers in Atlanta
who've bought soda in the past month.

Illustration by Athletics

The targeting will function through anonymized matching of loyalty-program
members and Facebook users through email addresses and phone numbers.
Holders of loyalty cards from retailers are asked for their email or phone number
when they register, and Facebook users sign into the site using one or the other,
and a match between two corresponding data points needs to be detected to enable
delivery of an ad.
RELATED STORIES
Exclusive Survey: What Advertisers Really Think About Facebook
A Warming Trend Among Advertisers Since Summer 2012
Facebook Set to Announce Microsoft Atlas Acquisition Tomorrow
Acquiring Ad Tech to Prove Its Ads Work

It functions similarly to another Facebook ad product that was rolled out last fall:
"custom audiences." In that case, brands can upload their CRM databases
consisting of phone numbers, emails and addresses into Facebook to target their
existing customer base with ads. The technology in place to protect consumer
privacy in that instance is the same as for the new ad targeting powered by
shopper data. Through a process calling "hashing," a match can be found without
allowing Facebook data to be intelligible to the data vendors, or vice versa,
according to a Facebook spokeswoman.
Facebook is also announcing a partnership with a fourth big-data purveyor:
BlueKai. That company's integration with Facebook will be cookie-based and not
connected to offline purchases, and thus akin to the Facebook Exchange but with
some distinctions. It will enable brands to target cookie clusters that BlueKai may
have stored for them over a longer period of time, whereas FBX is designed to
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function in real-time to show ads to Facebook who have relatively recently visited
a website and had a cookie dropped on them.
BlueKai's integration will also allow for ads delivered through cookie matching to
show up as sponsored stories or other formats, whereas FBX ads are only shown
on Facebook's right-hand rail.
For example, an automaker can potentially target people who visited its website a
year ago to configure a car, according to a Facebook spokeswoman.
Advertisers Shouldn't Bet Too Heavily On Facebook's Ad Exchange
Heather Leonard|Feb. 22, 2013, 8:01 AM|361|1
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Don't Bet Too Heavily On Facebook’s Ad Exchange (TechCrunch)
Retargeting company AdRoll has released data intended to suggest that advertisers shouldn‘t rush too quickly to embrace
Facebook Exchange. At least not at the expense of other forms of retargeting.

AdRoll
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What did AdRoll find? Well, some of the costs for advertisers were much lower on Facebook Exchange campaigns — CPMs (cost per thousand
impressions) were 82 percent lower, while CPCs (cost per clicks) were 70 percent lower. However, click through rates were 40.18 percent

Borrell Associates
Virtually every media entity is being forced to reinvent how they
generate revenue because digital advertising is not paying the bills.
Read >>
Why Businesses Can't Get Enough Of Pinterest (SteamFeed)
Not only are consumers spending their time on the site (upwards of
90 minutes per month), they are also spending more money and at a
higher frequency than they do on any of the other top five social
media sites. Here are four reasons you should consider expanding
your social sphere through a broader and more integrated marketing
strategy:
1. Cost effective: Businesses can gain access to the very people they
seek
2. Simple and straightforward: today‘s online social media
generation has provided an endless abundance of marketing
possibilities
3. Integration with other social media platforms: promote products
in a variety of ways through images and words
4. Research and data mining: pin pictures that will engage and
connect with the right consumer
Pinterest has become an addiction for all types of businesses
because it works if it is pursued alongside an overall marketing
strategy. Read >>
Request a Reprint of this article.

Facebook to Partner With Acxiom, Epsilon to Match
Store Purchases With User Profiles
Can Facebook Ads Drive Offline Buying?
By:
Cotton Delo
Published: February 22, 2013
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Use a loyalty card for discounts at the drug store? The ads you see on Facebook could
start looking familiar.
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Facebook is testing out a new kind of ad targeting that will let brands market to users
based on what they've bought in stores, according to execs briefed on their plans.
Facebook is partnering with data giants including Epsilon, Acxiom and Datalogix to
allow brands to match data gathered through shopper loyalty program to individual
Facebook profiles, much like it's done previously with marketers' customer data from
their CRM databases. Datalogix, a company with a rich trove of loyalty-program data,
gained notice last fall after Facebook partnered with the firm to decipher whether users
exposed to ads on the social network ended up buying any of those products in stores.
The targeting would hypothetically enable Coca-Cola to target to teenagers who've
bought soda in the last month, or Pampers to show ads to North Carolina residents
who've recently bought baby products, since Facebook's own array of demographic and
interest-based targeting options can be added to further refine audience segments. But
adoption will be contingent on acceptance by corporate legal departments wary of
becoming embroiled in a consumer privacy scare.
The targeting will function through anonymized matching of loyalty-program members
and Facebook users through email addresses and phone numbers, according to sources
with knowledge of the product. (Holders of loyalty cards from retailers are asked for their
email or phone number when they register, and Facebook users sign into the site using
one or the other, and a match between two corresponding data points needs to be detected
to enable delivery of an ad.)
The product seems aimed at CPG marketers, whom Facebook has been assiduously
courting of late, hosting its first CPG Summit in New York last month. That event put a
spotlight on "custom audiences," which lets brands upload emails, phone numbers and
addresses from their CRM databases to show ads to their existing customers on
Facebook. The ad targeting powered by shopper data uses the same technology, called
"hashing," to find a match without allowing Facebook data to be intelligible to data
vendors, or vice versa.
OMD is part of the ongoing beta test, and its social media director Colin Sutton said he's
enthusiastic about the measurement potential implicit in being able to connect the dots
between Facebook ads and offline sales, as well as the specificity of the targeting.
"Our CPG clients can begin to micro-target specific sets of consumers based on their instore activity and buying behaviors and customize the messaging," he said.
The notion of targeting people online based on their offline purchase history isn't new,
and Datalogix partners with any number of ad-tech companies, including AppNexus,
Invite Media and MediaMath. A key distinction is that until now, it's just been possible to
buy an aggregate population of cookies, and it can be difficult to discern how many
unique users out of the pool have seen the ad or whether 20% of them have been targeted
several times, according to Tousanna Durgan, MEC's senior director for audience buying.
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"Because of the recency and accuracy of Facebook, the likelihood of seeing the whole
population throughout your campaign is greater," she said.
Though purchase-based targeting will be enticing to brands, adoption will hinge on
Facebook demonstrating that it's crossed every "t" and dotted every "i" with respect to
protecting consumer privacy. MEC's social lead Kristine Segrist noted that adoption of
"custom audiences" -- or targeting using data from CRM databases -- has been slow,
since approval often needs to be obtained from beyond the marketing function at brands.
"Facebook's challenge is going to be breaking down the process in ways that are simple
to understand and fostering confidence that this powerful data can be handled in a
responsible way," she said.
Epsilon referred a call to Facebook, which declined comment on the new tool. Acxiom
and Datalogix didn't immediately respond to requests for comment.

Facebook Cranks Up Ad
Targeting in User News Feeds
While local TV has made progress growing a digital audience, its main business for now remains over
the air, and that business is losing customers. The biggest problem for local TV news is a drop-off in
television viewing in general – not just for news. In May, for example, the only broadcast network
that gained viewers in prime time was the Spanish-language Univision, driven by the growth of the
U.S. Hispanic population. All of the top four television networks saw their prime-time ratings slide,
from CBS at the low end with a 5% loss to Fox at the high end with a loss of 25%.6 As a result, local
stations’ newscasts find themselves competing for a piece of a shrinking pie.

Facebook Exchange Ads Will Start Appearing in Desktop News Feeds, But Not Mobile
Yet
By:
Cotton Delo
Published: March 26, 2013
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Dawdle on an e-commerce site? Expect ads for that site--even the items you
browsed--to stalk you for days, even weeks in ads on other sites. Now those socalled "retargeted" ads are going somewhere else: Facebook's news feed.
Starting today, Facebook will start placing ads purchased through its ad exchange,
FBX, in the newsfeeds of users, including retargeted ads from the likes of Zappos,
Zipcar, Bonobos and many others as it ramps up advertising in its prime real
estate.
The move will give exchange-purchased ads more visibility, and theoretically
boost prices across FBX by making the bidding more competitive.
Facebook's exchange allows advertisers to match their own data to Facebook
inventory, allowing many types of behaviorally-targeted ads, including
retargeting, which is the leading way e-commerce sites make a sale after a
shopper has left their online storefront behind.
Facebook's director of product marketing Brian Boland

Behaviorally-targeted FBX ads had formerly only been available on the less
conspicuous right-hand rail of Facebook pages, but now advertisers and agencies
can buy ads that will show up in users' news feeds via demand-side platforms.
(Just three of FBX's 15-plus partners -- TellApart, MediaMath and Nanigans -have the capability as of today.)
RELATED STORIES
Facebook's FBX Success Proves It: Social Data Are Worthless
FBX Gives Advertisers Value With Links to Behavioral Data, the Social Data Aren't Enough

The ads don't include social context from a user's friends, since for privacy
reasons FBX is fenced off from Facebook's user data and targeted purely based on
users' browsing activity off of the social network.
They also won't show up on mobile devices just yet, but Facebook hinted that's
coming, too.
Facebook hasn't revealed how lucrative FBX has been since it officially launched
in September, but chief operating officer Sheryl Sandberg did offer up some
nuggets about advertiser adoption during the company's most recent earnings call
in January. She said then that FBX was serving a billion impressions and 1,300
advertisers per day.
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Including more coveted and visible ad real estate could be a means of raising FBX
prices, which have been relatively low. In the latter half of 2012, the average
CPM -- or cost-per-thousand impressions -- on FBX was 82% lower than for
traditional web retargeting, according to the retargeting firm AdRoll.
"More demand will always make the auction more competitive," said Facebook's
director of product marketing Brian Boland.
Mr. Boland also observed that FBX ads were being brought to desktop news feeds
first (ahead of mobile) because it's a natural migration from the desktop right rail,
but also because advertisers' goal in real-time bidding is typically to send people
back to a desktop site they've recently visited.
Since they're targeted based on a user's web history, FBX ads are in the domain of
the online ad industry's self-regulatory program, which stipulates that
behaviorally-targeted ads should disclose their origins and give users an opt-out
from tracking. Facebook began complying with the program in February when it
developed a way for users to see where right-rail ads came from by clicking on a
drop-down menu in the ad. (It's not meeting the same bar as other publishers,
however, since the program's "AdChoices" icon isn't currently being delivered in
the ad creative itself.)
In the same vein as on the right rail, news feed FBX ads will show the AdChoices
icon when users click on a drop-down menu to learn more about the post, Mr.
Boland

Chartbeat Aims to Show Publishers
If Their Ads Work
Below-the-Fold Isn't an Advertising Wasteland After All
By:
Jason Del Rey
Published: March 18, 2013
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Many a news operation has fallen in love with Chartbeat, the web-analytics software that gives reporters and editors a
real-time look into which parts of their websites readers are visiting. Now Chartbeat has begun mining that same
publisher data to help digital-media salespeople sell ads on parts of their websites historically dismissed as advertising
wastelands.
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In December, Chartbeat began offering a handful of publisher sales teams a beta version
of a new dashboard that displays the amount of engaged time website visitors are
spending in front of certain ad-unit placements and certain sections of the site. By arming
sales teams with this information, Chartbeat believes it can help them make a case to
brand advertisers that certain parts of webpages are more valuable than originally
assumed. (Direct-response advertisers already use audience buying to find the best
impressions to buy, often no matter page placement.)
"The lesson is that the place where readers are spending their time is not where we
traditionally assumed," said Alex Carusillo, a product manager at Chartbeat.
In conversations with editorial departments, Chartbeat kept hearing that a big challenge
for them is striking a balance between creating compelling, high-end work while at the
same time churning out as many posts as possible to increase page views because most
ads are sold on an impression basis.

So Chartbeat conducted an online study with 1,500 people to see if pages that have high levels of engagement -- what
Chartbeat tracks and calls "engaged time" -- get higher brand recall for the ads on them. When an article that contained
an ad was placed in front of a reader for five seconds, only 50% of readers were able to identify the advertiser
afterward. But when Chartbeat extended viewing time to 15 seconds, about 70% of readers recalled the brand's name.
Chartbeat is now working with a third party to further validate the correlation.

Beyond that, Chartbeat identified another interesting trend in its publisher data. When it
looked at 1 million anonymous readers across 10 websites: 66% of the "engaged time"
over a 24-hour period happened "below the fold" -- or below the part of page that
originally showed up in the browser when a reader first opened a page. Not surprisingly,
the data analysis also showed that web visitors are only engaged for a few seconds at the
top of the page, where the highest-priced ads often sit.
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"We've been placing value in the wrong places," Mr. Carusillo said. "We decided banners
on top were the most valuable ... because they were easy to measure because you know
people saw them even if they flew by."
The "engaged time" essentially measures how long a person is showing some signs of
activity -- such as scrolling or moving a cursor -- while a browser tab is open. The
company believes its engagement metric is more accurate than most others, because
Chartbeat checks for signs of activity every second.
Buzzmedia, one publisher with beta access to the advertising dashboard, believes the
"engaged time" metric could eventually help it create new ad products and packages,
such as one that would run an advertiser's ads exclusively next to the 10 articles with the
highest engagement time, said Director of Product Max Engel.
Craig Atkinson, chief digital officer at media agency PHD, said the industry could benefit
from a new type of engagement metric if the correlation between "engaged time" and
branding performance holds up.
"We want to find the highest-value areas of any partner sites," he said. "I'm all for
changing the conversation about pricing if we can prove the value piece."
Chartbeat plans to eventually charge for the product once it's out of beta

Google Tool Can Calculate What That Mobile Ad Is
Really Worth
Adidas tested the AdWords-only calculatorBy Tim Peterson
March 26, 2013, 9:00 AM EDT
Technology
Mobile doesn't get enough credit. That‘s largely the reason industry experts cite for
mobile advertising‘s pitiful pricing, often described as reaping pennies compared to the
dimes online ads attract. To help rectify matters, Google has created a tool to let
AdWords advertisers measure how mobile clicks lead to dollars.
"People are interested in the broad idea of, does mobile have a conversion problem.
[Instead] we believe mobile has a measurement problem," said Jason Spero, Google's
head of mobile global sales and strategy.
The new tool, the Full Value of Mobile Calculator, aims to measure what various mobile
ad campaigns mean to a marketer's bottom line, taking into account whether the
campaign initially intended to drive calls, app installs, in-store traffic, mobile site visits or
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attribute cross-device attention and plugging in those metrics by connecting with an
advertiser‘s AdWords account.
To oversimplify the calculator's formula, it basically multiplies the number of people who
take the initial call to action, like clicking to call a store, by the percentage who complete
the next actions down the conversion funnel (i.e., completing a call and/or buying
something), then multiplied by the value of the actual conversion (i.e., how much money
the person spent). The result is the estimated revenue an advertiser received from the
campaign.
The calculator arose from a partnership between Google and Adidas to help the
sportswear brand determine how its search ads were driving people into the company's
owned-and-operated stores and how that translated into revenue. First, Google populated
stats from Adidas' AdWords account on how many people clicked its ads to get directions
to a store. Then Adidas and its agency iProspect ran some A/B tests, comparing markets
in which it ran ads with those in which it didn‘t and correlating foot traffic, to estimate
how percentage of people who clicked for directions ended up in an Adidas store.
(Twenty percent, it turns out.) Next, the brand factored in the portion of people who walk
into a store and make a purchase—about one in five—followed by the average
transaction amount, which was $70 to $75. After crunching all those figures, the
companies were able to compute that each click on the ad‘s store locator button was
worth $3.20.
Adidas could take that $3.20 stat and conclude that that's how much it would be willing
to bid for click-to-store campaigns (though not necessarily how much it would need to
bid, since AdWords operates as a second-price auction). That type of understanding is
particularly important as Google migrates AdWords advertisers to the new Enhanced
Campaigns bidding process. Rather than setting independent bids for desktop and mobile
campaigns, Enhanced Campaigns tie the two together with advertisers placing a desktop
bid price and how much more or less they‘d be willing to pay to reach a mobile user. The
change has been seen as Google attempting to buoy mobile ad rates by tethering them to
their higher desktop counterparts. Spero said the Full Value of Mobile Calculator is
"directly connected" to Enhanced Campaigns by providing the attribution to help
marketers understand whether they‘re effectively toggling their mobile and desktop buys.
While the calculator can be crucial to maximizing AdWords campaigns, Spero stressed
that it's only an estimator. For example, the ability to measure cross-device performance
isn‘t available yet and would be limited to users who are logged on to the Chrome
browser on their phone and desktop computer with one account. To that end, the
calculator doesn‘t cycle its computations back to AdWords so that an advertiser can
compute a mobile campaign‘s value and have that instantly adjust its bid prices in
AdWords.
"It's not meant to be a real-time updating tool," said Spero, noting that advertisers have to
upload their AdWords data each time they want to use the tool and that if Google were to
build a similar product to be used for bidding, it would launch through AdWords, not on
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a stand-alone site. The calculator will be available on the Full Value of Mobile microsite
along with educational videos, case studies and tips

Facebook Craves Conversions More Than Clicks
Measurement head previews Re:think 2013 speech todayBy Tim Peterson
March 20, 2013, 8:00 AM EDT
Technology
Facebook isn't crazy about clicks as digital advertising‘s be-all, end-all performance
metric. Rather, the company is more concerned with conversions.
In the fall, Facebook partnered with data provider Datalogix to launch a tool that helps
advertisers figure out how many ads it should show a given user. The tool compiles this
Goldilocks recipe based on Facebook's ad impression data and Datalogix‘s offline
purchase data. Now, Facebook is opening up a bit about results.
Across 29 campaigns, Facebook found that splitting households into four subgroups
based on how much they've purchased a brand‘s products or a product in a given category
has produced an average 22 percent lift in profits, said Brad Smallwood, the company‘s
vp of measurement and insights, in a preview of a presentation he'll make today at the
Advertising Research Foundation‘s Re:think 2013 conference.
In an interview with Adweek before the presentation, Smallwood acknowledged that not
all advertisers will achieve such results given the number of variables involved in
constructing the Goldilocks recipe. Instead, the idea is to change how advertisers view
digital advertising, which obviously includes ads on Facebook. That is, to get away from
a narrow focus on an ad's immediate return on investment (did it get enough clicks to
justify its cost?) and refocus on whether it fulfilled a brand‘s ultimate goals (read: sales).
As a hypothetical example of what the Facebook-Datalogix tool can do, Charmin could
determine the number of ads it should show someone who regularly buys their toilet
paper compared with someone who doesn't buy their toilet paper, someone who buys a
lot of toilet paper but isn‘t loyal to any brand and someone who doesn‘t really buy toilet
paper (i.e., a gross person). Charmin could then retool their ad buy to make sure they‘re
not wasting impressions or dollars on any of the subgroups or leaving potential sales on
the table by not investing enough.
Smallwood referred to this mix-modeling as finding the "effective frequency" for a
campaign or advertiser. Again, he stressed that the mix changes from brand to brand,
even product to product, and especially user to user. That's where Facebook comes in.
Not only does Facebook have almost the widest reach of any online property, but the
wealth of demographic and interest information that users supply gives the company a
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unique position from which to evaluate and tweak their campaigns. It's easy to see how
this tool could be Facebook‘s biggest bait in luring TV budgets to online.
As with any conversation around getting advertisers to release their reliance on
clickthrough rates, Smallwood, who was joined in the interview by Facebook's head of
measurement platforms and standards Sean Bruich, invoked TV advertising, particularly
the broad reach of TV and the evolution of TV advertisers‘ ability to measure reach and
fine-tune frequency. Bruich cited research from in the early 1980s that helped advertisers
determine the right reach for their TV campaigns and balance the frequency with which
those ads were shown to ensure a profitable campaign.
"What we've found is those truths researchers back in the ‘80s found about TV seem to
be true about online," Bruich said. That said, online, and more specifically Facebook,
takes things a step further in being able to dial that reach and frequency mix for more
specific audiences than available through TV.
"The ROI of a campaign is made up of a lot of pieces of a campaign. We want to figure
out what's good and fix what‘s not as good," Bruich explained.
When Adweek asked Smallwood what the ROI of his talk on Wednesday would be, he
replied simply, "Success is getting [industry executives] to think beyond just ROI."

No communications campaign brief worth its salt omits some kind of definition of
emotional tonality. To date, factoring in the emotional when planning and allocation
media spend -- and shaping creative messaging -- has been largely informed by primary
qualitative research.
However, USA TouchPoints systematically -- and uniquely -- captures emotional data at
scale to enable planners and others to identify the emotional profile of target audiences as
it relates to media use, time of day, social setting, activity and location.
This analysis provides a snapshot of the utility of emotional data as it relates to one
particular medium and one content format within it: Adult Contemporary AM/FM Radio.
Which emotions feature most prominently among listeners while tuning in at different
location -- in this case Home, Work and Car?
Interestingly, the top six emotions across the three locations show significant overlap and
are all basically net positive, never dipping below Indifference -- which is the mid-point
of neutrality on the 17-point emotional scale -- when listening at work. Indeed,
Indifference only registers in the top six emotions in the workplace, suggesting that the
emotion is perhaps an environmental factor more than a content-driven factor.
The fact that emotions for Adult Contemporary Radio across all three locations is so
uniformly positive is particularly noteworthy, as emotions are frequently inconsistent
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when analyzed in the context of specific media use. Emotions are influenced by
situational factors unrelated to the medium and conten: a tough day at work, kids arguing,
etc.
However, the power of music to influence mood and emotion, coupled with the
fact that people often use it to both shape and reflect mood, is well documented
in an array of both academic and industry research endeavors.
While further analysis into time of day, social settings, narrower audience targets
etc. would likely reveal more nuance than this brief analysis of total audience, the
format as a whole delivers listeners in a positive frame of mind -- the Feelgood
Format -- something planners and creative alike can use to their advantage.
A similar analysis of other formats such as sports and talk – along with other
music formats – would also be interesting to identify variance by different
situational factors that are relevant to marketers and media planners.
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More retargeting impressions go through FBX
When Facebook Exchange (FBX) debuted in 2012, it garnered significant excitement
among advertisers. For the first time, the real-time bidding platform allowed advertisers
to buy and serve retargeted impressions on Facebook. For example, when a user clicks on
a product on a retailer‘s website but doesn‘t purchase, FBX can display an ad for that
product on the user‘s social network page.
Retargeting company AdRoll partnered with FBX early on and has since brought over
700 advertisers worldwide onto the platform. At the end of 2012, the firm examined the
performance of its advertisers running both online display and FBX retargeting
campaigns.
AdRoll found that Facebook is taking a substantial percentage of retargeted impressions,
suggesting that brands are increasingly moving their retargeting campaigns onto the
social site. In December 2012, Facebook accounted for nearly two-thirds of AdRoll‘s
advertisers‘ retargeted impressions, that‘s compared with August, after FBX‘s initial
debut, when the platform accounted for only 3% of impressions.
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Facebook has a significant hand in overall online display inventory, accounting for more
than 25% of display impressions across the web, according to AdRoll. So it makes sense
that when Facebook inserts itself into the retargeting mix, a significant percentage of
impressions follow.
The share of retargeted clicks going to Facebook has increased along a similar trajectory
to impressions, though the pace has not quite kept up. As of December, Facebook
garnered 45% of total retargeted clicks. Other online display retargeting campaigns
received the remaining 55% of clicks, despite accounting for only 37% of impressions.
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Clickthrough rates (CTRs) may help account for this disparity. The CTR for FBX ads
was 40% lower than for traditional web retargeting ads. And the price per unique click
did even better on the web, costing 80% less than on Facebook.
There‘s still plenty of upside for Facebook retargeting advertisers, however. Cost per
impression (CPM) and cost per click (CPC) were both significantly lower on Facebook,
proving that the social site does offer some substantial monetary benefits, along with
wide reach.
For the time being, FBX remains a limited proposition among marketers. According to an
Advertising Age and Citigroup survey from January 2013, only 12.8% of US marketers
reported using the platform. Still, there is no question that the newness of the service is
part of what is holding back advertisers.

The study also found that more than three of out five respondents bought ads of some
kind on Facebook. As marketers get a better understanding of the uses and metrics behind
FBX, they will surely buy a greater percentage of Facebook ad inventory through the
service.
Corporate subscribers have access to all eMarketer analyst reports, articles, data and
more. Join the over 750 companies already benefiting from eMarketer‘s approach. Learn
more

Facebook News Feed Redesign Gives
Marketers What They've Pined For:
Bigger Ads
Potential Fragmentation of Facebook Audience Could Make it Harder to Reach Fans
Organically
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By:
Cotton Delo
Published: March 07, 2013
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Facebook today announced its grand plan to make its news feed into "the best
personalized newspaper," in CEO Mark Zuckerberg's words, where users can peruse
streams consisting entirely of photos, events, music-related content or of posts from
brands or public figures they follow.

The social network also characterized the redesign of its core product as a bid to utilize
more of the real estate within a Facebook page (news feed in its outgoing form took up
only 40% of the screen) by making posts larger. Friends' photos and ads that show up in
news feed alike will be bigger and more eye-catching.
The updates start rolling out for desktop today and for mobile devices in the coming
weeks.
Here are five early takeaways.
Ads are (much) bigger. Yes, everything else is bigger too. But creatives may now have a
canvas they can sink their teeth into. A look at this reporter's newly reformatted news
feed showed an ad with a video of the trailer for the upcoming "The Hangover Part III"
that took up almost the whole height of her laptop screen. Even Facebook's original ads
that don't contain any rich media on the right-hand rail look bigger.
The higher engagement that larger ads are bound to bring will please marketers. But
there's always a risk of ads being annoying to users, who now have to scroll down more
to see the content they're most interested in.
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"If it's not elegantly executed, you're going to see consumer backlash," said Gian
LaVecchia, MEC's digital lead.
Consumer engagement in new feeds is a question mark.
Mr. Zuckerberg was emphatic that there's been a great deal of consumer demand for a
better way to consume filtered content like photos and music (a feed that in its current
incarnation includes posts from bands that users and their friends have liked, as well as
songs friends have listened to on services like Rdio and Spotify). But it remains to be
seen how high a percentage of users will have a use for it.
"I really wonder how many people are going to take an effort with all of those," said
eMarketer's principal analyst Debra Aho Williamson.
Facebook users with access to the redesign can see the new feeds by clicking on a tab on
the right-hand corner of their screen. Initially, the new feeds won't have ads, but
Facebook execs confirmed they're coming.
But if the new feeds do take off, it could make it harder to reach fans on Facebook.
If the feeds end up engrossing a wide swath of users, it could mean that the Facebook
audience becomes more fragmented. Which could exacerbate the frustration of brands
who have already observed the organic reach of their posts declining due to algorithm
changes.
So if users spend significantly less time in their main news feed, where posts from brand
marketers are most likely to surface, it could become necessary to buy back the lost
reach.
Users might also conceivably find the option to filter down to see only posts from their
friends to be more tantalizing than the main news feed.
"If people continuously opt for this filter, it will greatly diminish brand engagement
opportunities outside of paid reach," said Chris Copeland, CEO of GroupM Next.
There won't be algorithmic changes. Users will see just as much of the content posted
by brands they follow in the main news feed as they were prior to the change, according
to a Facebook spokeswoman.
Potential sponsorship opportunities down the road? If the music feed winds up
getting a lot of usage, it's not a leap to imagine that an entertainment-focused brand like
Pepsi would be interesting in sponsoring it. While Facebook currently has no such plans,
VP-product Chris Cox said the idea of news-feed sponsorships has been discussed.
Organic's VP-strategy and planning Anna Banks said that sponsorships could be a less
intrusive way for brands to market on Facebook, with less risk of irritating users.
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"It could move to [brands] sponsoring parts of streams or feeds, and then eventually to
them owning streams," she said.

In Atlas Deal, Facebook Gets Serious About Measuring
Ads
Says Deal Is About Measurement, Not an Ad Network
By:
Cotton Delo
Published: February 28, 2013

Facebook today formally announced a long-rumored deal to acquire Microsoft's Atlas
Solutions division today and that its interest in the technology stack boils down to
measurement.
Ad Age previously reported that Facebook had agreed to buy the ad-serving business,
which Microsoft had busily been seeking a buyer for over the past six months. Microsoft
has acknowledged that it's looking to focus on developing the ad business for its owned
and operated products like xBox and Windows 8, not on its ad tech.
Brian Boland

The deal price was not disclosed, and the parties would only say that a "commercial
agreement" will be put in place whereby Microsoft will continue to buy its own ads
through Atlas. The price had been expected to be less than $100 million, based on prior
bids for Atlas, which were in the $30 to $50 million range.
RELATED STORIES
Facebook Set to Announce Microsoft Atlas Acquisition Tomorrow
Acquiring Ad Tech to Prove Its Ads Work
Facebook Deal to Buy Microsoft's Atlas Coming As Soon As Next Week
Social Network Is Building An Ad Stack to Rival Google

Atlas had looked like a potential building block for Facebook to start building an external
ad network powered by its social data, but the social network's director of product
marketing Brian Boland said that's not the plan. He said that Facebook's advertisers have
been clamoring for more tools to let them see how effective their spend is across online
channels, and that's where Atlas comes in.
Facebook has been steadfast that the effectiveness of its ads shouldn't be gauged by clicks
alone. Owning an ad server will allow the social network to track actions after a user is
exposed to an add, so-called "attribution." Atlas can help Facebook prove that exposing
users to its ads does spur them to take an action – whether it's providing their email
address or making a purchase – even if they've never clicked on a Facebook ad. Atlas
released a tool last year to help advertisers measure their Facebook ads and get into
deeper insight into how they drove conversions.
"This acquisition is about measurement, it is not about building an ad network," Mr.
Boland said, adding that Facebook intends to invest in Atlas's core technology, as well as
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new areas like mobile ROI. He acknowledged Atlas's reputation in the marketplace for
having antiquated technology due to years of neglect.
"We're excited to apply the same level of focus and investment in Atlas that we've
applied to mobile over the last year, and really accelerate the development of its core
features," he said.
Mr. Boland declined to say whether all Facebook advertisers would eventually be given
access to Atlas's measurement tools. He noted that Facebook will continue to support
existing Atlas customers -- comprised of agencies, major marketers, and publishers like
Microsoft -- in their contracts.
Atlas's team will continue to be based out of Seattle, which is also where most of
Facebook's engineers who develop ad products are based. "Most if not all of Atlas's
employees" will join Facebook in the deal, Mr. Boland said.

More Americans are taking a vacation from Facebook. Facebook provides a critical tool for
real-time conversations with listeners but a new Pew Research study shows Facebook fatigue
has set in for some. Six in ten Facebook users say they‘ve taken a voluntary break from the site
for several weeks or more. One in four plan to spend less time on the site this coming year. Of
those who‘ve taken a Facebook vacation, the largest group said it was a result of being too busy
with other demands. Others pointed toward a general lack of interest in the site itself, an absence
of compelling content, and excessive gossip or ―drama‖ from their friends. One in five online
adults say they used Facebook in the past but no longer do so. One-third say the site has
become less important to them — and just as many say they‘re spending less time on the site
compared to a year ago. Pew says the younger the demo, the greater the decrease: four in ten
Facebook users aged 18-29 say they‘re spending less time on the site and expect to pull back
more in 2013. The feeling isn‘t universal however — two-thirds of online adults are Facebook
users and a majority of users say it‘s as important now as it was a year ago
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When Facebook (FB) Chief Executive Officer Mark Zuckerberg unveiled Graph Search
on Jan. 15, he hailed his company‘s latest innovation as a great leap forward for search.
Facebook members who want to know their friends‘ preferences before making decisions
on restaurants, vacations, career choices, and maybe even life partners, can look for, say,
―single friends in San Francisco who like sushi,‖ and be rewarded with meaningful
results.
It‘s a nice advance, but the real leap Facebook hopes to make is to overtake Google
(GOOG)—and maybe LinkedIn (LNKD) and Match.com (IACI), too. Facebook has not
yet detailed any advertising products that Graph Search will inevitably spawn down the
road, but clearly Zuckerberg thinks he can offer his customers the grand prize of
advertising: perfect microtargeting.
Facebook is expected to report $5.02 billion in sales for 2012, according to analyst
estimates tracked by Bloomberg. Google‘s revenue sailed past $50 billion last year. At
least some analysts say that Graph Search has the potential to close the gap by creating a
virtuous feedback loop between advertisers and Facebook users. In social searches,
businesses with the most ―likes‖ and ―check-ins‖ may shoot to the top of search results.
The hope is that advertisers seeking better Graph Search results will purchase more ads
on the social network in order to get them.
STORY: Facebook Radically Revamps Its Search Engine
Michael Pachter, an analyst at Wedbush Securities in Los Angeles, predicts Graph Search
will grow to about a quarter of Facebook‘s revenue, or $3 billion to $4 billion in 2015.
―The way we did the math: a tiny slice of Google, a bigger slice of Yelp, a bigger slice of
Groupon (GRPN) and LivingSocial. Graph Search gives you the potential to do all those
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things,‖ says Pachter. He adds that Graph Search will keep people ―using Facebook
longer.‖ That, in turn, will provide Facebook with ―a tremendous amount of data that
allows [Facebook] to deliver a lot more relevant ads.‖
Dan Levy, Facebook‘s director of small business, says the search tool could help more
than 13 million plumbers, doctors, pizza parlors, and other small businesses on the social
network get their pages discovered. The company eventually plans to offer mobile Graph
Search, which would be a more robust version of the recently released ―nearby‖ feature
that recommends restaurants and landmarks close to a mobile user‘s location.
Whether those cool features can be translated into a predictable source of revenue—and
ultimately profits—depends largely on whether Facebook can deliver the kind of results
its engineers promise. Presumably the company could charge more per search ad if it can
prove that its highly targeted results are more likely than Google‘s to convert seekers into
buyers.
VIDEO: What Does Facebook Graph Search Actually Do?
Technology is one concern. Changing behavior is another. ―Facebook has trained its
audience to live and breathe on the news feed,‖ says Brian Yamada, an executive director
at digital marketing agency VML, owned by ad giant WPP. That leads to a passive users,
accustomed to content finding them. For Graph Search to work, the social network‘s
billion-plus members will have to, you know, get active—albeit without leaving the
walled garden Facebook provides. ―In general, Web search is designed to take any openended query and return to you links that may have answers to the question that you might
be trying to ask,‖ Zuckerberg said at the launch. ―Now, Graph Search is very different.
Graph Search is designed to take a precise query and return to you the answer, not links
to other places where you might get the answer.‖
Ultimately, Graph Search‘s success will be determined by whether Facebook members
buy in. Its search results must ―start to become relevant enough that users end up
switching,‖ says Hussein Fazal, CEO of AdParlor, which helps companies buy ads on
Facebook. If they do, advertisers will follow, which poses another risk for Facebook:
alienating users by having too many ads.
Facebook today took one more step in making its advertising more accountable for media buyers: it has now rolled out a
conversion measurement system across its global footprint. Aimed at direct marketers, the optimization and conversion
toll was first announced back in November; now it‘s available globally, and can be used on all Facebook ads and
sponsored stories, the company says, as well as in combination with any other targeting services. And, in a sign of
increasing cross-platform marketing, Facebook says that its conversion measurement tool is can report when a user
views an ad on one platform, like mobile, but then converts on another, like a PC. It‘s the only tool so far that can do this
— but as Facebook continues to expand its advertising business, it‘s not likely to be the last.
That is a win-win for Facebook: if it can show that marketers can save money by using these tools as part of their
campaigns, it will also mean that they will ultimately spend more money and effort advertising on the social network. It‘s
also one more sign of how Facebook is continuing to extend its influence outside of its own platform and walled garden —
although it‘s still stopping short of advertising on third-party sites.
What the tool does is it allows advertisers to put some code on their sites to track when actions like checkouts/payments
or registrations have been driven by an advert seen on Facebook. This then feeds back into how marketers run their
campaigns on optimized CPMs for more effective responses.
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The conversion tool is largely aimed at direct marketing campaigns tied to specific actions, and are most suitable for sites
that have transactional elements to them, such as those for e-commerce, travel, retail, and financial services, says
Facebook. It notes that hip home goods site Fab was an early tester, and it reduced its cost per new customer acquisition
by 39%.
Another early tester shows that the tool could be used for less commercial efforts, too: the Democratic Governors
Association used it to track mailing list sign-ups, and using it reduced its cost-per-conversion rate by 85%.
Facebook says that the conversion tool is currently available for marketers using three of its different ad products power
editor, the ads manager, and for its large-scale marketers that use Facebooks advertising API, and the service is now live

Study: Facebook Leads to 24% Sales Boost
Social network brings new users at lower cost, per Aggregate KnowledgeBy Tim
Peterson
January 23, 2013, 7:30 AM EST
Technology
Supposedly social advertising doesn‘t generate sales. But Media intelligence company
Aggregate Knowledge, which analyzes and attributes media buys, says otherwise. In a
study of 25 campaigns that ran during the fourth quarter, the company found that media
plans that included Facebook saw 24 percent more new sales than those that didn't.
Aggregate Knowledge CEO David Jakubowski said the media plans with Facebook
centered on using the social network‘s premium ad units as the anchor with the
marketplace ads running along the right rail in a supporting role to extend advertisers‘
reach. In addition to Facebook, those media mixes typically included display, social,
search and sometimes mobile Web and email, he said. Video also entered the fold at time,
with that channel and Facebook "occupying the upper funnel," said Jakubowski.
While Facebook has rolled out lower-funnel ad products such as the retargeting-oriented
Facebook Exchange, Aggregate Knowledge saw the social network maintains its place
atop the funnel. Forty-five percent of the total users reached in Q4 were unique to
Facebook and not seen on other channels included in a media plan, according to
Aggregate Knowledge. "Marketers marketing on Facebook are starting to get to people
up the funnel in consideration sets," Jakubowski said.
Facebook‘s head of measurement and insights Brad Smallwood said Aggregate
Knowledge‘s findings are "pretty consistent with independent studies we run looking at
offline transactions." He pointed to one announced in October with Datalogix that
indicated campaigns focused on reach saw a 70 percent higher ROI than those aimed at
clicks.
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Facebook was "very strong" when it came to channels that first encountered a user,
Jakubowski said, but was not usually the last channel to see a user before they convert.
That last-click attribution, for better or worse, is what helped Google establish a
multibillion dollar advertising business. ―Where Facebook gets last-touch credit is where
it‘s the only place on the planet that reached that user,‖ Jakubowski said. Facebook tends
to factor in a couple days or weeks before a user converts, he noted. Smallwood
emphasized that marketers shouldn‘t look at Facebook in silo but consider an entire
media mix and attribute success through multi-touch attribution.
However, Facebook has been correcting advertisers‘ reliance on last-click attribution and
adding ways for them to analyze its longer-term impact on conversions. For example,
Aggregate Knowledge relied on Facebook‘s view-through pixels for its study,
Smallwood said. And last week Facebook modified its policies for preferred marketing
developers to only require firms to separate Facebook reporting from other channels
when using last-click attribution; otherwise PMDs have the new option to "show multitouch attribution results side-by-side with last-click attribution results."
Because Aggregate Knowledge is able to attribute Facebook‘s impact on conversions
through the view-through pixels, the firm was able to see that during Q4 Facebook
delivered a 68 percent lower cost-per-acquisition than other channels, though Jakubowski
declined to specific the average CPA advertisers saw on Facebook. "Facebook is a
bargain right now. My customers would like to keep it that way," he said

Facebook Rolls Out Conversion Tracking Tool
by Mark Walsh, Yesterday, 5:13 PM
Facebook on Tuesday launched a self-serve conversion measurement and optimization
tool for direct-response marketers. First announced in November, the service allows
advertisers to place a piece of code on a Web site to track when desired actions, like
shopping cart checkouts or registrations, are driven by someone seeing an ad on
Facebook.
When marketers choose the Optimized CPM bidding option, they can see which ads drive
the most conversion and adjust their campaigns accordingly. Facebook suggested thst
marketers involved in e-commerce, retail, travel, financial services and other directresponse categories would benefit most from the new feature.
Among case studies of campaigns using conversion measurement with Optimized CPM
during the beta period last year:
*Retail site Fab.com was able to reduce its cost per new customer acquisition by 39%
when it used this type of bidding to serve ads to consumers deemed most likely to
convert.
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*The Democratic Governors Association used the option to deliver ads to users who were
most likely to sign up for its mailing list. According to Mark Giangreco, digital director
of the DGA, the association saw a substantial decrease in its cost per conversion -- 85%
lower than any other campaign the DGA had run online.
Conversion measurement and optimization can be used on all Facebook ads and
sponsored stories, and in combination with any targeting capabilities. It‘s also the only
analytics tool that can report when a user views an ad on one device (e.g. mobile phone)
but converts on another (desktop computer).
Given that Facebook has expanded mobile advertising dramatically since last spring, the
service is suited to tracking performance in cross-platform ad campaigns. Conversion
measurement is available through its Power Editor tool for managing multiple campaigns
and ads, the Ads Manager and its API partners.

Facebook Rolls out Ad Conversion Measurement
System: Will It Help Marketers ??
By Shilpa Shree on January 23, 2013 9:23 AM in Facebook, Just In, Social Media, Social News, Technology / 0 Comments

Facebook has launched a new conversion measurement optimization system for
direct response marketers to help them measure the ROI of their Facebook ads.
It measures user’s relevant actions that are driven by people seeing
advertisements on Facebook. The relevant actions include; like registrations,
shopping cart checkouts.
Uniquely the system can be used with all Facebook ads and sponsored stories and also can be used in combination with any
targeting. The conversion tool is specifically designed for direct response marketers -such as online retailers and travel websites
and many such which advertise with the goal of pumps up immediate sales rather than for longer-term brand building.
Facebook when conducted trials on Fab.com using this conversion measurement, it actually reduced its cost per new customer
acquisition by 39%. The trials also were conducted on Democratic Governors Association and the results showed that its cost per
conversion decreased by 85% compared to any other campaign it had run online. The Facebook conversion measurement system
is currently available for marketers using three of its different ad products - power editor, the ads manager, and for its large-scale
marketers that use Facebook’s advertising API, and the service is already live to use.
To note, this is not the first time Facebook has rolled out such tool, last year November, Facebook introduced a similar conversion
measurement service for big brand advertisers such as – auto manufacturers, partnering with data mining firm Datalogix to help
on consumer spending at brick and mortar and Facebook ads. Also, Facebook had rolled out new marketing tools for local
businesses such as restaurants and coffee shops. The list also includes a revamped online coupon service and simplified
advertising capabilities known as promoted posts.
Though this seems as a late Christmas gift to Digital Marketers, the tool doesn’t help unless one is a absolute expert in online
marketing and sales process. The concept of conversion is always been a great confusion. An accurate measurement system can
be helpful in a great way for those who fall in the confusion category. Facebook is one of the most widely used site for such
conversion till date and with this conversion measurement tool it can help direct marketers to crunch these measurements.
Apart from this, if the tool proves that it could save money becoming a part of marketing then, definitely a slew of marketers could
head towards Facebook platform for advertising their brands.
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3 Things to Know About Facebook's
Graph Search
Data, data, and more data. Facebook's newest feature could mean great news for advertisers-if users are willing to play along.

Getty

CEO Mark Zuckerberg announced the new feature at a press event in the company's Menlo Park headquarters.
96
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In a much-anticipated product announcement Tuesday, Facebook unveiled a new feature that will let
users--and presumably marketers--dig even deeper into the company's massive database of personal
information. It's called Graph Search, and the idea is to enable users to search for people, places, photos,
and interests within their Facebook network.
Potential queries could range from the benign (“Mexican food restaurants in San Francisco that my
friends like”) to the creepy (“single women in Boston who are friends with my friends and like Justin
Bieber”), but all had at least two things in common: They do what several other notable Web services
already do (watch out Google, Yelp, and LinkedIn); and they offer some potentially important advertising
opportunities for businesses. Although CEO Mark Zuckerberg said the company isn't yet focused on
monetizing the search feature--"right now we're focused on user feedback," he told the audience of
reporters at the Menlo Park, Calif. event--he hinted that it wouldn't be long before marketers would be let
in.
In the meantime, here are three aspects of Graph Search you should know about:
1. Word-of-mouth recommendations are going to be even more powerful.
This is where Graph Search acts a lot like Yelp, only more personalized. You can search for restaurants,
music, activities--pretty much anything--based on things like location and number of friends' likes. In
other words, users are not just browsing random reviews; they have the ability to gather word-of-mouth
recommendations from friends, without actually having a word-of-mouth conversation. Plus, they can
prioritize the results based on how close they are to the friends. If Facebook can't return the results you're
looking for, it will direct users to a Bing search.
2. Recruiting via Facebook just became easier.
You probably already use a popular online network to look for qualified job candidates and referrals,
right? So what sets Facebook’s new tool apart from LinkedIn? The fact that Graph Search lets businesses
create hyper-specific searches within their existing Facebook networks, such as “employees of my
company who are friends with employees of Google” or "people who have been project managers and
founders."
Facebook aims to go beyond the basic search for talent and let you dig deeper into your existing
connections--so they can dig deeper into their own connections.
3. More personal data means even finer-grained ad targeting.
Though Facebook repeatedly stresses time and again its commitment to user privacy, the fact of the
matter is this: Facebook needs its users to generate revenue. By sharing information about what they like,
what music they listen to, where they vacation, and who they know, each user creates a specific marketing
profile valuable to companies and advertisers. Expect that data profile to get even more detailed with
Graph Search.
But there is at least potential hiccup: In order for Graph Search to really work, it relies on users to keep
their information detailed and accurate--by registering their current city, favorite music, interests, places,
etc. It will be even "more important [for users] to make sure that all of their information is up to date,"
said Tom Stocky, product management director of Facebook. Given users' increasing privacy concerns,
that's no easy task.
Will users be willing to participate, not to mention ditch those other Web services and start using
Facebook in new ways? Stay tuned.
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Facebook Deal to Buy Microsoft's Atlas Coming As
Soon As Next Week
Social Network Is Building An Ad Stack to Rival Google
By:
Jason Del Rey
Published: February 07, 2013
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Microsoft's attempt to find a new home for its Atlas ad-serving business may finally be
coming to an end. The company is expected to announce a deal to sell it to Facebook as
early as next week, according to multiple people familiar with the plans.
The acquisition price is not known, but is expected to be less than $100 million, based on
prior bids for Atlas, which have been in the $30 to $50 million range.
The acquisition would be the surest sign yet that Facebook has designs on becoming an
even bigger player in advertising than it currently is now. Facebook is methodically
laying the groundwork for an off-Facebook ad network powered by social data, but that's
not the only reason it wants Atlas.
RELATED STORIES
Facebook to Make Targeted Ads More Transparent For Users
Move Is Another Step Toward Web-Wide Ad Network
How Facebook's Graph Search Will Dethrone Google Search
Searches Not for What People Want, But What They Like

Facebook is very focused on proving the worth of the data it sits on as well as the
effectiveness of its ads. Owning an ad server would allow big advertisers and agencies to
connect directly to Facebook to better measure the effectiveness of their campaigns.
Now, most advertisers use one of the many Facebook ads API partners, third parties that
connect to Facebook's display tools and exchange.
Controlling the ad technology stack from end to end could also help Facebook eventually
open up its data to advertisers in a more controlled way, without exposing it to
intermediaries.
Essentially, Facebook is looking to build a full array of digital-advertising technologies to
rival Google. Yes, Facebook wants its own ad-tech stack.
Atlas still has some big agency and brand clients, such as AT&T, who use it to serve,
track and measure online ad campaigns. But its market share has suffered in recent years
as it lost out to other top ad servers, such as Google's Doubleclick for Advertisers.
Facebook will likely continue to serve Atlas' biggest customers and may feel that if it
invests in Atlas it will have a chance of building an ad-serving product that once again
rivals Doubleclick
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Stores Seeking Shoppers Find E-Mail Outdraws
Facebook
By Sapna Maheshwari and Matt Townsend on December 18, 2012
Even as retailers debate the efficacy of social-media marketing on Facebook and Twitter,
they have no doubts about the power of a decades-old technology to drive sales. The
killer app is called e-mail.
Retailers as disparate as Williams-Sonoma Inc. (WSM) and Home Depot Inc. (HD) have
become much better at tailoring e-mails to specific customers rather than the one-sizefits-all blasts that once dominated this type of marketing. Measured by sales per dollar
spent, e-mail outperforms social-media advertising three to one, according to the Direct
Marketing Association, a trade group founded to provide accurate marketing data. That
explains why retailers will send 19 percent more e-mails this year.
Compared with social-media, e-mail marketing will never be sexy, said Ted Wham, a
vice president at Responsys Inc., a San Bruno, California firm that helps companies build
digital relationships with customers.
―But it depends on what‘s sexy to you,‖ he said. ―In my opinion, making a high profit
rate and bringing in a lot of incremental dollars is very sexy.‖
Competition is fierce this holiday shopping season as the National Retail Federation
predicts sales will rise 4.1 percent to about $586.1 billion in the period, compared with a
5.6 percent increase in 2011. Online sales may grow to a record $43.4 billion in the last
two months of the year, a 17 percent increase from last year, according to ComScore Inc.
At the same time, the number of Black Friday and Cyber Monday shoppers making
purchases after clicking through from social networks such as Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn and YouTube declined by at least 26 percent this year from 2011, even as
online sales soared, IBM Digital Analytics Benchmark said last month. So-called social
sales contributed less than 0.5 percent of online revenue both days.

Smartphone Boom
Major retailers are on track to send subscribers an average of 211 promotional e-mails in
2012 compared with 177 last year, according to Responsys. The boom in smartphones
means consumers check e-mail more often, at a time when data and web tracking are
becoming more mainstream and easier to use.
The numbers drive a compelling case for that -- e-mail provided $39.40 in sales per dollar
of advertising this year, followed by $22.38 through Web search, $19.71 from Internet
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display ads and $12.90 from social networks, according to the Direct Marketing
Association.
Home Depot has been honing its targeted marketing, sending e-mails that incorporate
customer preferences and previous behavior, because it‘s 10 times more effective than
blasts to a general audience, Chief Marketing Officer Trish Mueller said in June.

Painting Electricians
For instance, if customer data shows electricians are no longer sub-contracting the
painting portion of remodeling jobs and doing it themselves, an electrician that just
bought copper wire may soon receive an e-mail for a discount on paint, she said. In the
past, that person would just get an e-mail offer relevant to their known skills, she said.
Williams-Sonoma‘s e-mail and browsing data is so expansive the company can use it to
drive product recommendations by customer to specific stores, Patrick Connolly, the San
Francisco-based company‘s CMO said in October.
While stores still use old tricks including limited-time offers -- a Bloomingdale‘s e-mail
on Dec. 12 read ―FINAL HOURS! Mystery Savings‖ -- they‘re increasingly tailoring
message content and timing to demographics, previously purchased or viewed products
and items left in virtual shopping carts.
Williams-Sonoma‘s West Elm urban furniture chain has sent e-mails to customers who
have forgotten about items in their shopping carts with subject lines asking if they are
still thinking about that particular merchandise. In the body of the e-mail, customers are
warned: ―Get it before it‘s gone,‖ and ―Don‘t miss out on the things you love.‖

Ad Portal
They‘re also using e-mail as a ―portal‖ to a flurry of ads across the Web, said Chris
Saridakis, president of EBay Inc.‘s GSI Commerce, which provides e-commerce services
to hundreds of retailers.
Once a user clicks from an e-mail to a retailer‘s website to see that forgotten organic
cotton duvet at West Elm, say, or to browse the 30 percent-off shoes at Asos Plc, thirdparty trackers called cookies recall the activity. Later, while visiting a news website or
Googling ―clothes,‖ consumers may see banner or Google Inc. (GOOG) ads designed to
lure them back to those retailers‘ sites.
―It extends the life of an e-mail and we see that driving an incredible amount of return
behavior back to the retailer‘s site with a higher conversion rate,‖ Saridakis said in a
telephone interview.
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Retarget Customers
Williams-Sonoma may use as many as 200 different Internet advertisements per brand to
retarget customers after they leave the company‘s websites, which, while potentially
surprising, is ―very effective,‖ Connolly said in October.
It can take a lot of e-mails to hit the mark. A successful e-mail campaign may result in a
20 percent open rate with 5 percent of people clicking through and 1 percent making a
purchase, though figures vary around targeted messages and holiday specials, Chad
White, research director at Responsys, said in a telephone interview. On the other hand,
about half of consumers will read postcards, the most effective form of direct mail, which
is pricier, according to a report from the Direct Marketing Association.

Facebook Prepares to Bring Video Ads to News
Feed, Aims for TV Dollars
But Will TV Ads Disrupt Social Experience?
By: Jason Del Rey Published: December 18, 2012
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Get ready for video ads in your news feed.
Facebook is set to unveil a new video-ad product in the first half of next year in its largest
attempt to date to attract big swaths of ad dollars from TV advertisers, according to
several industry executives who have been briefed on the company's plans over the past
few weeks.
Facebook on the day of its IPO.

Facebook is still debating several product features, but has decided on this much to date,
these executives said: By April at the latest, it will offer video advertisers the chance to
target video ads to large numbers of Facebook users in their news feeds on both the
desktop version of Facebook as well as on Facebook apps on mobile phones and tablets.
Facebook is leaning toward capping the length of these video ads at 15 seconds -- a move
that could push ad agencies normally reluctant to cut down their 30-second commercials
to do so. That decision could also mean that 15-second video ads would become more
prevalent elsewhere on the web.
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'Autoplay' ads
In what's sure to be a controversial move, the visual component of the Facebook video
ads will start playing automatically -- a dynamic known as "autoplay" -- according to two
of the executives. Facebook is still debating whether to have the audio component of the
ads activated automatically as well, one of these people said.
On the desktop version of Facebook, the video ads are expected to grab a user's attention
by expanding out of the news feed into webpage real estate in both the left and right
columns -- or rails -- of the screen. Facebook is also working on a way to ensure that the
video ads stand out on the mobile apps as well, though it is unclear how exactly the
company will accomplish this. (Some details about the video-ad plans remain vague and
could change as Facebook gets more feedback from clients.)
Advertisers will be able to shows their video ads to desktop users of Facebook, but
Facebook has been highlighting the mobile versions of the product in meetings with ad
agencies, demonstrating the product on both tablets and mobile phones. Advertisers will
be able to show the same video ad to a Facebook user up to three times a day across
various devices, two of the executives said.
All of the executives interviewed view the new video ad product as a blatant attempt on
Facebook's part to wrest big ad dollars from TV budgets. Ad agencies have plenty of TV
spots and increasingly want to extend their reach on the web. But TV-like inventory on
the web is scarce, which is why ad rates at places such as Hulu are so high.
Inventory from scratch
Adding video ads to Facebook would create a huge new trough of inventory created
essentially from scratch. With Facebook's scale, advertisers could target demographics as
they do on TV as well as use the gross ratings point currency, which they use for TV.
Yet questions remain. How widely will advertisers be able to distribute these TV
commercials on Facebook? Will they only be able to show them to their Facebook fans,
and friends of their fans, or to the Facebook user base at large?
For the most part, videos from advertisers currently only appear in a user's news feed if
that person, or a friend of that person, has "liked" that advertiser's brand page on the
social network and the brand has posted a video to its page. But several of the executives
Ad Age interviewed are suspecting that advertisers will be able to target these video ads
to Facebook users whether or not the user or his friends has any relationship on Facebook
with the advertiser.
"The assumption is that these would be widespread campaigns," one of the execs said.
"They are looking to grab big chunks of money ... millions of dollars."
These executives stressed that Facebook has not indicated yet whether this will be case,
but they note that the product would otherwise carry much less appeal to advertisers. It is
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not clear how Facebook will charge for the video ads. Video-ad prices are typically
higher than other forms of web advertising.
Facebook Is Quietly Implementing A Plan To Destroy Television
Jim Edwards|Dec. 8, 2012, 11:25 AM|11,184|24
Facebook's management has recently adopted a new mantra: that Facebook's
audience is the equivalent of three Super Bowls every day. COO Sheryl
Sandberg said it on the Q3 2012 earnings call. And vp/global marketing solutions
Carolyn Everson said it at our Ignition 2012 conference in New York recently.

It turns out that this mantra is a clue to how Facebook intends to start stealing the
advertising dollars that currently go to television. Facebook has made three
recent moves that all point to an attack on the ad dollars that previously went to
TV:
Facebook is now the second biggest server of online video, behind
YouTube. Although Facebook is a distant second to YouTube, that's still
huge progress. Facebook now shows more video than Yahoo!, Vevo,
Microsoft, AOL and everyone else.
Facebook has a partnership with Nielsen, to develop "Nielsen Online
Campaign Ratings" (OCR), which measure the audience for Facebook ad
campaigns in a similar way to how Nielsen measures TV audiences, by
reach and frequency. The result is that it is now a lot easier for big
advertisers to compare their TV ROI with their Facebook ROI.
Facebook has a partnership with Datalogix, a consumer data company.
It allows advertisers — particularly big packaged goods companies like
Procter & Gamble and Unilever — to target their own customers with ads
inside Facebook, and to compare those campaigns against control groups
that did not see them, and thus calculate exactly how many sales any
Facebook campaign created.
Put this altogether — along with the notion that Facebook is bigger than the
Super Bowl, TV's ne plus ultra of audiences — and it appears that Facebook
sees TV's old media dollars as ripe for the picking.

Lucy Jacobs / Spruce Media
Spruce COO Lucy Jacobs
"Facebook is 100 percent primed to take down those TV budgets," according to
Lucy Jacobs, COO of Spruce Media, which handles about $150 million in
Facebook ad buying annually, from advertisers like Samsung and P&G. The
Nielsen aspect allows Facebook campaigns to be measured with "gross ratings
points," which are a measure of the reach and frequency of a campaign as a
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seen by the target consumers. "They are building a case for moving TV dollars to
Facebook as they help brands quantify how Facebook reach and frequency
maps to GRP's," Jacobs tells us.
She notes, of course, that this is not going to happen overnight. It's still really
"easy" for advertisers to continue buying TV: The infrastructure and the habits
have been in place for years and will not easily be dismantled.
But it could happen, if Facebook gets its way.
Of course, Facebook, can't offer illegally copied movies. But it can do what
Google's YouTube has done — offer a huge amount of rights-managed video for
free. Online video watching is already eating into TV ratings and ad dollars.
This is where it gets really interesting: The main difference between Facebook
video and YouTube is that Facebook's audience is logged-in while it watches,
and Facebook can let advertisers target viewers using all its available data on
each user. On YouTube, by contrast, a huge chunk of the audience watches anonymously because you do not need to sign-in to
see the content.

Guess What Percent Of Black Friday Online Sales Came From Twitter
Referrals? .68% of online sales came from Facebook
Henry Blodget|Nov. 25, 2012, 9:11 PM|8,561|12

Pandora, Twitter the Two Most Mobile-Centric
Media Properties
Microsoft, Viacom and Disney Lag in Attracting Mobile Audience
By: John McDermott Published: November 29, 2012

104share this page
Victor J. Blue/Bloomberg

As the media industry continues to adapt to an increasingly mobile audience, it's evident
that Pandora and Twitter are ahead of the curve.
A new report released by digital research firm ComScore tracked unique viewers across
all devices (laptops, PCs, smartphones and tablets) for the 30 most heavily trafficked
digital media properties in the U.S., and found that Pandora and Twitter were the most
well-indexed on mobile. Older, more well-established media properties like Viacom and
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Disney lagged behind their competitors in terms of having a significant portion of their
audience come from mobile.
The Media Metrix Multi-Platform -- which is still in beta -- found that a whopping 81.2%
of Pandora's users access the music-streaming service from mobile devices. For
comparison, the study found that 54% of all the 243 million unique viewers in the study
accessed properties via mobile.

View the Media Metrix Multi-Platform in full

Based on solely PC viewer data, Pandora is the 61st-ranked media property on
ComScore's Media Metrix index. Using the multi-platform ranking, however, Pandora is
No. 23, the largest jump in the study.
More than half (53.6%) of Twitter's unique viewers use mobile. Google, meanwhile,
receives 51.6% of its uniques from mobile and was the only property to have more than
100 million uniques on both PC and mobile.
Not far behind was Facebook, the social network that's repeatedly said it wants to be a
mobile company, with 51.2% of its unique viewer audience using the network from
mobile.
The New York Times was the only newspaper to rank in the multi-platform top 30,
coming in at 15 with mobile accounting for 40.9% of its uniques viewers.
On the opposite end of the spectrum were Disney Online (27.7% of uniques from
mobile), Viacom (25.4%) and Microsoft (24.4%), who is the midst of a billion-dollar
marketing push for its Windows 8 operating system and accompanying tablet, the Surface
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This Is How Much Time You Spend on Facebook, Twitter,
Tumblr
November 28, 2012 by Zoe Fox 9
Social media now accounts for 18% of time spent online, according to a new infographic.
Since 2006, the amount of time that the average person spent on social-networking sites
has more than doubled, from 2.7 hours to 6.9 hours per month (14 MINUTES/DAY).
More people are using social media, as well. While only 24% of Americans had a single
social-media profile in 2008, 56% of Americans do now.
Between the different social media sites, Facebook is, unsurprisingly, king. The average
Facebook user spends almost seven hours each month on the site — that‘s well ahead of
Tumblr and Pinterest, which tie for second place for most time spent. The average visitor
to Twitter, LinkedIn and Google+ spends less than half an hour on the site per month
(LESS THAN 1 MINUTE/DAY).

Facebook Exchange allows for advertising retargeting by extracting users‘ online
behavior off Facebook. Advertisers can now retarget customers who have already shown
some interest in the product or service. It‘s a real-time bidding service for ads – big-time.

During this year‘s season of giving, Facebook will be rolling out a conversion
measurement tool specifically engineered for direct-response marketers that will not
only show companies how their Facebook ads drove actions on their own sites but
also use that conversion data to inform future ad buys.
―Marketers have been asking for this system for a long time from us. We know it‘s
incredibly important to marketers that they be able to measure the effectiveness of their
ads, and the holidays are a great opportunity for direct-response marketers to drive sales
and really see the effectiveness of [their ad campaigns],‖ Baser said.
Here‘s how the self-serve tool works. Marketers add a piece of code from Facebook to
whichever site pages they want to measure conversions on, be it a checkout page or an
email newsletter sign-up page. When users click on a Facebook ad that leads them to that
page, Facebook will see that the page loaded and count it as a conversion in the
marketer‘s Ads Manager dashboard.
The real key is that the tool can unlock the full path to conversion from a Facebook ad.
For example, a retailer could run a Facebook ad promoting a shoe product. That ad could
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link to the shoe‘s product page on the retailer‘s site. Retailer adds the conversion code to
that page, Facebook counts the conversion, easy. But what the retailer really wants is for
the user to put the shoe in their online shopping cart and then check out. So long as the
retailer adds the Facebook code to those pages as well, Facebook will be able to see that
those pages loaded and count each step to conversion

"While digital media continues to explode in popularity and
affect traditional media usage, the underlying trust of media
consumers toward digital compared to traditional media are not
yet equal," said Triton VP of Business Strategy Jim Kerr.
"Similarly, traditional media advertising continues to prove
effective and more likely to influence purchase decisions than
digital ads."

Compete argues that the number of Likes a brand collects via
Facebook is a common but potentially misleading measure because
it’s cumulative rather than current. Using a weather analogy, it
compares the obsession with Likes to looking at how much snow has
fallen in total over the past 10 years versus how much is falling now
or this winter
Study: Only 1% of Facebook 'Fans' Engage With Brands
Not Many Fans Are Creating Content, But That Might Not Be a Bad
Thing
By: Matthew Creamer
January 27, 2012
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For a few years now, brands have been touting frothy Facebook "like"
numbers as evidence of their social-media acumen. But how many of
those fans are actually bothering to take part in conversation with
brands?
Not too many, as it turns out.
Slightly more than 1% of fans of the biggest brands on Facebook are
actually engaging with the brands, according to a study from the
Ehrenberg-Bass Institute, an Australia-based marketing think tank
that counts Procter & Gamble, Coca-Cola and other major advertisers
as its supporters.
To get to these findings, the researchers

Ad Age Survey: Marketers Love
Facebook, But Many Have No Idea If
Their Ads Work
One in Three Aren't Convinced Facebook is Useful in Driving Purchase Intent
By: Michael Learmonth Published: June 27, 2012

When it comes to Facebook, the nation's marketers have reached an
overwhelming consensus: you simply have to be there.

Facebook Says It Can Take A YEAR To Get Results From Its Ads
Jim Edwards | Jul. 3, 2012, 9:57 AM | 1,354 | 2

Facebook seems poised to snatch some good publicity ahead of its
Q2 2012 earnings report from the disclosure in the Wall Street
Journal that the company is in talks to get General Motors back as an
advertising client.
But buried in the same report is a statement attributed to Facebook's
"head of measurement and insight," Brad Smallwood, that says ad
campaigns running on Facebook can take up to a year to see results.
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Facebook More for Awareness Than
Likes or Leads
Building 'Awareness and Sentiment' Well Ahead of Fan Accumulation
By: Cotton Delo Published: July 09, 2012

Marketers who buy ads on Facebook are more focused on building brand
awareness than accumulating fans, according to a new survey of Ad Age
subscribers by Ad Age and Citigroup.
Asked to identify their primary goal in Facebook ads, 45.9% of respondents put
building awareness and sentiment for their brands at the top. Driving traffic to
brand websites was the second most-cited goal, with 17.6% of respondents
saying it is their most important objective, followed by building fans or likes,
staying in touch with customers, generating sales leads and social commerce

Last August, Nielsen debuted a product enabling advertisers to measure their
online campaigns -- including Facebook -- in GRPs, and it's gotten traction
among advertisers and agencies, such as Unilever and GroupM, but only as a
reporting metric and not for buying. (ComScore has also introduced a similar
product.) However, the ultimate vision is for a media buyer to purchase, for
example, 100 GRPs on TV and the equivalent of 50 GRPs on Facebook, which
together might generate the equivalent of another 20 GRPs through owned and
earned media on Facebook. The buyer would then have the understanding that
all together he got 170 GRPs.

Dead Air More Effective Than Facebook Ads
The broadcast industry has a term called "dead air." It occurs when
there's a mistake or a technical glitch that results in no audio on
radio, or no picture on a TV screen. A blank TV screen is "dead air."
In an absolutely astounding experiment, the banner advertising
equivalent of dead air -- a blank display ad -- performed better than
the average Facebook ad; twice as good as the average "branding"
display ad; and only one click in ten thousand worse than the average
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of all display ads.

Now brands can target their posts at different segments of their fan
base based on a huge range of factors. It's not just age, sex and
location – this goes as far as relationship status, education,
university/college and even workplace. It transforms a brand's fan
page from a dumb broadcast tool into a hyper accurate and always
up-to-date marketing database, allowing them to address different
segments of their fan base with customized content. It also allows
them to take into account the differing user behaviors of different
segments, and optimizing the timing and frequency of their updates to
match this. Both of these factors combined should generate higher
engagement and therefore higher returns.

The secret, which Facebook released earlier this year, is that most users only see about 16
percent of updates from brand pages like yours.
Whenever I share this, there is a collective gasp heard throughout the room. ―That‘s not
fair! We did all of this work connecting with them and now there‘s a chance they won‘t
even see it? What gives?‖
What gives is Facebook‘s notorious EdgeRank algorithm. Born from Facebook‘s desire
to present you with only the most relevant and valuable updates from your network, this
formula is one marketers can‘t afford to ignore as they engage on Facebook

Here‘s a quick primer on FBX. A Facebook user visits a third-party website, such as a travel
site where they view prices for a hotel in Hawaii. That website drops a cookie on the user‘s
browser, and then hands a demand side platform (DSP) the complementary cookie. The
DSP identifies the user to Facebook and tells it it wants to advertise to them the next time
they visit Facebook.
The user visits Facebook, which pings the DSP asking for a real-time bid for how much
they‘d pay per impression to show that user a Facebook sidebar ad. If the bid is high
enough, the ad gets shown, Facebook charges the DSP, and the DSP charges the website
owner.
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Your Posts are only reaching a minority of your fans.
According to Datamation.com, ―For the most popular businesses on Facebook, those with more
than a million "fans," fewer than 3 percent of those fans are seeing the companies' daily
updates… The picture improves for smaller companies. For those with between one thousand
and ten thousand "fans," the percentage is just under 10 percent.
The report found a general reverse correlation between number of fans and percentage of fans
seeing updates every day.‖

Almost half of Facebook users say they accidentally clicking on Facebook ads at least
some of the time, according to Sterne Agee in October 2012 survey results. While most
of those (38.7%) overall say they only do so some of the time, 8% say they do so at least
half the time. These Facebook users don‘t appear to be very receptive to advertising,
either. About two-thirds of respondents find the ads annoying, ranging from slightly
annoying (24.2%) to moderately (19.4%) and extremely (23.1%) annoying. Still, 25.9%
are neutral, describing the ads as neither helpful nor annoying. 5.7% find them slightly
helpful, while no one reported finding them extremely helpful.
―Ads via mobile are a slippery slope, you are disrupting a very personal experience and
anything overt will send users to less cluttered spaces,‖ said Craig Elimeliah, vice
president and director of technology and digital solutions at RAPP, New York.
―Ads need to be highly contextual and extremely relevant to the user at that particular
place and time while on the mobile platform,‖ he said.
Television is still the ―primary action driver through the consumer purchase tunnel,‖ he
said, citing Nielsen surveys that show 37% of respondents believe television is the most
influential medium impacting their purchase decisions.
Clearly, the amount of time people spend watching TV on a daily basis -- more than five
hours -- wouldn‘t suggest a medium that is dying. By comparison, he noted that the
average daily time spent with Facebook and Pinterest is about 13 minutes and 1.6
minutes, respectively

Other key findings for the third quarter of 2012:
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US search spend grew 11% YOY, while search ROI improved 26%. Growth
rates for search spend in the UK and Germany rose 36% and 25%,
respectively.
Google CPCs decreased 10% YOY, likely attributed to an increasing share
of mobile clicks, for which CPCs are less expensive
Although Adobe recently reported that Facebook fan engagement rates surged in
Q3, they still remain quite low. According to a NapkinLabs study of brand pages
with between 200,000 and 1 million fans (reported by Mashable), just 6% of
Facebook fans engage with brands‘ Facebook pages by liking, sharing, or
commenting.
Data from both sources suggests that smartphones are used more on the go
than are the larger-form tablets, although it‘s important to remember that
smartphone use is also above-average in the evening hours, suggesting that
much of the time spent with smartphones occurs in the home. Indeed, a study
released in October by AOL and BBDO found that 68% of consumer mobile
phone use occurs in the home. Nevertheless, the differences in usage for
smartphones and tablets means that advertisers should consider day-parting in
mobile campaigns to reach the different form factors based on time of day
The Bigger You Are, The More Challenging It Gets
Naturally, the bigger your Facebook page gets the more people your posts will reach. But
the percentage reached will gradually decrease, as it will represent a smaller fraction of
your fan base. Yes, the bigger you are, the harder it is to reach and engage a larger
percentage of your fans. While a smaller page with less than one thousand Likes reaches
on average 33.2% of its fan base with a single post, a bigger page with between 100 and
999 thousand fans reaches―only‖ 8.2% of them, but of course the actual number of fans
reached is larger.

Which mobile device you use says a lot about your buying habits. That‘s why Facebook has
begun allowing advertisers to select which devices and operating systems their Facebook
mobile ads appear on. This lets Android app developers avoid wasting money advertising to
iPhone users, and lets luxury brands target people with iPads

For each person who creates content and shares it across an enthusiast community, about
266 people interact with the content. In comparison, the average news feed story from a
Facebook user reaches 12% of friends. Given the average Facebook user has 229 friends,
about 27 people see the post, estimates from Pew Internet & American Life Project
research.
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The Facebook Exchange allows approved third-party platforms to place retargeting
ads on Facebook after users visit external websites marked with cookies.
When a user visits a site that has hired one of Facebook‘s partner platforms (DSPs), a
cookie will be placed on that user‘s browser when the person reaches a stage that implies
purchase intent. If a user does not complete a transaction, the DSP will be able to bid on
retargeting ads that appear in the right-hand column of Facebook when the user returns to
the social network. See examples below, which happen to be retargeted ads about ad
retargeting.

Has the rate of accidental ―Likes‖ and clicks increased substantially as Facebook usage
has shifted to mobile? We view this as a critical issue, as accidentally clicking on an ad
on most mobile websites causes you to see an unwanted ad, but clicking Like
accidentally on Facebook causes you and all of your friends to be spammed by that brand
daily going forward
Does Retargeting Undermine Social Marketing? Retargeting is a fairly common
practice on the Internet. Facebook appears excited by the early results of its Facebook
Exchange employing retargeting techniques onto Facebook.com. However, we question
whether this relative success of retargeting undermines the concept of social marketing
This is where Facebook pulls the proverbial bait and switch. They offer this socalled great deal – an ad at a discounted rate – i.e. promoted post to reach
thousands of people for dirt cheap prices $5 – $30. What’s the catch? A good
portion of the audience is not even in your country of residence! So, if you are
promoting to your target market, (let’s say for instance, I’ve been building an
audience in the metro Atlanta, Georgia area) and I use the promoted post for $5
and it says it will reach up to 3,000 people. I THINK I’m getting a great deal
because I’ve worked like crazy to build my fan-base in the metro Atlanta area.
Look who this ad actually reached. Yes, the ad DID reach some people in the
United States, but look at all the other countries! How many of those 3,020
impressions do you think were actually shown to MY target market?
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1200% ROI with Facebook ads according to Facebook
by Jim Dougherty on December 2, 2012
inShare

You may have heard of the Samsung Galaxy S3 smartphone. Right now it‘s outselling
the iPhone, selling about 200,000 units per day. And according to Facebook Global
Marketing Solutions VP Carolyn Everson, Facebook ads returned nearly 1200% ROI for
Samsung‘s three month campaign. Everson revealed at the Business Insider IGNITION
conference that Samsung spent $10 million dollars and achieved $129 million in sales
directly attributable to their Facebook campaign.
1200% return on their investment? As it turns out Samsung has sold over 30 million of
the S3 phones, so 1.3 million units attributable to Facebook isn‘t implausible. But I find
that calculation highly suspect and here‘s why:

Did 8% of Samsung’s Facebook fans buy an S3?
Samsung has 15,680,000 fans on their Facebook page. Assuming the cost of the S3 to be
$100 (their most recent cost), Samsung would have to sell about 1.3 million units to their
Facebook fans to have $129 million in sales, which amounts to about 8% of their
Facebook fans. That would be a fairly unprecedented rate of conversion, especially
difficult to attribute primarily to Facebook. Because the sales figures are such a large
percentage of total Facebook fans, we have to assume that they are attributing a larger
sales amount per unit to calculate sales.
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Of course the vast majority of those fans own a Samsung phone. By a rudimentary
calculation 2 million phone owners would be eligible for a phone upgrade (if a cell
company allows one every two years). So converting 60% of eligible cell customers
makes Facebook‘s claim even more unlikely.
There‘s also the issue of the campaign itself, which was at one point hijacked by Apple
fans. In fact, that particular post (what electronic item would you take with you on a
desert island?) continues to be commented on primarily by Apple fans. So there‘s a
question as to the effectiveness of the advertising content Samsung placed on Facebook
as well.

Everything I know about the Samsung Galaxy S3 I learned from
72andSunny
There are a couple other aspects to the story which merit consideration:
First, a Google India study from last week concluding that 70% of electronics customers
participate in ROPO (research online purchase offline) behavior. It‘s reasonable to
assume that people are going to do research before making a phone purchase that is going
to tie them to a device and a phone contract for two years. Facebook really doesn‘t have a
great deal of information to offer customers looking for earnest reviews and technical
details. Facebook can increase awareness for a product like the Samsung Galaxy S3, but
Facebook ads and pages are ill-equipped to convert a sale for a smartphone for ROPO
consumers.
Secondly, you may not know advertising agency 72andSunny but you probably know
their work. They created two of the best campaigns of recent memory, not-socoincidentally for the Samsung Galaxy S3 (both embedded below). In their first
campaign, they lampoon Apple users for waiting in line for an iPhone culminating in the
reveal that Samsung users are holding a place in the Apple line for their parents. In the
second campaign, a husband is leaving for a trip and as his family says goodbye his wife
shares two videos: one from the kids to watch on the airplane and one from her that is not
suitable for the airplane (prompting one of my favorite headlines from c|net‘s Chris
Matyszczyk, ―New Samsung Galaxy S3 ad: It‘s good for sharing sex tapes!―). The point
being that there was incredibly effective creative product that did a phenomenal job
differentiating the features of the phone from its competition in a memorable way.
Back to the numbers though: if Samsung sold 30 million units and 1 million (generously)
is attributable to Facebook maybe there‘s another way to look at this? AdAge estimated
Samsung‘s ad spend for the Galaxy S3 phone would be a little over $280 million. So
even if you take Facebook at their word, their ads are still underperforming compared to
Samsung‘s other advertising.
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…but they’re not telling the truth
Facebook has value. Samsung wouldn‘t have invested 3.5% of their ad spend with
Facebook. But anyone expecting to get $12 for every $1 spent on Facebook advertising is
going to be awfully disappointed. The Galaxy S3 just happens to be a hot item, primarily
because effectiveness of the 96.5% of their ad spend that didn‘t go to Facebook (and in
large part due to some extraordinary creative by 72andSunny). The fact that Facebook
can‘t discuss a campaign like this with pragmatism, choosing instead to take credit for far
more than they could possible have accomplished is probably a good indication of the
current state of Facebook advertising today.
What do you think? Did Facebook hit this campaign out of the park or are they taking
credit for too much? And what does it say about Facebook that an executive makes these
sort of claims?
eas

Mark Cuban said it best...
A few weeks ago, Mark Cuban caught dissension from all over the Internet for calling Facebook a ―Time Waster‖. The purpose of this article
is to point out the simple fact that for Businesses, he could not have been more correct. If you run a business, and you are looking to make
money through driving people from Facebook to your products or services, Facebook is very likely not in any way worth the amount of time
or expense required.

IBM has released a couple of reports that are positively devastating to the notion of Social Media as a platform for driving commerce. The
IBM Digital Analytics Benchmarks Social Summary metrics for ―Black Friday‖ and ―Cyber Monday‖ should be enough to put to bed the
misguided idea that advertising on Social Media platforms is an effective strategy for driving sales.

Is Facebook Becoming Irrelevant?
Remember those spam emails that used to annoy us? The ones that gave us the heads up that Facebook was going to ask us to pay and
the only way to avoid it was to post some nonsensical message on our Wall? Yep, that‘s the one Facebook felt obliged to debunk saying
that it was free and would always be so. Well, they really are so last year.

Facebook, the world‘s ‗favorite‘ social network, these days seems intent on doing a couple of things exceedingly well: reneging on its
promises and annoying the hell out of its membership.

Now on the face of it Facebook is not really doing anything that any other online business should not or would not do: it‘s trying to use its
substantial global membership to create several commercial income streams. But that‘s as far as my understanding nature is prepared to
go. The reason I‘m not cutting the social network much slack is because when you get to that size and believe you have that much clout
you need to also be able to understand that the only way to translate it into cold, hard cash is by remaining relevant.

Relevancy is turning out to be an online quantity that resides at the very heart of online monetization and the reason for that lies in the
simple fact that by being relevant you also become able to best use that other incredibly important digital marketing quality: context.
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Consider this simple example for a moment: You‘re walking down the street looking for a hardware store in a new neighborhood. Suddenly,
in front of you, you see a guy handing out leaflets touting hardware tools. Unable to believe the serendipity of this you grab one. Not only do
you find that the store is near you but it also has a special offer on, limited to the very same day! You‘re in luck. It would take an immediate
act of God akin to the Earth opening up and swallowing you whole to stop you from traipsing down to that hardware store and giving them
your cold, hard cash.

By appearing the moment it did, as if by magic, that particular ad not only made the hardware store relevant to what you were doing at that
particular moment in time but its context was also spot on. You were actively looking to spend on hardware tools and it suddenly became
imperative you did so, in order to take advantage of the offer.

Relevancy and context are frequently mistaken for targeting and personalization but they are not the same thing at all.

To prove it consider this example: You‘re lounging down the pub shooting the wind with your besties. You‘re right in the middle of some
story about a party when in comes a guy with a bunch of leaflets. It‘s the same hardware store with the very same tools and the very same
offer as before. I am giving away no prizes for anyone guessing just how effective that kind of marketing really is.

Yet, that is the kind of marketing Facebook is betting its future on, at present.

The danger of that approach is that Facebook, that began life as the place to hangout on, is beginning to piss off its membership base
sufficiently for them to look for alternatives. And the moment the membership base begins to dissipate, businesses and their advertising
dollars will not be far behind.

Right now this is not yet happening in sufficient numbers to worry anyone. Given the built-in latency in online trends however the chances
are that by the time it becomes apparent and Facebook responds, it‘ll be too late. The world‘s favorite social network will have truly become
irrelevant.

Facebook: Finding The Wobbles
We attended a conference which focused upon Facebook marketing this week. One presenting
marketer provided one of the best explanations we have heard to date about how Facebook
budgets have been justified given the absence of an obvious tie between FB campaigns and
sales for many marketers.
The marketer began with a "gut" feel that they should be advertising on Facebook, as so many
marketers have done. Pointing to NASA's hunt for planets outside of the Solar System by looking
for "wobbles" of light, the marketer performed extensive analytical exercises (employing Big Data
analytics consultants) which intended to look for marketing outcome "wobbles". With extensive
testing, they conclusively demonstrated a positive impact across a range of metrics. Towards this
end, an important notion around assessing Facebook in media mix models is that the objective
is less about proving cause-and-effect and more about providing confidence that a
budgeting choice is "less wrong" than alternative choices.
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This view proves more interesting in the context of news which emerged later in the week
regarding Facebook's prospective interest in Microsoft's Atlas division. To the extent that
Facebook is in fact interested, it would highlight that the company is seriously interested in
establishing an ad network, as Atlas has some of the most well-established (if, in recent years,
under-invested-in) technology that facilitates the delivery of ads from buyers to sellers. Atlas - or
any ad serving business developed in-house - would deepen the publisher-side relationships that
Facebook has been building through the development of its API in recent years.

How Blank Display Ads Managed to
Tot Up Some Impressive Numbers
And No, Most People Didn't Click on Them by Mistake
By: Ted McConnell Published: July 23, 2012

1.5kshare this page
This is the story of a blank display ad that notched twice the click-through rate of the
average branding one.
It all started over lunch with my friend Charlie.

Ted McConnell
"When I want to make quick money on clicks," he said, "I just buy late-night impressions on women's gaming sites. I
guess the users are tired. They click like crazy. I make a lot of money."

Maybe, I thought, there's an ambient mistake-click-rate on the web, like cosmic
background noise. I wondered if that rate was high enough to create misleading
conclusions about ad effectiveness or mess up the algorithms that drive automated buying
and selling.
The online-ad ecosystem is constantly adjusting itself to place messages where they will
get clicks. This learning loop takes mere minutes in the automated model.
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Clicks are counted as a surrogate for attention, and still used as our most important
currency (i.e. cost-per-click). They are also the principal signal in a control system that
governs a giant machine.
Sure, every control system has a little noise in its signals. Sunspots cause garage doors to
open, I suppose.
But in this case, the issue for advertisers would arise when clicks that mean nothing
(noise) overwhelm the clicks that indicate, or result from, interest in the advertising
message (signal). When the signal gets below some threshold—"you're breaking up!"—
even a little noise can render it useless.
If indeed there are a lot of mistakes, those with low click rates are most exposed to the
noise. And this is often the case for brands that absent a strong call to action, have click
rates in the order of 0.02% to 0.04%.
So what is the mistake rate?
To find out, we built and trafficked an ad. But not just any ad.
The skunk works included an astrophysicist at online-analytics firm Moat, an ad-platform
wizard from buying and optimization company Accordant Media, and a measurement
maven from the Advertising Research Foundation. We equipped every ad with Moat's
tag, and correlated that with traditional server-provided measures. Each ad was wired to
reliably measure everything that happened to it, anywhere it ran.
The brief was simple: Create an ad that offered no message. Blank.
Surely, clicks on blank ads would qualify as noise.
We also enabled the ad to ask anyone who clicked: Why did you click? "Mistake" or
"Curious"?
We created six blank ads in three IAB standard sizes, and two colors, white and orange.
We trafficked the ads via a demand-side platform (DSP) with a low bid. We started with
run of exchange, and in another phase trafficked to "named publishers" that would accept
unaudited copy.
The average click-through rate across half a million ads served was 0.08%, which would
be good for a brand campaign, and so-so for a direct response campaign. We detected no
click fraud in the data we counted. Half the clickers told us they were curious, the other
half admitted to a mistaken click. To obtain further insights, we tracked hovers,
interactions, "mouse downs," heat maps—everything. (Heat maps detect click fraud
because bots tend to click on the same spot every time.)
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Our data suggest that about four clicks in every 10,000 impressions are unintentional, and
there was some variance by site.
This does raise a question. What is a click? Is it just an indication of a person solving a
little mystery along the route of his quest? Is it an experiment? Is it a nervous tick? Or all
of the above?
Considering that clicks are the core of our digital nervous system, and the key to the
online economic system, we know little.
At a minimum, the data suggest that if you think a click-through rate of 0.04% is an
indication of anything in particular, you might be stone-cold wrong.
Is this research flawed? Yes, because we trafficked a blank, not an ad. Still, it's indicative
that below some threshold, there is a lot of noise to confound our delicate signal.
And now it's over. The team will celebrate. The dinner bill might exceed the cost of the
test, which was $480 dollars. That's a pretty good deal for a diagnostic check-up on a
$100 billion machine, don't you think?
Ted McConnell is exec VP-digital for the Advertising Research Foundation.

Guess What Percent Of Black Friday Online Sales Came From Twitter
Referrals?
Henry Blodget|Nov. 25, 2012, 9:11 PM|8,561|12

What percent of online sales on Black Friday do you think came from Twitter referrals?
How about Facebook?
While you're pondering those questions, here are some other factoids from a report on Black Friday online sales by IBM:
The average Black Friday online shopper bought 5.6 items per order. That's down 13% from last year. It's also
down 40% from Friday, November 16th, a week earlier. Hard to know what to make of that.
The average shopping "session" length was 6 minutes and 39 seconds. That's down about 10% from last year.
Compare that to the average hellish shopping session in a physical store, and you'll see why ecommerce is continuing
to grow as a percent over overall retail sales.
The "conversion rate" of online shoppers--the percentage of those who visited the site who actually bought
something--was 4.58%. That's up 9% from last year.
Mobile devices (smartphones and tablets) accounted for 16% of sales. That's up from 10% last year.
Mobile devices accounted for 24% of site traffic. That's up from 14% last year.
iPads accounted for 10% of site traffic, up from 5% last year.
iPhones accounted for 9% of site traffic, up from 5% last year.
Android phones and tablets accounted for 5.5% of site traffic, up from 4% last year.
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The key observations here would seem to be:
Mobile is continuing to grow rapidly as a percentage of traffic and sales, but it's not taking over by any means.
6 years into the smartphone era, with smartphones now accounting for more than 55% of U.S. handsets, traffic to
mobile sites (including traffic from tablets) is still less than 25% of overall traffic.
Apple devices continue to crush Android devices in terms of commerce engagement. Android users just don't
seem to do all that much with their gadgets.
And now to social referrals...
It wasn't long ago that many people were arguing that Facebook was eventually going to be bigger than Google. Word of mouth,
after all, is the most powerful form of marketing known to man. And people lived on Facebook, so they would soon be shopping on
Facebook. And so forth.
Well, so far, anyway, that ain't happening.
Only 0.68% of Black Friday online sales came from Facebook referrals--two-thirds of one percent. That was a
decline of 1% from last year.
And how about Twitter?
A couple of years ago, people were excited about Twitter's potential as a commerce platform, too.
But Twitter's impact on ecommerce, it seems, is zero.
Not "basically zero."
Zero.
Commerce site traffic from Twitter accounted for exactly 0.00% of Black Friday traffic. That was down from
0.02% last year.
So much for the idea that Twitter or Facebook's business models are going to have much to do with commerce.

Facebook testing new analytics to
help Page owners understand how
fans find their updates
668
oon, based on testing that the social network has done over the past few months. Seen in
the wild, at least some Pages administrators are now able to see the breakdown of who‘s
viewed specific posts by organic and viral means.
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UPDATE: By way of clarification, although this feature is already well established on
Facebook Pages, it appears that what is new is that these stats are now available for
posts to Pages made not by Page administrators, but by visitors who have Liked the
Page. We will update with further clarification as soon as we have heard from Facebook.
Normally, administrators will see within each of their posts a count of how many people
saw a specific post. However, some users are reporting that, by hovering their mouse
over it, a pop-up window will appear that will show you how many came directly from
your post and how many were from a friend of a friend. In addition, the new metric will
show how that specific story ranks against the most popular one of that Page‘s existence.

Knikkolette | Nov 05, 2012 | Comments 0
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What? Facebook not being completely transparent on their on page promoted
posts? Don’t get me wrong – I love Facebook, and until recently I was duped and
even used their promoted posts a few times.
Many Facebook page owners and administrators are careful to focus on specific
target markets to build their fan base or promote a product or service. That being
said, they use their strategy to focus their Facebook ads to the same target
markets. Wouldn’t you think, if you put that much effort to ensure your page
reaches a specific market and your ads reach a specific market that the
promoted posts would use that same information in their promoted posts? If so,
you would be wrong.
This is where Facebook pulls the proverbial bait and switch. They offer this socalled great deal – an ad at a discounted rate – i.e. promoted post to reach
thousands of people for dirt cheap prices $5 – $30. What’s the catch? A good
portion of the audience is not even in your country of residence! So, if you are
promoting to your target market, (let’s say for instance, I’ve been building an
audience in the metro Atlanta, Georgia area) and I use the promoted post for $5
and it says it will reach up to 3,000 people. I THINK I’m getting a great deal
because I’ve worked like crazy to build my fan-base in the metro Atlanta area.
Look who this ad actually reached. Yes, the ad DID reach some people in the
United States, but look at all the other countries! How many of those 3,020
impressions do you think were actually shown to MY target market? So, do you
think the $5 investment was such a great deal after all? Even though there were
some reactions, comments, etc… if the ad had been more focused on MY target
market, there would have been a LOT more activity.

So, the next time you decide to purchase a Facebook ad, make sure you pay
attention to exactly who will be seeing the ad before you click that purchase
button!
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Premium Content Publishers Favored Over Facebook
For Brand-Focused Ad Campaigns
November 8, 2012 by MarketingCharts staff

Agencies and marketers rate premium content publishers higher than Facebook for brandfocused advertising, according to [pdf] the Online Publishers Association (OPA), in
survey results released November 2012. For example, respondents were more likely to
favor premium content publishers in areas such as brand safety (71% vs. 36%), capturing
audience attention (63% vs. 29%), providing cross-platform opportunities (60% vs. 29%),
and viewability of ads (59% vs. 42%).
As data from ―Branding on Display‖ reveals, 78% of agencies and marketing decisionmakers report positive brand-advertising experiences overall through premium content
publishers, compared to 51% who say the same about Facebook. Survey results released
in July found that marketers and advertisers (not limited to brand-focused advertisers) are
turning their attention away from Facebook and increasingly focusing their attention
elsewhere on the internet.

Premium Content Publishers Deliver on Brand Goals

Return-oninvestment (ROI) can be a fairly elusive measure in brand advertising. Still, 55% of the
OPA survey respondents believe they are able to measure the ROI of brand-focused
campaigns through premium-content publishers, roughly double the proportion (27%)
who feel the same about Facebook.
Overall, respondents rate premium publishers as better able to deliver on top brandfocused goals. When presented with 9 such goals and asked to rank the top 3 media types
that best deliver the desired goals, premium publishers beat out social media in each,
including increasing brand preference (84% vs. 54%), brand favorability (81% vs. 54%),
purchase intent (78% vs. 50%), and generating clicks to a landing page (62% vs. 37%).
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Overall, 47% of respondents feel that premium content publishers are the best media for
brand-focused ad campaigns versus 16% who prefer social media, 13% preferring video
ad networks and 11% preferring portals.

Other Findings:
63% of those who rated premium content publishers as their best advertising vehicle for conducting brand-focused digital
advertising campaigns say the vehicle best achieves their branding objectives. Just 27% who rated social media their best vehicle
identified this reason.
Agencies and marketers responding to the survey are most interested in reaching Gen X (30-44; 74%), Baby Boomers (45-65;
56%), and Gen Y/Millennials (20-29; 48%). They are less interested in reaching mothers (19%), seniors (65+; 9%) and Hispanics
(8%).
Respondents are slightly more likely to think that premium content publishers rather than social media are the best way to reach
Gen X (27% vs. 24%). In terms of reaching Baby Boomers, premium content publishers are the easy winner (45% vs. 5%), while
social media is considered the best way to reach Gen Y/Millennials (56% vs. 13%).

About The Data: The study was conducted by Advertiser Perceptions on behalf of the
OPA. An online survey of 251 marketers and advertising agency executives was
conducted between August 7, 2012 and August 15, 2012. Participants were required to be
involved in video and display advertisement decision-making, have a $1 million
minimum digital ad spend over that past 12 months and be involved in brand-focused
advertising.

Facebook Exchange allows for advertising retargeting by extracting users‘ online
behavior off Facebook. Advertisers can now retarget customers who have already shown
some interest in the product or service. It‘s a real-time bidding service for ads – big-time.
Custom audiences enables advertisers to marry information on potential customers with
Facebook data. It allows you to take your own CRM database, compare it to Facebook‘s
data, and then create custom target audience clusters. Boom, instant better targeting.
Facebook‘s new tool, collections, seeks to expand brand discovery. It‘s essentially an
online catalog that lives on Facebook with the addition of the want button. In my opinion,
it‘s basically Facebook‘s answer to Pinterest for brands. Still, it‘s an exceptional way to
create brand awareness, buzz, and yet another way to increase engagement with
customers.

Facebook Engagement is Up, So Get On Board With
New Features
Guest Writer on November 14, 2012 5:42 PM
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Remember five years ago, when brand pages didn‘t
exist, and companies were forced to erect jimmied personal profiles in order to be seen on
the fastest-growing network on the Internet? I certainly do; brand pages alone were a
huge step in the Facebook timeline (pun intended), and the opportunities for brand
awareness have only grown.
It makes total sense; Facebook has a tremendous reach, with its numbers recently passing
the milestone 1 billion mark. Today, one of two people online are signed up for accounts.
To think about it globally, one of seven people in the world has a Facebook page. It‘s no
wonder that brands are trying more than ever to get their products and services in front of
such an enormous, yet targeted, audience.
It‘s not just about reach; Facebook‘s engagement numbers are equally astounding. Every
day, 2.5 billion content items are shared, with 300 million photos uploaded and 2.7
billion likes. Even more interesting than the vast volume of engagement per day is the
quality of content sharing. Users are sharing everything in their lives, from the most
profound to the everyday mundane. It‘s not uncommon to see a coffee date and a birth
announcement next to each other in a news feed. The moments we have in real life are
the same that we share on Facebook. Essentially, the lines between our offline and online
selves are becoming increasingly blurred. Thanks for that, Facebook.
Regardless of whether or not the increasing integration of online into our offline lives is
right or wrong, Facebook is a no-brainer for any marketer or advertiser, and it‘s only
getting better, with new features rolling out consistently. Recently, Facebook has focused
on giving advertisers what they want: better targeting, conversions, and discovery.

Targeting
Facebook advertising is based on audience targeting, which has historically been the most
valuable aspect of marketing with Facebook. The advantage of using the platform to
advertise is the amount of user information. It‘s super-easy to segment your audience
based on gender, age, marital status, location, and even interests, and to serve your ads to
the most qualified audience. Not even almighty Google AdWords can get that refined.
Recently, Facebook has gotten even more advanced with targeting with two new tools:
Facebook Exchange and custom audiences.
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Facebook Exchange allows for advertising retargeting by extracting users‘ online
behavior off Facebook. Advertisers can now retarget customers who have already shown
some interest in the product or service. It‘s a real-time bidding service for ads – big-time.
Custom audiences enables advertisers to marry information on potential customers with
Facebook data. It allows you to take your own CRM database, compare it to Facebook‘s
data, and then create custom target audience clusters. Boom, instant better targeting.

Conversions
The one thing all direct marketers are focused on is return on investment. Facebook not
only makes it easier to drive qualified traffic through targeted ads, but traditional word of
mouth marketing is insanely powerful. Using Facebook offers and coupons is a great tool
to capture that channel. When an offer or coupon is claimed on Facebook, it is
automatically shared with the recipient‘s network. This creates incredible social currency,
wit three-quarters of claims resulting from the share and not the original targeted ad.

Discovery
Facebook‘s new tool, collections, seeks to expand brand discovery. It‘s essentially an
online catalog that lives on Facebook with the addition of the want button. In my opinion,
it‘s basically Facebook‘s answer to Pinterest for brands. Still, it‘s an exceptional way to
create brand awareness, buzz, and yet another way to increase engagement with
customers.
Facebook is in a constant state of reincarnation, always looking two steps forward to
make both the user and marketer experience better. I fell in love with Facebook more
than eight years ago, and as my career took me into the world of tech, advertising, and
search. I‘ve only fallen harder. I am always excited when Facebook announces new
additions, features, and interface modifications for both consumers and marketers.
I think these recent features are especially interesting and telling. It‘s clear that Facebook
is committed to maximizing marketing and advertising opportunities for brands to reach
their target audience. I‘d like to believe that these moves were based less on declining
stock prices, and more about building an effective user experience and advertising
platform. Either way, engagement is up, so y‘all better take advantage of it!

Facebook to Help Brands Track Ad-Driven Sales
Conversion measurement tool smartens ad buys as wellBy Tim Peterson
November 16 2012
Technology
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Advertisement
The old knock against Facebook ads claimed the social network didn‘t want brands to
drive users off of Facebook because advertisers that kept users inside of Facebook paid
lower rates. That doesn‘t really fly for marketers like retailers who directly attribute a
campaign‘s success to sales or new customer sign-ups—especially during the shoppingcrazed holiday season.
During this year‘s season of giving, Facebook will be rolling out a conversion
measurement tool specifically engineered for direct-response marketers that will not
only show companies how their Facebook ads drove actions on their own sites but
also use that conversion data to inform future ad buys. Reuters first reported the
news this morning. Facebook‘s product manager for Insights David Baser said the
company has been testing the tool since late August and will launch it officially later this
month.
―Marketers have been asking for this system for a long time from us. We know it‘s
incredibly important to marketers that they be able to measure the effectiveness of their
ads, and the holidays are a great opportunity for direct-response marketers to drive sales
and really see the effectiveness of [their ad campaigns],‖ Baser said.
Here‘s how the self-serve tool works. Marketers add a piece of code from Facebook to
whichever site pages they want to measure conversions on, be it a checkout page or an
email newsletter sign-up page. When users click on a Facebook ad that leads them to that
page, Facebook will see that the page loaded and count it as a conversion in the
marketer‘s Ads Manager dashboard.
The real key is that the tool can unlock the full path to conversion from a Facebook ad.
For example, a retailer could run a Facebook ad promoting a shoe product. That ad could
link to the shoe‘s product page on the retailer‘s site. Retailer adds the conversion code to
that page, Facebook counts the conversion, easy. But what the retailer really wants is for
the user to put the shoe in their online shopping cart and then check out. So long as the
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retailer adds the Facebook code to those pages as well, Facebook will be able to see that
those pages loaded and count each step to conversion.
Facebook has designed the tool to improve ad buys as well as product sales (among other
conversion objectives marketers could drive). Direct-response marketers may aim for
conversions, but they‘re usually stuck measuring clicks. So when they try to refine their
ad buys, they usually based that optimization on who clicked on their ads, which is a
broader set of folks than those that click and convert. Facebook did expand the actions
advertisers could optimize for back in the spring, but those were all Facebook-oriented.
Now Facebook is really expanding things.
Because Facebook can get an aggregated picture of the types of users that buy a product
or sign up for an email newsletter after clicking on ad—including gender, age, interests
and connection to brand‘s Facebook Page—the company can run an advertiser‘s ads to
those types of users most likely to convert, Baser said.
But advertisers won‘t pay for these ads based on the number of clicks they generate.
Rather these operate on Facebook‘s optimized CPM (cost per thousand impressions)
basis, which means Facebook crunches the types of users most likely to fulfill an
advertiser‘s objective. Whether or not those users actually click on the ad is another
matter. That could concern performance-minded advertisers, but in testing the
conversion-oriented OCPM ads, Facebook saw the campaigns averaged a 40 percent
lower cost-per-action than the exact same ads run on a cost-per-click basis. That means a
brand like social shopping site Fab.com—which saw 39 percent drop in cost-per-action—
was getting more value than paying for clicks.
―Anytime you‘re reducing costs and increasing ROI, that‘s the end goal for us and
marketers,‖ Baser said.

For each person who creates content and shares it across an enthusiast community, about
266 people interact with the content. In comparison, the average news feed story from a
Facebook user reaches 12% of friends. Given the average Facebook user has 229 friends,
about 27 people see the post, estimates from Pew Internet & American Life Project
research.

10 Questions Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg Needs to Address
Tonight
Posted on Tue, Oct 23rd, 2012 at 2:48 pm by Richard Greenfield — POSTS |
Ahead of Facebook‘s Q3 2012 earnings and conference call, we wanted to lay out our top
10 questions for Facebook management (our list ahead of the Q2 call can be found here
with our four key findings post-Q2 call here).
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Targeting of Advertising: Data on over 1 billion consumers worldwide is perceived as
Facebook‘s most valuable asset. We would expect Facebook could serve far better,
highly targeted/personalized advertising. However, we have yet to see any kind of
sophisticated targeting on the platform. We typically see massive consumer brands
(Walmart, Target, Samsung, Mastercard) casting a wide net for ―Likes,‖ with generic ads
(often utilizing dogs or kids to attract attention) that do not seem to have any sense of
time of day or what we are currently doing, with ads triggered by the fact that one of our
friends Liked it at some point (regardless of whether they really liked it or just clicked
like for a contest or accidentally clicked it without even knowing). We understand that
this is an algorithmic problem, but can it be solved and how long will it take?
Instagram Monetization Plan? What is your plan to monetize Instagram? Will users
tolerate sponsored pictures/advertising in their Instagram feeds?
Advertising Content Standards: Do you have any standards for the creative from your
advertisers? Why not force advertising to reach a level of quality that feels more like
content versus advertising you would see on other sites? It also appears that advertisers
are using pictures in sponsored stories to deceive users into clicking Like, thinking they
are liking a picture, but they are actually Liking a brand (see our 9/20 blog, click here).
Do you have a problem with this practice? We are also curious how Facebook feels about
third-party advertising on page posts (ie. co-op marketing). While it is against Facebook‘s
Page Terms of Use, we see an increasing number of brand page posts that have the feel of
co-op marketing.
Size of ―Fat Finger‖ Problem: With brand posts and sponsored stories filling the entire
screen on mobile and often more than an entire screen (see 9/11 blog, click here), how
big a problem do you believe accidental clicks are? Has the rate of accidental ―Likes‖ and
clicks increased substantially as Facebook usage has shifted to mobile? We view this as a
critical issue, as accidentally clicking on an ad on most mobile websites causes you to see
an unwanted ad, but clicking Like accidentally on Facebook causes you and all of your
friends to be spammed by that brand daily going forward.
Relative Value of Facebook Data: How do you think about the relative
quality/relevancy of your data on consumers and their behavior compared to the Google,
Apple, Amazon and Twitter? Can Facebook‘s data drive higher brand awareness or
purchase intent relative to its peers?
Does Retargeting Undermine Social Marketing? Retargeting is a fairly common
practice on the Internet. Facebook appears excited by the early results of its Facebook
Exchange employing retargeting techniques onto Facebook.com. However, we question
whether this relative success of retargeting undermines the concept of social marketing.
Does Hacker Way Apply to Monetization? You have always spoken of the ―hacker
way‖ and taken a ―move fast and break things‖ approach – pressing out products quickly
with the idea of refining them on the fly and often testing them in the wild. Is this the
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proper approach when it comes to monetization techniques? Or are people more sensitive
to obtrusive monetization techniques?
Open Graph vs. News Feed Clutter. A core part of the last F8 was the open graph and
increasing the amount / types of sharing on Facebook. Yet, Facebook appears to be
scaling back the breadth of Open Graph. Was this a function of clutter in the news feed?
Was Lack of Mobile OS a Strategic Mistake? We believe Facebook should have
developed an operating system (click here), along the lines of Google‘s Android to
protect its role as the world shifts to mobile/tablet devices. You have indicated that
betting on HTML5 was a mistake, do you feel the same way about not building an OS?
Importance of Geo-Location. How important do you believe location tracking is to your
data? How often do you know where someone is when they are using Facebook? Has it
changed with the shift to mobile devices?

Facebook Exchange: what it is and who to
work with to get started
Comment

Brittany Darwell•Oct 25th, 2012
Ad Providers, Advertising, Facebook, FBX, Featured

The Facebook Exchange allows approved third-party platforms to place retargeting
ads on Facebook after users visit external websites marked with cookies.
When a user visits a site that has hired one of Facebook‘s partner platforms (DSPs), a
cookie will be placed on that user‘s browser when the person reaches a stage that implies
purchase intent. If a user does not complete a transaction, the DSP will be able to bid on
retargeting ads that appear in the right-hand column of Facebook when the user returns to
the social network. See examples below, which happen to be retargeted ads about ad
retargeting.
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Retargeting data cannot yet be combined with Facebook‘s demographic and
psychographic targeting options — nor can it be used for social ads like Sponsored
Stories or page post ads in News Feed — but FBX shows promise as the start of
remarketing and intent-based advertising on the social network. Early partners are
reporting lower costs per acquisition than on other exchanges and all have expressed
continued interest in FBX.
FBX came out of beta in September, but for now, advertisers have to work with a third
party to run these type of ads. They are not available from Facebook‘s self-serve or
Power Editor tools. However, there are more than a dozen companies that offer software
or managed services for FBX campaigns. We‘ve provided a rundown of 15 of them after
the jump. AppNexus and Brandscreen are other providers, but they did not reply to our
requests for information.
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Engagement With Brands via Facebook Surging in 2012
Published on November 2, 2012 | 4,357 views

Tags: Advertising, Brand Management, Customer Engagement, Facebook, Mobile Marketing, Research Summaries,
Search Engine Marketing, Social Networking
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Among Facebook audiences worldwide, engagement with brands, via likes, comments, and shares, is surging in 2012,
according to report by Adobe.
The findings are based on Adobe's Digital Index, which covers some 260 billion ad impressions across 338 companies as
well as Facebook activity among roughly 70 million fans.
As of the third quarter of 2012, engagement levels with Facebook brand posts jumped 896% over those recorded a year
earlier (index base of 100%). The figures below show quarterly index changes over the 3Q11 baseline for brand post
engagement:

Those increases in engagement are due to three main factors, according to Adobe:
1.

Brands' adopting Facebook's Timeline feature, introduced in late 2011.

2.

The adoption of new acquisition and engagement metrics.

3.

More effective social marketing by brands.
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Below, other findings issued by Adobe.
Smartphones may also have contributed to the spike in engagement.
Mobile users accounted for nearly one-fourth (24%) of all Facebook engagement in 3Q12, up fourfold from the period
prior to the Timeline format change:

Other key findings for the third quarter of 2012:
US search spend grew 11% YOY, while search ROI improved 26%. Growth rates for search spend in the UK and
Germany rose 36% and 25%, respectively.
Google CPCs decreased 10% YOY, likely attributed to an increasing share of mobile clicks, for which CPCs
are less expensive.
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Conversion rates among various mobile operating systems are becoming more important due to continued growth in
mobile search traffic. A comparison of iOS vs. Android device traffic revealed nearly twice the monetization advantage
for iOS.
Adobe also issued projections for the fourth quarter of 2012:
Search spend in the US and Europe is expected to rise in 4Q12, particularly in the retail segment given robust channel
growth, high ROI, and the upcoming holiday season. Growth rates of 15-20% in both countries are projected along
with increased CPCs.
Mobile traffic is forecast to maintain steady growth with 20% of paid-search clicks originating via tablet or smartphone.
Marketers will likely place more emphasis on driving mobile traffic to their sites by tailoring campaigns for various
mobile operating systems.
Brand engagement via Facebook is expected to surge in 4Q12 as brands continue to invest in social marketing and
take advantage of the latest Facebook platform changes (e.g., Timeline) to target consumers.
About the data: Findings are based on Adobe's Digital Index, which covers some 260 billion ad impressions across 338
companies and Facebook activity for 70 million fans, captured by Adobe AdLens and Adobe Social for the third quarter of
2012. All brands are Adobe clients from a range of industries, including automotive, CPG, financial services, media,
entertainment, and retail.

Which mobile device you use says a lot about your buying habits. That‘s why Facebook has
begun allowing advertisers to select which devices and operating systems their Facebook
mobile ads appear on. This lets Android app developers avoid wasting money advertising to
iPhone users, and lets luxury brands target people with iPads.
Our tipster Amit Lavi, director of marketing at EasyHI, gave me the heads up on the new
options. Facebook confirmed to me it quietly unlocked the new device and OS mobile ad
placement options when it officially launched its new mobile app install ads two weeks ago.
These ads let developers pay to show links to their App Store or Google Play apps in the
Facebook mobile news feed. Facebook needed a way to make sure devs were reaching
users on the devices they build apps for.
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For now, developers using the Facebook Ads API or Power Editor can choose to show their
ads on iOS or Android devices in general, or target iPhones, iPads, or iPods specifically.
Sorry, Windows phone, BlackBerry, and everyone else. For now there‘s no way to pinpoint
specific device models like the iPhone 5, but if it‘s technically possible, expect Facebook to
offer model placements in the future.
Device and OS placements are somewhat similar to Facebook‘s ―broad category‖ device
targeting that lets advertisers reach people with specific makes and models of phones like
LG Androids or iPhone 5s. However, these ads can show up on both desktop and mobile.
Placement targeting lets advertisers choose where they show up, not just to who.
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While originally designed to help app developers, there are plenty of other businesses that
can take advantage of the new placement targeting option. An iPad accessory maker could
target that device. Meanwhile, businesses with teenage customers could target iPods that
are popular with those too young for iPhones with full data plans.
And there‘s also the Android vs iOS socio-economic divide. A recent Forrester study found
that iPhone-using households had an average yearly income about $16,000 higher than
Android households. That means operating system and device type could augment data like
biographical info, interests, and work and education history for targeting high or low-end
products via Facebook ads.
Facebook is desperate to become a mobile advertising company. It‘s got the data to do it,
luckily. It just needs to find more creative ways like this that turn what it knows about us into
reasons businesses should pay.

Although Adobe recently reported that Facebook fan engagement rates surged in
Q3, they still remain quite low. According to a NapkinLabs study of brand pages
with between 200,000 and 1 million fans (reported by Mashable), just 6% of
Facebook fans engage with brands‘ Facebook pages by liking, sharing, or
commenting.
That may even be high. Looking specifically at the automotive sector,
Socialbakers found that the most engaging post, by Rolls-Royce, had an
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engagement rate of 5.74%. The 4th-most engaging post saw just a 5%
engagement rate.

Tablets are more distinctly a leisure-time platform than are smartphones, based
on the apps that consumers use. Tablet users spend more time using media and
entertainment apps, including games (67% of time spent), entertainment (9%)
and news (2%) categories, comprising almost four-fifths of consumption.
Smartphones have a higher claim to communication and task-oriented app
usage, including social networking (24%), utilities (17%), health & fitness (3%)
and lifestyle (3%), comprising nearly half of all time spent on smartphone apps.
Data from both sources suggests that smartphones are used more on the go
than are the larger-form tablets, although it‘s important to remember that
smartphone use is also above-average in the evening hours, suggesting that
much of the time spent with smartphones occurs in the home. Indeed, a study
released in October by AOL and BBDO found that 68% of consumer mobile
phone use occurs in the home. Nevertheless, the differences in usage for
smartphones and tablets means that advertisers should consider day-parting in
mobile campaigns to reach the different form factors based on time of day.
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LANDSCAPE 2012

People of All Ages Value Radio
Over Facebook
62%

63%

62%

60%
53%

60%

54%

45%

45%
34%

Total

<18

18-34

My favorite radio station went away

35-54

55+

Facebook went away

Read: I would be very disappointed if…
Source: Alan Burns/Triton Digital ―The Future of Radio‖ September 2012 National Consumer Database; 25,000,000
Panelists; August & September 2012;All Ages, Genders and Format Fans; Total Polled = 41,252; Roughly in Line with 2010
Census; Heavily Caucasian

Almost 1 in 2 Say They Click Facebook Ads Accidentally
October 17, 2012 by MarketingCharts staff

Almost half of Facebook users say they
accidentally clicking on Facebook ads at least some of the time, according to Sterne Agee
in October 2012 survey results. While most of those (38.7%) overall say they only do so
some of the time, 8% say they do so at least half the time. These Facebook users don‘t
appear to be very receptive to advertising, either. About two-thirds of respondents find
the ads annoying, ranging from slightly annoying (24.2%) to moderately (19.4%) and
extremely (23.1%) annoying. Still, 25.9% are neutral, describing the ads as neither
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helpful nor annoying. 5.7% find them slightly helpful, while no one reported finding
them extremely helpful.

Users Like The Mobile App, Not The Ads
Respondents were generally positive about Facebook‘s mobile application. Of those who
use the app, just 7% say they are not at all satisfied with the experience. A plurality
(44.5%) describe themselves as moderately satisfied, while 25.2% are very satisfied and
7.9% extremely satisfied.
Perhaps it is the smaller screen of mobile devices, but fully 6 in 10 respondents report
accidentally clicking on ads in the Facebook mobile app. Some 47.1% report doing so
some of the time on the mobile app, and 8.7% about half the time. Just 1.0% does so most
of the time, and 2.9% all the time.
Many of these mobile app users also find the ads annoying: in fact, about 4 in 10 said
they are extremely annoying, a greater percentage than found them moderately (18.3%)
or slightly annoying (26.9%). Just 2.9% found them slightly helpful, but none,
moderately or extremely helpful.
About The Data: Sterne Agee conducted a week-long survey of more than 750 Facebook
users in the US across various age groups/income levels and a near-equal ratio of men
(54%) and women (46%). The data for this survey was collected using SurveyMonkey
Audience.

What’s The Average Reach Of Your Facebook Post?
How many Facebook users does your post reach on average?
There has been a lot of commotion around Facebook‘s reach metric in the past few
weeks. Some page admins have been claiming that they can only reach a fraction of the
followers they used to with each post since September 21st. This sudden decrease is
supposedly caused by the social network altering the Edgerank algorithm (more on that
later) controlling which posts end up in fan‘s News feeds, but Facebook hasn‘t made it
clear if that‘s the case.
We think that it‘s too early to state whether the reach metric or Edgerank has been altered
or not, we are collecting data for a longer time period to conclude whether the downslide
is justified. For now, look at the table below to see the average organic and viral reach of
your post according to your page size (the data have been gathered from July 1st to
September 30th 2012).
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The Bigger You Are, The More Challenging It Gets
Naturally, the bigger your Facebook page gets the more people your posts will reach. But
the percentage reached will gradually decrease, as it will represent a smaller fraction of
your fan base. Yes, the bigger you are, the harder it is to reach and engage a larger
percentage of your fans. While a smaller page with less than one thousand Likes reaches
on average 33.2% of its fan base with a single post, a bigger page with between 100 and
999 thousand fans reaches―only‖ 8.2% of them, but of course the actual number of fans
reached is larger.
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Get Into The News Feed Spotlight
Sounds like a punishment for performing well in social media? Try perceiving it as a
challenge. With Facebook reaching 1 billion monthly active users this month, it is clear
that the News feeds are crowded with content that wants to be seen and interacted with.
So to win your place in the News feed spotlight, your brand has to publish interesting
stories, with an emphasis on quality over quantity. Reach has a direct impact on the
Engagement Rate of your page. The more fans reached, the more they have the potential
to become engaged.
It may also be the case that pages with fewer fans have a more dedicated base, being or
felling closer or more intimately connected with a brand. The first Likes of any page are
usually the page creators themselves, their friends and families and those that work for or
do business with that company or use its services on a very regular basis. The key is to
make everyone feel like that: engaged and connected.
Sign up for a free 14-day trial with Socialbakers Analytics PRO to measure your
performance on Facebook and Twitter. Which post type works the best for your brand,
which hours and days of the week represent the most engagement for your content? Find
out even more insights with just a click of a button

Is Facebook killing its mobile user experience with ads?
By Chantal Tode
October 10, 2012

Too many Facebook mobile ads could turn off users
Facebook has ramped up its mobile advertising efforts over the past few months.
However, the social media giant may risk turning off mobile users if the ads become too
intrusive.
Mobile use of Facebook and other social networks is growing quickly, forcing these
companies to look for ways to derive money from mobile users. However, because the
mobile screen is so much smaller than on desktop, ads can quickly turn users off of the
mobile experience.
―I don‘t think we know yet exactly what consumers will and won‘t accept when it comes
to ads on their handset,‖ said Dave Martin, senior vice president of media at Ignited, El
Segundo, CA.
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―Facebook has no choice but to test the water in this area to see what kind of ad
experiences start to push their users away,‖ he said.
―The good news is that Facebook has the ability to test the impact that new ad products
have on usage at a small scale before rolling them out more broadly. I expect Facebook to
apply a lot of rigor to the study of ads and mobile usage.‖
Integrating ads
Facebook‘s efforts to increase the advertising opportunities on mobile are not receiving
high marks from research firm BTIG research, which recently cut Facebook to a sell
rating because it claims mobile ads are cluttering mobile screens and negatively
impacting the user experience.
Marketers are split on whether Facebook is doing a good job integrating advertising into
its mobile experience or not.
Some give kudos to Facebook‘s efforts so far.
―Since the IPO, Facebook has definitely put more focus around their ad products and
other ways for advertisers to access their enormous one billion active user base,‖ said
Sebastian Gard, senior vice president and director of social media at Arnold Worldwide,
Boston.
―But, they're still prioritizing the user experience over anything else,‖ he said. ―This is
evident by the way they're shaping their advertisers guidelines; and the way their sales
force encourage all of their brand partners to create content and experiences and amplify
user stories rather than just making ads.
―This stands true for mobile. Their mobile experience is worlds better than where it was
— and they understand that they need to make significant investments to keep that
experience user-friendly.‖
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However, there have been issues with some of the early ads on Facebook.
Some claim that the ads are too easy to accidentally click on, creating frustration from
both the user experience side and the brand side.
―For brands, this will pose issues in accurately measuring click-throughs and success,‖
said Sloane Kelley, interactive strategy director at BFG, Bluffton, SC.
―One solution for Facebook is to address the importance for brands in creating the right
content both within everyday posts, as well as within ads,‖ she said. ―No matter what
Facebook does from a user-experience perspective, the right content will win at the end
of the day.‖
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Slippery slope
Going forward, Facebook is likely to continue to focus on improving the mobile user
experience.
However, at the same time, the social network will also need to figure out how to
effectively monetize mobile via advertising, which is proving to be a challenge for many,
not just Facebook.
―Ads via mobile are a slippery slope, you are disrupting a very personal experience and
anything overt will send users to less cluttered spaces,‖ said Craig Elimeliah, vice
president and director of technology and digital solutions at RAPP, New York.
―Ads need to be highly contextual and extremely relevant to the user at that particular
place and time while on the mobile platform,‖ he said.
―If Facebook can figure out how to bubble up natural user endorsements on behalf of
brands that feel natural in the social space then they win. Otherwise you're begging for
pennies at a private party.‖
A better experience
There have been complaints about Facebook‘s mobile user experience in general. For
example, Facebook's application currently lacks the full functionality of what is available
on the Web site, with brands forced to work around these issues. Additionally, the
experience can be slow.
The question is whether Facebook can drive revenue from mobile users via advertising
while also continuing to improve the mobile user experience. The two just may simply be
mutually exclusive or it may be a case of needing to be more creative.
―Since Facebook has to respond to the public markets and show early results they are
forced to try multiple monetization paths at once,‖ said Howie Schwartz, CEO of Human
Demand. ―The negative part is this may impact user experience short term, but Facebook
is a very smart, data-driven company that will very clearly see the impact and
engagement of the varying mobile ad strategies they are testing today and will quickly
find 'balance' for user experience vs monetization.
―Not clearly 'carving' out ads on a smaller mobile or tablet screen is the first issue,‖ he
said. ―It needs to be clear to users where the ads or 'sponsors' start and end.
―Facebook has a non-standard ad unit, which at first will limit its adoption by advertisers
— but at scale I feel Facebook as an opportunity to innovate 'beyond the banner' and
create new mobile ad experiences that will serve both goals - monetization and user
experience on mobile.‖
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Downgrading Facebook to Sell with $16 Target – Tension
Between Monetization and User Experience Growing
Posted on Mon, Oct 8th, 2012 at 8:34 am
by Richard Greenfield — POSTS | DISCLAIMER
RSSEmail Phone: 646-450-8680Chat with rgreenfieldbtig
Categories: Media, Equity Research, USA, Internet, Report
Tags: FB

Facebook shares are essentially flat from our last
earnings reduction in early August (click here), when we brought down our estimates for
both advertising revenue and payment growth, along with adjusted EBITDA. While we
maintained our Neutral at the time, we have grown increasingly concerned with
Facebook‘s mobile monetization approach. We see a growing tension between the
Facebook user experience and monetization, particularly as the collapse of payment
revenues has left Facebook with only one major ―lever to pull‖ – advertising. While
mobile ads perform significantly better than desktop ads, the outperformance is driven by
how much of the screen they occupy (more annoying) and ―fat-fingers‖ (accidental
clicks). Given the above concerns and what is now our second earnings reduction to our
Facebook estimates since the IPO, we believe a SELL rating is now warranted, with a
one-year price target set at $16 (based on 11x estimated 2013 EBITDA). Key estimate
revisions include:
Lowering 2012 revenues to $4.9 bn from $5.0 bn and 2013 from $5.9 bn to $5.6
bn.
While we are technically raising our 2012 adjusted EBITDA estimate to $2.675
bn to now include the payroll tax stock based comp ad back (we use acronym
―PTSBC,‖ as FB started reporting last quarter in addition to traditional SBC), on
an organic Adjusted EBITDA basis, we are lowering to $2.482 bn from $2.539
bn. In 2013, we are lowering adjusted EBTIDA to $3.051 bn (also adding back
PTSBC), and on an organic basis, reducing from $3.145 bn to $2.971 bn.
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2012 revenue growth is now estimated at 32% (benefiting from an extra month of
payments revenues in Q4), with 2013 growth now expected to be 14% (with
advertising up 18% and payments down 6%).
2012 adjusted EBITDA growth is now estimated at 17% (ex SBC and PTSBC),
with 2013 growth of 14%.

Real ROI Measurement. Measuring numbers of fans, followers and "likes" are not going to cut it in the C-Suite.
Instead, social goals must be aligned to business objectives -- benchmarked and measured against Key Performance
Indicators -- empowering marketing stakeholders across the auto organization to contribute to social success. Social
management that can assign, track and standardize metrics will allow the shift in focus toward long-term goals of
message effectiveness, forecasting and overall marketing optimization.

Contrary to Blodget‘s assertion that just about everybody time-shifts and nobody watches
commercials any more, Lanzano referenced Nielsen data. It indicates that live viewing
accounts for 87% of all TV watching, which continues to make it the dominant way
audiences access the medium.
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As to who does or doesn‘t watch TV ads, Lanzano cited Nielsen data reporting that 50%
of viewers watching programming in DVR playback mode watch the ads, as well. (To
what extent they‘re actually watching the ads versus just not skipping through them
remains the subject of debate.)
While TV viewing via the Internet and computers is catching on, the TV screen still
dominates in that regard, accounting for 95% of all viewing, Lanzano said.
Television is still the ―primary action driver through the consumer purchase tunnel,‖ he
said, citing Nielsen surveys that show 37% of respondents believe television is the most
influential medium impacting their purchase decisions.
Clearly, the amount of time people spend watching TV on a daily basis -- more than five
hours -- wouldn‘t suggest a medium that is dying. By comparison, he noted that the
average daily time spent with Facebook and Pinterest is about 13 minutes and 1.6
minutes, respectively

Further details from RichRelevance‘s ―Shopping Insights‖ study indicate that when the 3
social networks are compared, Facebook accounts for the dominant share of socially
driven traffic, at 86% of traffic referred by the 3 sites. Pinterest is next, at 11%, followed
by Twitter, at just 3%.
The same order applies for page views per session by source, with Facebook leading the
way with an average of 7, ahead of Pinterest (4.1) and Twitter (2.7).
When it comes to conversion rates by source, Facebook still leads (2.6%), although
Twitter users (1.1%) appear to convert at a slightly higher rate than Pinterest users
(0.9%). These figures are again higher than the average conversion rate among social
network referral traffic in Q2, as seen by Monetate (0.59%).

Sep 11, 2012 - 2 With every Facebook ―Like‖ and public check-in toFoursquare,
consumers contribute to a widening pool of social data — data marketers are beginning to
capitalize on with more targeted and contextually relevant advertising.
Nihal Mehta, CEO and co-founder of LocalResponse, recognized this opportunity early.
A serial entrepreneur with a background in mobile, he left advertising holding
companyOmnicom in 2008 to found a startup called Buzzd, a location-based mobile
application designed to help users gauge how crowded a particular bar or other public
venue is at any given moment. Buzzd enjoyed some success — the company raised $4
million in venture capital and grew its user base to 2 million, but Mehta says he soon
realized it was very hard to generate revenue on a mobile ad network model.
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―A phone knows who you are, where you are and where you‘ve been. But no ad platform
was taking advantage of that [at the time],‖ Mehta recalls.
In April 2011, Buzzd changed its course and became LocalResponse, whose mission is,
in Mehta‘s words, ―to better monetize mobile traffic by leveraging things we know about
the user.‖ LocalResponses leverages a vast amount of social data, most of which comes
from Facebook and Twitter, and combines it with language processing to surface intent
and serve ads based on that intent. For example, if a person named John were to tweet
―I‘m hungry,‖ from Twitter.com, LocalResponse could serve a display ad for Pizza Hut
on the next CNN.com page John opened in Safari.
―Because of the social media boom, there‘s all this amazing data that people are
broadcasting,‖ says Mehta. ―We‘re using that to deliver ads that are so finely targeted,
they become content.‖
Mehta says LocalResponse is able to deliver this kind of advertising to 50 million U.S.
Internet users per month. The company is able to track these consumers by dropping
cookies after they connect to a partner website using their Facebook or Twitter
credentials. Consumers can opt out of this kind of tracking at any point by clicking on an
icon in the upper right-hand corner on any banner ad that uses it. LocalResponse has
worked with more than 100 brands to date, about half of which are Fortune 500
companies, says Mehta. Among them are Coca-Cola, Kraft, McDonald‘s and General
Electric. Mehta said he had originally planned to target the small, local business market,
but early found that ROI was better on bigger brand campaigns.

:33PM PT

Facebook’s mobile struggles awaken industry to
growing click fraud problem
By Chantal Tode
September 19, 2012
While click fraud is often a given in mobile marketing, the full extent of the problem and
its implications became a lot clearer following Facebook‘s revelations about the issues it
faces monetizing mobile via advertising.
There are no hard numbers for click fraud but studies suggest up to 40 percent of mobile
clicks are accidental or the result of fraudulent activity. The problem is much bigger on
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mobile than desktop because of how many mobile devices are in circulation and because
the means to track mobile traffic is not at the same level as it is for desktop.
―Until the issue of mobile click fraud became obvious with a company like Facebook, it
just wasn‘t being talked about,‖ said James Lamberti, vice president and general manager
at Adtruth, Scottsdale, AZ.
―There is such great potential for mobile in a property like Facebook and in social media,
but click fraud is clearly an issue,‖ he said.

―The problem of click fraud is now so big that places that should drive quality have to
have this issue managed and dealt with so marketers can consistently derive value – to
me that is the awakening that is happening due to a channel like Facebook.‖
CPC devalued
Click fraud encompasses the activities of fake publishers established purely for making
money from clicks. However, in mobile, it also typically refers to the not insignificant
number of mistaken clicks that are a result of the small screens on mobile devices.

The consequence of click fraud for mobile marketers it that that because there are clicks
that are never going to add value, this drives down the cost per click.
However, click fraud is also one of the reasons why mobile advertising is posing a
problem for companies such as Facebook as they are not able to monetize on mobile at
the same level they can on desktop. The issue is compounded by the fact that mobile use
of Facebook and other sites is growing quickly.
―Click fraud is one of the reasons why the cost in mobile is lower than on desktop and
why the economics are so different in mobile,‖ Mr. Lamberti said.
―The massive inventory in mobile is different but this may be connected to fraud – we
may have this incredible supply because of fraud,‖ he said.
Time to step up
Many marketers do not feel compelled to address mobile click fraud because there is no
economic incentive for them to do, per Mr. Lamberti. They simply accept the lower cost
per clicks and adjust accordingly.
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―This isn‘t a deal breaker for marketers,‖ Mr. Lamberti said. ―The consequence is you get
a lower ROI because you have clicks that are never going to add value.‖
Marketers also feel there is no short-term damage to their brand from click fraud.
However, this reflects a certain shortsightedness in mobile.
The fact is that mobile is here to stay and brands need to start thinking in terms of
delivering quality experiences on mobile and measuring the activity so they can
determine key metrics such as lifetime value to help them better optimize their
campaigns.
―Publishers and networks have to figure this out if they want to attract more spending,‖
Mr. Lamberti said. ―Even though marketers might pay more per click, the long-term
value is worth is.
―Marketers have to commit to quality,‖ he said.
―We haven‘t seen the desire from the market to really fix the problem. However, this is
beginning to change.‖
Addressing the problem
The steps that marketers can take to deal with mobile click fraud include asking their
vendors what they are doing to address and prevent the problem.
Marketers also need to be willing to pay for better quality inventory and pick their
partners based on this issue.
―If you have 40 percent of clicks that are fraudulent, marketers are really paying for all
those clicks that are not legitimate,‖ said Dean Nicolls, vice president of marketing at
Telesign, Marina del Rey, CA.
―This is wrongheaded thinking from a marketing perspective,‖ he said. ―The real question
should be how many legitimate leads are coming in and what are you paying for those
clicks.‖
Marketers should be looking at each channel in terms of what kind of return they are
getting on the number of qualified leads each is generating, not purely on the number of
the clicks.
Companies like Telesign help marketers determine the cost per acquisition in mobile by
qualifying leads. For example, Telesign takes the information from lead forms where
users input a name and telephone number to validate if the two pieces of information
correspond.
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Marketers can also use tools like Google Analytics to see how much click fraud is
happening. For example, when marketers start to see a lot of impressions but very few
clicks or leads, this could be a sign that they are a victim of click fraud.
Another indication of click fraud is when a lot of clicks are coming from a single
geographic area.
When working with ad networks, Mr. Nicolls recommends reviewing clicks at the
publisher level because there may be a problem with just one publisher in the network.
―Marketers have to be diligent about looking at analytics to get a handle on how much
click fraud is happening,‖ Mr. Nicolls said.
Final Take
Chantal Tode is associate editor on Mobile Marketer, New York

What Comes After Facebook? The
Future of Social Media
There is no such thing as social media fatigue. We are not tired of social,
we are tired of all the things that get in the way of being social.
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In case you have been on vacation for the past 6 months, you'll know that Facebook
and Twitter are in a bit of trouble. I don't mean they are about to go bankrupt or
anything (they won't), but we're seeing a clear trend of disapproval towards them.
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In a recent consumer satisfaction report by ForeSee, Twitter and Facebook scored
well below what you would expect, averaging 62.5 out of 100 (that's well below the
average of 74.2).
In comparison, Google+ scored 78, Google Search scored 82, Bing Scored 81,
Yahoo scored 78, Wikipedia 78, and the average score for newspapers was 73.

More to the point, Facebook represents the largest drop of all the digital brands
measured. And while this report only measured consumer satisfaction, we see the
same trend in business satisfaction.
Some people call this social media fatigue, but there is a lot more to it than that. In
fact, there is no such thing as social media fatigue. We are not tired of social, we are
tired of all the things that get in the way of being social.

Social Media: How to make Facebook’s algorithm your
friend
Ads by Google
Emerging Media ConferenceIndustry experts reveal mobile social opportunities.
Register now! mediaconvergence.eventbrite.com/
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Facebook has a dirty secret.
You know that brand page you have where you‘re hoping to attract some of Facebook‘s
900 million users? You know, the one you put all of your blood, sweat and tears into
posting engaging content and useful information?
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Nick Westergaard
The secret, which Facebook released earlier this year, is that most users only see about 16
percent of updates from brand pages like yours.
Whenever I share this, there is a collective gasp heard throughout the room. ―That‘s not
fair! We did all of this work connecting with them and now there‘s a chance they won‘t
even see it? What gives?‖
What gives is Facebook‘s notorious EdgeRank algorithm. Born from Facebook‘s desire
to present you with only the most relevant and valuable updates from your network, this
formula is one marketers can‘t afford to ignore as they engage on Facebook.
Let‘s take a look at what EdgeRank is all about and what it means for your brand.
How EdgeRank Works
So how does Facebook determine which posts you see and which ones you don‘t? The
EdgeRank algorithm determines this from the value of your social objects — statuses,
links, photos, videos.
Facebook views all of these inputs as ―edges‖ and assigns value based on the following
factors:
1. Affinity score between viewing user and edge creator
2. Weight for this edge type (like, comment, tag, etc.)
3. Time decay, which is a factor based on how long ago the edge was created.
What EdgeRank Means for Your Brand
Scientific formulas aside, what does this mean for you and your brand page on
Facebook?
Affinity — How close are you to the user? Do they interact with you a lot on Facebook?
If they do, that‘s great! EdgeRank will probably show your content to that user more.
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However, affinity is a one-way street. You can‘t ensure users will see your brand page‘s
posts more by liking everything they say.
Weight — Easily the most abstract of these factors, weight speaks to the level of
engagement your page has going for it.
Remember, Facebook is looking out for Facebook in all of this. As such, it gives
additional ―weight‖ to things that keep people on the network engaged.
As social objects attract more interactions, they are given a higher value. While Facebook
is characteristically tight-lipped, many speculate that more weight is given to photos and
videos on the network as they have historically been more engaging than simple statuses
and links.
Time Decay — If weight is the most abstract factor, time decay has the best name.
Really, this factor speaks to the recency of your social object. It‘s also perhaps the
simplest to understand — yesterday‘s news won‘t be at the top of the heap forever
despite numerous likes and comments.
How You Can Optimize Your Engagement for EdgeRank
Just knowing about EdgeRank can help you tailor your brand‘s Facebook updates
accordingly.
While time is out of your hands, weight pivots around producing effective and engaging
visual content such as photos, photo albums, and videos.
If you‘re looking for more engaging text posts, remember to phrase updates as a
questions — How are you celebrating this Fourth of July?, instead of just Happy Fourth.
Facebook also allows you to target your page updates demographically. Segment your
posts to more relevant demographics and watch your affinity rise.
Facebook ultimately is a marketing tool. As such, relevance and recency rule in appealing
to your network and beyond.

Ads by Google
Evaluate Social MediaHow to Evaluate & Select the Right Social Media
Software. Free Guide! www.Wildfireapp.com
Five star carting inc.Waste & Recycling servcies, all paper,cardboard,metal
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Social Media: How to make Facebook’s algorithm your
friend
Ads by Google
Facebook has a dirty secret.
You know that brand page you have where you‘re hoping to attract some of Facebook‘s
900 million users? You know, the one you put all of your blood, sweat and tears into
posting engaging content and useful information?

Nick Westergaard
The secret, which Facebook released earlier this year, is that most users only see about 16
percent of updates from brand pages like yours.
Whenever I share this, there is a collective gasp heard throughout the room. ―That‘s not
fair! We did all of this work connecting with them and now there‘s a chance they won‘t
even see it? What gives?‖
What gives is Facebook‘s notorious EdgeRank algorithm. Born from Facebook‘s desire
to present you with only the most relevant and valuable updates from your network, this
formula is one marketers can‘t afford to ignore as they engage on Facebook.
Let‘s take a look at what EdgeRank is all about and what it means for your brand.
How EdgeRank Works
So how does Facebook determine which posts you see and which ones you don‘t? The
EdgeRank algorithm determines this from the value of your social objects — statuses,
links, photos, videos.
Facebook views all of these inputs as ―edges‖ and assigns value based on the following
factors:
1. Affinity score between viewing user and edge creator
2. Weight for this edge type (like, comment, tag, etc.)
3. Time decay, which is a factor based on how long ago the edge was created.
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What EdgeRank Means for Your Brand
Scientific formulas aside, what does this mean for you and your brand page on
Facebook?
Affinity — How close are you to the user? Do they interact with you a lot on Facebook?
If they do, that‘s great! EdgeRank will probably show your content to that user more.
However, affinity is a one-way street. You can‘t ensure users will see your brand page‘s
posts more by liking everything they say.
Weight — Easily the most abstract of these factors, weight speaks to the level of
engagement your page has going for it.
Remember, Facebook is looking out for Facebook in all of this. As such, it gives
additional ―weight‖ to things that keep people on the network engaged.
As social objects attract more interactions, they are given a higher value. While Facebook
is characteristically tight-lipped, many speculate that more weight is given to photos and
videos on the network as they have historically been more engaging than simple statuses
and links.
Time Decay — If weight is the most abstract factor, time decay has the best name.
Really, this factor speaks to the recency of your social object. It‘s also perhaps the
simplest to understand — yesterday‘s news won‘t be at the top of the heap forever
despite numerous likes and comments.
How You Can Optimize Your Engagement for EdgeRank
Just knowing about EdgeRank can help you tailor your brand‘s Facebook updates
accordingly.
While time is out of your hands, weight pivots around producing effective and engaging
visual content such as photos, photo albums, and videos.
If you‘re looking for more engaging text posts, remember to phrase updates as a
questions — How are you celebrating this Fourth of July?, instead of just Happy Fourth.
Facebook also allows you to target your page updates demographically. Segment your
posts to more relevant demographics and watch your affinity rise.
Facebook ultimately is a marketing tool. As such, relevance and recency rule in appealing
to your network and beyond.
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Here Are Facebook's 7 Biggest Problems, According To
Its Top Ad Product Exec
Jim Edwards|Sep. 5, 2012, 10:26 AM|3,292|1
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Gokul Rajaram is Facebook's director of product management for ads. He recently did a detailed,
free-wheeling interview with AdExchanger, in which he described seven priorities for the
advertising side of Facebook's business (which is to say, virtually all of its $1 billion-per quarter
business).
In doing so, however, he also hinted at Facebook's seven biggest problems. Here are Rajaram's
priorities and the problems that come with them:
1. Data. Facebook has one of the biggest hoards of marketing data on the planet, and its
members are targetable based on their demographics and interests. It's a potential marketing
goldmine.
Problem: Facebook isn't doing anything with it. When asked if Facebook ever planned to switch
on its data for ad targeting, Rajaram said only: "Not at this time."
2. Facebook Pages. "Facebook Pages work really well to reach people at all parts of the funnel.
The Page should be the hub of all your marketing, we believe, because Pages allow you to reach
people in the news feed. Pages allow you to publish content. That initially starts out as organic
content, and then you can sponsor or boost the content."
Problem: Pages are free, but Facebook needs to see sales dollars growth. But there's no such
thing as a "free" page at Facebook. As Rajaram admits, most posts made by marketers are only
seen by a small proportion of followers because users' news feeds are so crowded. So marketers
are forced to pay to get the reach they need: "Organically, you get anywhere from 15 percent to
20 percent of your fans, that you reach organically. In order to reach the remaining 80 to 85
percent, sponsoring posts is important."
3. Mobile. "Our advertising strategy on mobile is all about making sure we are part of the organic
content that people consume. It’s primarily News Feed. On mobile, it’s actually fairly easy for us."
Problem: Everyone knows Facebook's mobile app leaves a lot to be desired. Also, Rajaram says
Facebook will NOT introduce banner ads, leaving it dependent on Sponsored Stories—which
aren't as obvious or intrusive as display advertising. He says, "we don’t introduce content which
would not be there otherwise—like a banner ad or something like that—in mobile, it’s a much
easier transition for us from a pure product development point of view." That's fine ... except that
advertisers LIKE obvious and intrusive media. The mobile screen is comparatively tiny and
Facebook has turned its back on a major part of the real estate it offers.
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4. Offers. "We intrinsically believe that advertising and marketing should enhance native-user
behaviors. Things like Offers originated from this belief. When we survey users asking, 'What are
the reasons you Like a page on Facebook?' one of the primary reasons was people want
discounts, coupons, and deals. To build a compelling product it takes a coupon, which is an ageold thing."
Problem: When was the last time you redeemed a Facebook Offer?
5. Speed. "Our focus is to move fast — have all teams that work together not encumbered by any
constraints. They execute and launch something fast and learn something and move on."
Problem: Facebook is rolling out new products so fast it's confusing for clients. Here's how
Rajaram says Facebook communicates with its main ad partners, the so-called preferred
marketing developers (PMD): "We have a number of communication channels with PMDs. All
PMDs have access to a PMD-only community forum. We have several forums, groups on
Facebook that they have access to. Then we have product and program update forums. Then we
have PMD email support. We also have regular newsletters that we send out, and we have
limited opportunities for select PMDs to test products in pre-launch status so they can test it and
give us feedback." Phew!
6. Facebook Exchange: "There are obviously some differences in Facebook creative being
different from [standardized display] and so on. We want to make sure the partners understand
that just because they are integrated, it doesn’t mean the responsibility ends there. Their
responsibility is to work with us to make sure the advertisers who are our common client have a
great experience on Facebook Exchange."
Problem: Rajaram seems to be implying that Facebook's ad formats are a creative hurdle for
some buyers. Facebook's ads come in different shapes and sizes than standard web format
banner ads—which means that clients have to create separate campaigns just for Facebook,
before they buy on Facebook.
7. Video. Facebook is one of the largest servers of video in the world, and video advertising is a
lot more lucrative than display advertising. So it's a huge opportunity for video ads.
Problem: Facebook isn't doing anything about it. "Unlike everybody else It’s something we
haven’t talked too much about. We probably need to focus and build a lot of stuff on the
consumer side, if we want to do something. I think, so far, we haven’t talked much about the
advertising side of video, at this point

How Marketers are Missing Out by Focusing on
Facebook
With all the available social networking opportunities, businesses may forget why they came to
social networks (like Facebook) in the first place – to drive traffic and sales. Unfortunately, we see
a number of marketing tactics employed each day, that send social media users to branded social
networking pages, without any bridge to the business‘s corporate website. Though it seems
counterintuitive, Facebook is not an ideal medium to broadcast your brand message. That‘s not to
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say Facebook is not useful in amplifying your marketing tactics. Facebook should be used as a
bridge for users to connect to your website. Here‘s why.
Your Posts are only reaching a minority of your fans.
According to Datamation.com, ―For the most popular businesses on Facebook, those with more
than a million "fans," fewer than 3 percent of those fans are seeing the companies' daily
updates… The picture improves for smaller companies. For those with between one thousand
and ten thousand "fans," the percentage is just under 10 percent.
The report found a general reverse correlation between number of fans and percentage of fans
seeing updates every day.‖
That‘s a huge gap in your fan base, versus what your fans are hearing, due to Facebook‘s Edge
Rank algorithm. EdgeRank is Facebook‘s solution to ―social media fatigue‖ – only posting content
if your Facebook page has a high EdgeRank. How do you get a high EdgeRank? Entice users to
click or comment on, or generally interact with your Facebook posts by posting interactive
content. It‘s a double edged sword because to gain EdgeRank, you seemingly have to HAVE
EdgeRank already. Don‘t just assume your fans can hear you on Facebook like they would on
your business‘s website.
Facebook is a Social Platform, not a Business Platform.
Businesses can listen to and communicate to fans IF those fans go to the business‘s Facebook
page. However, Facebook is not really a conversation medium. There‘s no good way to target
specific audiences by specific criteria - the profile data to narrow down, and target your preferred
audience is insufficient. Even if you have a custom welcome tab that weeds out non-fans from
engaged fans, you really only have ONE Page for your entire audience. And as John Schroeter
says in his article on Facebook strategy, ―… In an age of personalized content delivery, [this] runs
counter to … marketing best practice.‖
Facebook pages are not the place to drive deep, targeted engagement when it comes to content,
because it‘s almost impossible to target fans without running ads. And running ads still doesn‘t
guarantee your ads will be seen since Facebook ads don‘t show up on most mobile clients. This
is why it‘s absolutely necessary to use Facebook as a bridge to your corporate website.
Facebook is Not Your Website
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It‘s important to remember that while you may have copy rights to your logo, your brand slogan or
motto, and your business‘s content, anything you put on Facebook is subject to Facebook‘s
Terms of Use (“… you grant us a non-exclusive, transferable, sub-licensable, royalty-free,
worldwide license to use any IP content that you post on or in connection with Facebook‖). Not
only that, you‘re subject to apps developed for Facebook, viruses from links, and hacked
accounts. That makes it extra hard to control who sees what, and where your content is being
used. While business accounts are safe – for the most part - the liability is enough to send any
brand manager into convulsions. This means that businesses NEED a corporate website for
news, product, events, etc – and they need to not rely on Facebook alone.
Facebook is a tool and can be incredibly useful as a means of emphasizing your brand
communications. However, it‘s important to remember that Facebook should not be your
customer‘s end destination but a bridge to your corporate website. When used strategically, your
business‘s Facebook page can be the link that turns conversation into conversion.

Facebook and Twitter both have introduced enhanced and evolved behavioral capabilities
to their ad products, enabling advertisers, marketers and brand folks to better target the
social sites‘ users.
Next week, Facebook will be offering brands an ability to ad retarget based on users‘
email addresses, phone numbers and FB app user identities. This will enable marketers to
reach Facebook users who are their current customers using their own customer data. The
way I see it, it is like using your own customer emailing list and targeting the same
customers for relevant offers, messages and more in the social networks. In my opinion,
the most appropriate use will be around loyalty programs, bundled offers, and retention.
On a good note, businesses won‘t have access to additional Facebook user data,
according to Facebook.
B2B Magazine reports, with Twitter, advertisers are now able to target their Promoted
Tweets and Promoted Accounts programs to users based on what they follow and
retweet. As a user, it will allow me to have promoted tweets that suit my interests appear
above generic ones.
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There are 350 interest categories advertisers can choose from, including education,
science, law and personal finance, which can be further broken down into additional
topics. What is really interesting is that Twitter also is reducing the minimum price
advertisers can bid for an ad campaign to one cent per Promoted Tweet, down from 50
cents.
There are few possible reasons for this new approach.
1. the current program isn‘t working at all and needed a refresh
2. ROI and engagement numbers were below advertiser‘s expectation and budgets
3. volume play to match their significant mass reach in the small business space (the
core group that originally made them successful)
The coming year will be a interesting one from Social Advertising point of view. Keep
seated and stay tuned!

The Facebook Exchange could pull in a wealth of new advertising dollars by letting
businesses retarget ads at Facebook users who‘ve visited their websites. Now I‘ve learned
and confirmed that the first Exchange ads are running, and Facebook has nearly doubled the
companies with access to the program. Plus one source close to Exchange tells me ―initial
results are good, they‘re going very, very well.‖
Announced 10 weeks ago, Exchange brings the first cookie-based retargeted ads to
Facebook — a format common around the web but that Facebook must handle delicately
because of privacy. The expansion and comments from Sheryl Sandberg show Facebook
has high hopes that Exchange will bolster its bottom line.

Why Exchange Is Critical To Facebook
Here‘s a quick primer on FBX. A Facebook user visits a third-party website, such as a travel
site where they view prices for a hotel in Hawaii. That website drops a cookie on the user‘s
browser, and then hands a demand side platform (DSP) the complementary cookie. The
DSP identifies the user to Facebook and tells it it wants to advertise to them the next time
they visit Facebook.
The user visits Facebook, which pings the DSP asking for a real-time bid for how much
they‘d pay per impression to show that user a Facebook sidebar ad. If the bid is high
enough, the ad gets shown, Facebook charges the DSP, and the DSP charges the website
owner.
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This is all so important for Facebook because it has classically been seen by
advertisers as stronger for institutional brand advertising that improves awareness
and perception than direct advertising whose click-throughs translate to sales.
Essentially Facebook is at the top of the funnel at demand generation, opposed to the
bottom at demand fulfillment where measurement of return on investment is easier, ad rates
can be higher, and Google Search rules. If Facebook wants to boost revenues and also
make its ads more relevant, it needs to break into the bottom of the funnel, and retargeted
Exchange ads can help.
And they are. Direct advertisers may flock to the DSPs because my source tells me
Exchange results are ―in-line with performance of retargeted ads [across the web] that have
really high ROI. It‘s going quite well.‖ However, there‘s currently only a small volume of ads
being run and I‘ve heard many big travel advertisers are still getting their cookie-syncing set
up to work with FBX.

New FBX Partners Signal What’s Next For Facebook Ads
On the social network‘s first public earnings call a month ago, Sandberg said regarding
Facebook Exchange, ―We‘re at a very early alpha stage test… but we‘re really encouraged
by how interested our advertisers and customers are.‖ And Sandberg‘s not blowing steam.
We hear AdRoll has assigned a huge chunk of its engineering resources towards working to
perfect its integration with Facebook Exchange. Apparently it sees a pot of gold at the end of
the rainbow if it can become the premier platform for advertisers to retarget Facebook users.
Some time between the announcement of Exchange and now, Facebook struck deals with
six more DSPs to join the program. I‘d learned of a few and Facebook agreed to give me the
full list of Exchange partners. The newly added ones are in bold:
AdRoll
AppNexus
Criteo
DataXu
MediaMath
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Nanigans
Optimal
RocketFuel
Tellapart
TheTradeDesk
Triggit
Turn
Xaxis
X+1
With the first wave, Facebook curiously sidestepped all its existing Ads API partners — the
tools and services big businesses use to efficiently buy standard Facebook ad campaigns
and Sponsored Stories. There are two possible reasons for this. First, retargeting and realtime bidding required for Exchange are specific technologies that many Ads API partners
didn‘t have built.
Second, and more interestingly, Facebook is not currently allowing Exchange partners to
layer its standard biographical ad targeting parameters on top of retargeting. That means a
DSP can‘t say it only wants to target users who‘ve received a cookie and are 25 to 45 year
old males. This might be because Facebook refuses to give personally identifiable data on its
users to advertisers. If it allowed the coupling of standard targeting and retargeting by
admitting partners who do both, those ad platforms might be able to deduce characteristics
of Facebook users and combine them with cookie-data to create stunningly accurate profiles
of visitors to their site.
Facebook doesn‘t want those DSPs to be able to turn around the Facebook bio data to
improve their targeting of users outside of Facebook.com. But a different source says
Facebook does want to let advertisers combine retargeting and bio data so they can serve
more relevant ads on Facebook.com as long as it‘s in a way that doesn‘t jeopardize user
privacy.

It may be setting itself up for once it‘s figured out how to do that, as now Facebook has
allowed Nanigans and Optim.al, two existing Ads API partners into the Exchange program.
The presence of Nanigans and Optimal in the Exchange program may indicate that when
Facebook is ready to combine targeting options, it wants experienced Ads API partners
ready to test it. However, my sources say even if Facebook can‘t securely merge the
targeting options, there‘s a very healthy business tapping into existing retargeted ad budgets.
So with FBX ads now running, Sandberg citing strong interest, and more partners signed on,
the next step is for Facebook to prove retargeting can earn advertisers money. While the

whispers I’m hearing indicate they work well, Facebook will need
to compile conclusive studies demonstrating that Exchange ads
sell products. Luckily, I recently came in to Facebook to talk to
Sean Bruich, head of measurement and monetization analytics.
He’s building up a team of specialists whose sole mission is
showing advertisers that when they invest in Facebook, they get
even more back.
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Facebook Measurement Chief
Advocates New Standard for Gauging
Reach
Brad Smallwood: Measuring Online Media in GRPs Is Just Preliminary Step
By: Cotton DeloPublished: August 27, 2012

As Facebook urges big advertisers to boost their spending, its
measurement team is playing an increasingly prominent role, trying to
articulate the value of paid and earned Facebook impressions in
terms media buyers know, such as GRPs, or gross ratings points.
But while talking about GRPs is a step in the right direction for the social network,
it's not its end game. According to Brad Smallwood, Facebook's head of
measurement and insights, the ultimate goal is for the market to embrace a
metric that looks at the unique reach and frequency of a campaign across all
"experiences" -- including traditional media such as TV, radio, print and outdoor,
as well as online media, social media (owned, earned and paid), mobile and ingame ads.
"We're still trying to figure out how to measure (experiences) in silos, and the
more media consumption disperses across channels, it's going to become an
increasingly big problem for advertisers," said Mr. Smallwood, who will be a
speaker at Ad Age's Digital Conference in San Francisco next month.
Last August, Nielsen debuted a product enabling advertisers to measure their
online campaigns -- including Facebook -- in GRPs, and it's gotten traction
among advertisers and agencies, such as Unilever and GroupM, but only as a
reporting metric and not for buying. (ComScore has also introduced a similar
product.) However, the ultimate vision is for a media buyer to purchase, for
example, 100 GRPs on TV and the equivalent of 50 GRPs on Facebook, which
together might generate the equivalent of another 20 GRPs through owned and
earned media on Facebook. The buyer would then have the understanding that
all together he got 170 GRPs.
Nielsen also has a product in market that allows for measuring the reach and
frequency of campaigns across media channels, but that kind of measurement is
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nascent. Mr. Smallwood said his team is working with the Interactive Advertising
Bureau and the Advertising Research Foundation to advocate for those metrics
to become an industry standard.
"When will media agencies and advertisers demand success on those
measures? I think that's three to five years away," he said.
While Facebook clearly stands to benefit if the measurement and media-buying
standards that favor TV are upended, networks with big digital businesses, such
as ESPN or Turner, could also potentially benefit.
Mr. Smallwood said he hopes to partner with some perceived rivals to advocate
for this new way of measuring.
"The Twitters, Yahoos, Microsofts -- and Google obviously as well -- we want
them all to be a part of this process," he said. "If we can demonstrate confidence
in online, we will see a good share of those dollars end up on Facebook."
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4 strategies advertisers are using for
Facebook‘s search ads
Brittany Darwell•Aug 29th, 2012
Facebook’s search-based ads, Sponsored Results, became available through
the Ads API and Power Editor tool last week, allowing a range of advertisers to
test the new offering. Here we’ll look at the four main strategies we’ve seen
companies take:
Steal traffic from competitors
Show up when users search for related pages or apps
Get impressions by bidding on the most popular apps and pages
Protect brand position with defensive bids

For background, Sponsored Results allows businesses to buy ads in the social
network’s typeahead search results. Advertisers target exact pages, profiles,
places or apps they want to show up next to, rather than bidding on keywords or
phrases. They can also layer on Facebook’s demographic, interest and category
targeting.
Ads optimization company Ampush Social is reporting clickthrough rates
between 0.5 and 1 percent on Sponsored Results for a casual gaming app.
Facebook analytics company PageLever tells us it has seen CTR between 0.8
and 2 percent on highly targeted Sponsored Results for a B2B campaign.
See some sample ads and understand their strategies below.

Steal traffic from competitors
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Show up when users search for related pages or
apps
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With Sponsored Results, companies can pay to get placement when users
search for their competitors. This is significant because Facebook search results
used to be based on the actual text input from users. A search for Nike would
bring up results for Nike’s Facebook pages, Niketown stores, the Nike+ app, or
people whose names included ―nike.‖ The search would never return results from
Adidas or Reebok. Now this is possible with Sponsored Results.
These advertisers will have to pay close attention to what users do after they
click on Sponsored Results. Since users are often searching for particular entities
on Facebook, the hits on these ads could be accidental. For example, when
users search for the Zynga’s CityVille game and hit enter — as frequent players
are likely to do out of habit — they might end up in EA’s SimCity Social. That’s
because Sponsored Results often appear above organic results, and hitting the
enter key takes users to whatever appears first in the typeahead search window.
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Some advertisers are trying to get their brand seen when users search for
something somewhat related, but perhaps not a direct competitor. It’s unclear
how effective this is since most users approach Facebook search differently than
Google. Facebook search helps users find specific entities but is not good for
looking up things within a general topic or category like ―running shoes.‖ If users
are searching for a particular page or app, seeing an ad for something slightly
related might not have an impact at that point.

Get impressions by bidding on the most popular
apps and pages
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Inside Facebook's Push to Woo Big Advertisers
By SHAYNDI RAICE

After joining Facebook as FB -5.99%vice president of marketing last
year, Carolyn Everson made it her mission to win over skeptical ad
executives who complained that spending on the giant social network
wasn't paying off.
At the time, many companies were using the site to promote brands
on their own Facebook pages—but most were paying little to nothing
to do so. While Facebook was starting to push more paid notices, it
was unclear whether such ads actually led to purchases.
Carolyn Everson is Facebook's liaison with Madison Avenue. She is
working with big brands to help them gauge how ads on the site can
pay off.
So last October, Ms. Everson created a "Client Council," calling
together senior advertising executives from 13 big brands and ad
agencies. The goal: to learn from each other how Facebook could do
better.
"I love being challenged," said Ms. Everson. "When people doubt us
that's when we're at our best."
The first meeting took place in Facebook's loft-like Madison Avenue
offices. Attendees included marketing heavyweights like Keith Weed
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from Unilever, ULVR.LN -0.48%Stephen Quinn from Wal-Mart WMT
+0.83%and Wendy Clark from Coca-Cola KO +0.20%.
A nervous Ms. Everson arrived wearing a blue dress in honor of
Facebook's signature color. Mark Zuckerberg welcomed the group
via video conference. As the ad types peppered the young chief
executive officer with questions, a theme emerged. If they
committed to spending big bucks with Facebook, how could
they be assured a return on their investment?
Mr. Zuckerberg's response, according to one of the attendees:
"That's a great question and we should probably have an answer
to that, shouldn't we?"
<image001.jpg>
The remark underscores how Facebook has been coming up
short on one of its most crucial goals: proving that ads on the
site can help marketers move products off the shelf.
There is a lot riding on the effort. Facebook derived 85% of its total
$3.7 billion in revenue in 2011 from global online ad sales. Last
month, the company reported its second-quarter ad revenue rose just
14% from the previous quarter and 28% from a year ago. Those
growth rates have slowed markedly over the last two years; quarterly
ad revenues in 2011 grew by as much as 87% from the year-ago
period.
Facebook's chief financial officer, David Ebersman, on a call with
analysts attributed the 28% growth partly to a 9% increase in ad
rates. He explained that ad impressions—or the number of people
who see an ad—are climbing more slowly than the number of new
users as more people access Facebook via mobile devices, where
the company still has only limited forms of advertising.
The eight-year-old social network has also seen its stock tumble by
46% since it went public in May at a more than $100 billion valuation.
Much of the drop has been fueled by concerns over the efficacy
of Facebook's ads and the company's ability to continue to grow
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its ad business—especially as more users rely on mobile devices,
which have small screens and little real estate for advertisements.
<image002.jpg>
Some advertisers have yanked their Facebook ads because they
have had trouble measuring whether the ads led to sales. In May,
General Motors Co. GM -1.27%pulled $10 million of ads from the site,
citing such concerns. High-profile defections are particularly troubling,
since one big advertiser's actions can have a broad ripple effect
on dozens of smaller advertisers.
"At the end of the day, you will get the early adopters of the large
companies who can see [Facebook] as a big trend but you won't get
sustained businesses without people understanding how ROI [return
on investment] is concerned," said Unilever's Mr. Weed. "As a
businessman and marketer, ultimately, you care about ROI."
Executives acknowledge that the push is on. On the company's last
earnings call, in late July, Chief Operating Officer Sheryl Sandberg
said Facebook is making "important progress" in proving return on
investment to marketers. Though nearly all top advertisers spent
money on Facebook ads in the last quarter, she conceded that the
total was only a small percentage of the advertisers' digital ad
budgets. She characterized the shortfall as an "imbalance" and a
"substantial opportunity."
The task of changing that equation falls to Ms. Everson, who is
Facebook's main liaison to Madison Avenue. Ms. Everson, 40,
previously worked at Walt Disney Co. DIS -0.34%and at Microsoft
Corp., MSFT -0.20%where she was vice president of global ad sales
and strategy. Recruited from Microsoft in April of 2011, Ms. Everson,
who is based in New York, travels once a month to Silicon Valley.
The crux of advertisers' doubts centers on whether Facebook
ads actually sell goods and if they can be measured in a way
that can be compared to other forms of advertising. Google Inc.
and Yahoo Inc., YHOO -1.93%among others, went through similar
tribulations a decade ago when they helped pioneer online search
ads, which come up when users type in certain keywords.
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But while the results of Google and Yahoo ads can be directly tracked
by clicks, Facebook ads are harder to measure. Some smaller
advertisers, like Zynga Inc. ZNGA +3.07%or 1800Flowers.com Inc.,
can track how users respond to ads because a purchase will take
place as a result of clicking on the ad. But for many brands, ads on
Facebook don't consist of an offer to directly buy something. They are
more akin to TV ads, which marketers study to see how brand
exposure might lead to offline sales.
Since the October meeting in New York, Ms. Everson has set in
motion plans to convince the world's biggest brands that Facebook
ads can indeed work—and to quantify how so.
Ms. Everson is sending measurement wonks across the country,
like missionaries to preach the Facebook gospel. She is
partnering with third-party firms to track how Facebook ads lead
directly to purchases. And she is offering new types of
information about Facebook ads to data-hungry marketers who
are struggling to figure out how to parse the social media field.
Most of world's biggest brands have an entire department
dedicated to measuring how ads work on various formats, like
TV, radio, print and online. Facebook is sending its lieutenants
to work hand-in-hand with these internal teams to learn the
methods they use and then customize a way to measure
Facebook ads using that brand's own methodology.
Journal Community
One disadvantage to marketers is the fact that Facebook doesn't
offer them access to the conversations that the social network's 950
million users are having among friends. The company hides those
discussions for consumer-privacy reasons. In lieu of such data,
marketers have had to use other metrics, such as how many people
"like" a brand's Facebook page.
But the monetary value of a "like"—the equivalent to a thumbs up
from a Facebook user—is difficult to assess. Sav Banerjee, executive
social strategy director at New York digital-ad agency Rokkan Inc.,
found that in most cases when he paid for ads to get users to "like" a
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page, the number in fans went up but the number of people engaging
with the brand page stayed the same.
"The investment doesn't translate to ROI," said Mr. Banerjee.
Under Ms. Everson, Facebook is now considering giving advertisers
a sliver of data from conversations. For example, Facebook would tell
advertisers how many people are talking about their brand, the top
things they are saying and those people's demographics—but not
violate privacy policies by revealing information about individual
people.
Keith Camoosa, executive vice president and head of North American
research for Universal McCann, the media buying unit of Interpublic
Group of Cos IPG -0.19%., said he has pushed Facebook executives
to let marketers see more of what consumers are saying about their
brands.
"The number one driver of new sales comes from word-of-mouth, and
that's something marketers can't see with Facebook," he said.
Other marketers, such as Thomais Zaremba, digital marketing
manager for Ford Motor Co., are optimistic that Facebook will be able
to share more data.
"We couldn't determine who was seeing our ads and what actions
they were taking from seeing the ads," said Ms. Zaremba. Google,
she said, gave more detailed information.
Ms. Everson decided her team needed to construct an entirely
different tracking system. The idea is to methodically comb through
industry sectors and develop new measurement methodologies for
each group—from consumer packaged goods to the auto industry. In
particular, the company has focused on breaking down who has seen
an ad by region so it can be compared to other regions.
To help with the process, Facebook asked big brands like
Unilever to send in their marketing and research gurus for
targeted sessions. Late last year, Unilever sent 10 emissaries to
Facebook for two weeks. The group spent one week at the
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company's Silicon Valley headquarters and the other in New
York.
During the confabs, Patti Wakeling, Unilever's head of advertising
research, said she told Facebook's head of research and
measurement, Brad Smallwood, that she needed to better
understand the data Facebook was using so it could be applied
to the ways Unilever studies how its ads perform.
Facebook, which previously only provided advertisers with the
number of people who saw an ad on its site, soon gave Ms. Wakeling
other data on how many people saw Facebook ads in a variety of
areas. Facebook also figured out how many people in a region saw a
paid ad versus other types of ads such as print, radio or TV.
The moves meant Ms. Wakeling could begin comparing how many
people in one region were exposed to a paid Facebook ad against
the number of people in a region who were exposed to a television
ad. By comparing campaigns across regions, she could track the
success of the ads with any resulting increase in sales in the specific
regions. Ms. Wakeling said Facebook was "very collaborative."
Facebook's Mr. Smallwood also ran a series of test ad
campaigns with advertisers between last October and this
January based on the methodologies they were learning from
each other. By April, Mr. Smallwood had conducted 63 such
campaigns.
Later in the year, at another Facebook meeting with its Client Council
in New York, Mr. Smallwood displayed a chart to the gathered
executives. Out of all 63 test ad campaigns, only one campaign
had a less than one times return on its investment. The majority
showed a return on ad spending of three times or better.
One of the campaigns was for Unilever's Suave beauty and
grooming products. Using the methodology Mr. Smallwood
developed with Ms. Wakeling, Facebook was able to show that
for every dollar Unilever spent on the social media site, the
consumer products company got $8.41 back in sales.
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Unilever's Mr. Weed described Facebook's efforts as "impressive."
But he added that Facebook must continue to evolve its strategies.
"These things are a journey," he said. Unilever declined to
comment on how much money it is spending on Facebook.
Facebook also began bringing in third-party firms to independently
study the results of its ads, in order to show that people exposed to
an ad were more likely to purchase goods.
About two months ago, Facebook's measurement team visited
Universal McCann's Mr. Camoosa with results it gathered through a
third party called Datalogix. The company identifies people who
have been exposed to an ad on Facebook and then mines
retailers' credit-card and purchase data to determine whether
those people bought the product.
Mr. Camoosa said the data showed there was a correlation between
exposure to Facebook ads and product sales—but that it didn't
show that the ads necessarily were more effective than other
types of online ads. Facebook is "at step one," he said.
As for the holy grail of return on investment, Ms. Everson said, "I
don't think anyone cracks it. The best thing you can do is create a
methodology."
Some marketing executives remain skeptical. "I won't tell you that I
buy the [Facebook] results 100%, but I accept the results 90%," said
Jack Klues, CEO of Vivaki, a digital-advertising firm owned by
Publicis Groupe PUB.FR -0.38%SA. "I'm cautious on how literally to
interpret" the new data.
Others are beginning to act on the new Facebook information. By last
month, GM and Facebook were in talks to bring the auto maker back
as a paid advertiser, after Ms. Everson met with GM's then-global
marketing chief at an industry conference in France.
A spokesman for GM said the company has had meetings with
Facebook.
Ford and Coca-Cola have also recently endorsed Facebook's ads as
having an impact on their sales. Coca-Cola marketing chief Joe
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Tripodi said at the same advertising conference in France that
Facebook ads probably help drive its beverage sales.
"If we can get 40-million plus fans, or even some subset of them
talking positively about the things we're doing, ultimately that's a good
thing for us," Mr. Tripodi said.
Meanwhile, Wal-Mart's Mr. Quinn said he is increasing his Facebook
ad budget this year, though he declined to reveal dollar figures.
Facebook advertising is "one of the major growth areas in Wal-Mart's
marketing efforts," he said.
Write to Shayndi Raice at shayndi.raice@wsj.com

Facebook Moves Away From Dumb
Broadcasting Tool to Marketing
Database
Page Post Targeting Will Require a Radical Re-Thinking of the Approach to

Content
By: Robin GrantPublished: August 14, 2012
inShare358

Robin Grant
Facebook's "Page Post Targeting Enhanced" feature may not have a
catchy name, but it's certainly getting people excited. Available to
some pages as of the beginning of August and rolling out to all pages
over the next few weeks, it's Facebook's most significant update for
brands since its IPO back in May.
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Before this update, country and language were the only factors
available to brands for targeting their posts; and while this was
essential for global marketers needing to segment by local market,
they were of no use at a local market level.
Now brands can target their posts at different segments of their fan
base based on a huge range of factors. It's not just age, sex and
location – this goes as far as relationship status, education,
university/college and even workplace. It transforms a brand's fan
page from a dumb broadcast tool into a hyper accurate and always
up-to-date marketing database, allowing them to address different
segments of their fan base with customized content. It also allows
them to take into account the differing user behaviors of different
segments, and optimizing the timing and frequency of their updates to
match this. Both of these factors combined should generate higher
engagement and therefore higher returns.
This looks like good news for brands, but it does, of course, come
with the inevitable associated costs. This isn't money that will go
straight to Facebook, and brands will have to radically re-think their
approach to content (and their associated budgets), as each of the
targeted segments will be interested in and respond differently to
different content. Brands will need to spend significantly more
creating customized content, and on content strategy and community
management for Facebook.
This change in itself will not directly drive revenue for Facebook, but
the targeted page posts can be turned into paid-for promoted stories,
targeted at friends of fans who meet the same criteria, which brands
are likely to find a highly effective way of reaching them.
It's not just the reader of the story who can be highly targeted but also
the content of the story itself, tailored specifically for the target reader.
This accelerates Facebook's drive, first mooted back in February at
fMC in New York, to have marketers move away from buying ads on
the platform to promoting stories from friends.

Facebook Tests News-Feed Ads That
Lack Social Context
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New Product Could Help Address Mobile Problem
By: Cotton DeloPublished: August 15, 2012
inShare18

Facebook will shortly begin testing a new potential salve for its mobile
problem: ads in your news feed that aren't based on social context
but can be targeted to users using the slate of criteria available for
more traditional ad inventory, such as age, gender, likes and
interests.
The test, which will appear on both desktop computers and mobile
platforms, represents a change in Facebook's proposition to
consumers pitching news-feed ads as hardly like advertising at all.
When desktop news-feed ads were introduced in January, for
example, Facebook emphasized that they were based on friends'
engagements with branded content -- and thus eligible to appear in
news feeds organically, just like friends' comments could. But the
new ads will let marketers into news feeds without that level of
connection.
That's also a departure from Facebook's usual pitch to marketers
centering on the value of ads with social context and "word-of-mouth
marketing at scale." But the option to target news-feed ads to a
broader range of consumers seems likely to at least intrigue
advertisers. And a new, effective ad unit for mobile platforms would
be more than welcome at Facebook.
The test will let marketers buy news-feed ads on factors such as age,
gender and interests.
Last week it rolled out mobile app ads, which allow developers to
promote their app alongside organic recommendations for users, part
of a growing body of mobile tests at the company. The urgent pace of
mobile rollouts and tests reflects the challenge posed by mobile,
where advertising is lagging usage for many and Facebook only
began showing ads earlier this year. During its first-ever earnings call
last month, Facebook said half of its 955 million monthly active users
are now also accessing the platform on mobile. Its overall ad
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impressions in the U.S. dropped 2% from last year due to the shift in
use to mobile from from desktop PCs.
Citing a positive, CEO Mark Zuckerberg said that sponsored stories
in news feeds -- then Facebook's only mobile ad product -- were
bringing in roughly $1 million a day, about half from mobile. Chief
Operating Officer Sheryl Sandberg called them the "cornerstone" of
Facebook's monetization strategy. Early research also suggested that
ads in mobile news feeds had higher click-through rates than the
same units on desktops.
Whether users will find the news-feed ads lacking social context any
more disruptive than their forerunners depends partly on how truly
organic they found the socially-driven news-feed ads. Does an ad
from Walmart feel less like an ad because your friend from high
school "liked" it?
A Facebook spokeswoman emphasized that the new ads are just a
test.
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Firm ditches Facebook for Twitter, claims clicks are bots
Limited Run alleges 80 percent of clicks were coming from bots, and
Facebook would only let the company change its name if it agreed to
spend $2,000 or more in advertising a month.

by Emil Protalinski
July 30, 2012 9:35 AM PDT
Limited Run has announced it is abandoning Facebook, telling its
fans to find the company on Twitter.
Limited Run has a Facebook Page called Limited Pressing, but not
for long. After becoming frustrated with Facebook advertising, as well
as Facebook itself, the firm has decided to ditch its Facebook Page
altogether.
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Via a Facebook post, Limited Run announced the plan to delete its
Facebook Page "in the next couple of weeks" and explained why. In
advance of relaunching its service as Limited Run (previously known
as Limited Pressing, as you can see above), which allows labels,
musicians, and artists to create their own stores for selling digital and
physical products, the company started to experiment with Facebook
ads. The result was a massive failure.
While testing Facebook's advertising system, Limited Run noticed it
could only verify about 20 percent of the clicks that were supposedly
being converted to users showing up on its Web site. After trying a
few analytics services to figure out the remaining traffic, the company
built its own software out of exasperation.
It turned out the bulk of users had JavaScript disabled, making it
difficult to track their clicks. So the company built a page logger, and
allegedly found 80 percent of clicks it was paying for were coming
from bots:
That's correct. Bots were loading pages and driving up our
advertising costs. So we tried contacting Facebook about this.
Unfortunately, they wouldn't reply. Do we know who the bots belong
too? No. Are we accusing Facebook of using bots to drive up
advertising revenue. No. Is it strange? Yes. But let's move on,
because who the bots belong to isn't provable.
As mentioned already, Limited Run was also looking to change its
Facebook Page name from Limited Pressing to Limited Run. After
multiple attempts to get in touch with Facebook, Limited Run said, the
social networking giant allegedly replied it would allow the firm to
change its name, with a catch:
They said they would allow us to change our name. NICE! But only if
we agreed to spend $2,000 or more in advertising a month. That's
correct. Facebook was holding our name hostage.
Limited Run closed its Facebook post with two thoughts: it thanked its
supporters, and noted that "If you'd like to follow us on Twitter, where
we don't get shaken down, you can do so here:
http://twitter.com/limitedrun."
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Ouch.
For those wondering, Limited Run was founded in 2009 and
describes itself as a service that hosts "stores for artists, labels,
designers or anyone selling unique products directly to fans. Whether
you're selling physical or digital items, we provide tools that let you
create a store, or even an entire website, in minutes." Something tells
me they don't include the creation of a Facebook Page in their sales
pitch.
"We're currently investigating their claims," a Facebook
spokesperson said in a statement. "For their issue with the Page
name change, there seems to be some sort of miscommunication.
We do not charge Pages to have their names changed. Our team is
reaching out about this now."
Meanwhile, here's Limited Run's full announcement below, in case it
is lost with the removal of their Facebook Page:
Hey everyone, we're going to be deleting our Facebook page in the
next couple of weeks, but we wanted to explain why before we do. A
couple months ago, when we were preparing to launch the new
Limited Run, we started to experiment with Facebook ads.
Unfortunately, while testing their ad system, we noticed some very
strange things. Facebook was charging us for clicks, yet we could
only verify about 20% of them actually showing up on our site. At first,
we thought it was our analytics service. We tried signing up for a
handful of other big name companies, and still, we couldn't verify
more than 15-20 percent of clicks. So we did what any good
developers would do. We built our own analytic software. Here's what
we found: on about 80% of the clicks Facebook was charging us for,
JavaScript wasn't on. And if the person clicking the ad doesn't have
JavaScript, it's very difficult for an analytics service to verify the click.
What's important here is that in all of our years of experience, only
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about 1-2 percent of people coming to us have JavaScript disabled,
not 80% like these clicks coming from Facebook. So we did what any
good developers would do. We built a page logger. Any time a page
was loaded, we'd keep track of it. You know what we found? The 80
percent of clicks we were paying for were from bots. That's correct.
Bots were loading pages and driving up our advertising costs. So we
tried contacting Facebook about this. Unfortunately, they wouldn't
reply. Do we know who the bots belong too? No. Are we accusing
Facebook of using bots to drive up advertising revenue. No. Is it
strange? Yes. But let's move on, because who the bots belong to isn't
provable

Eye-Tracking Study Claims Facebook Mobile Model
Needs A Fix
by Steve Smith, 4 hours ago
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With Facebook currently relying on Sponsored
Story posts in-feed to monetize the smartphone platform, eyetracking researcher EyeTrackShop says the social network needs a
better model if it expects to maintain decent average revenue per
user on mobile platforms.
According to its tests of how people view the Web, iPad and
smartphone versions of Facebook, the user has much less
opportunity to view a sponsor’s message on the smaller screen. A
Sponsored Story on a phone that falls below the fold on a screen has
only a 3% to 13% possibility of being seen by a user, the tests show.
Even if click-throughs on Sponsored Stories in mobile feeds are the
same or much better than their Web-based counterparts, the
incidence of them being seen is much lower than on desktop or
tablet. ―With the current business models Facebook mobile ads will
decrease the current ARPU, compared to web ads,‖ the study states.
Part of the problem is that the eye is heavily focused on the first
screen of a Facebook feed and at the top post when EyeTrackShop
studies user interactions on an iPhone. The reliance on being in the
feed puts Sponsored Stories at a considerable disadvantage to their
Web ad counterparts, which have a persistent presence in the right
column of a Facebook page. On the Web, ads are the second-most
viewed item in the eye-gaze analysis.
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On mobile phones, EyeTrackShop found that among its 400 survey
respondents, fewer people saw the sponsor message on their phones
than other platforms. They spent less time viewing the ads than on
other platforms. And they had ―significantly lower ad recall,‖ the study
states.
The iPad, on the other hand, indexed higher than even the desktop.
The company finds that ads on the iPad are seen by 18% more of the
viewers, and the units themselves get 29% more dwell time than Web
ads. Ad recall was about the same as on the Web.
EyeTrackShop results are not quite in line with some earlier metrics
that suggested mobile Sponsored Stories had a much higher clickthrough rate than their Web cousins. Facebook ad API partners in
June published results showing mobile Sponsored Stories received
13 times the clicks as Web Sponsored Stories and had eleven times
the eCPM.
On the other hand, EyeTrackShop’s research argues that these units
are actually viewed less often and for less time. And of course, the
desktop version of Facebook is monetized both from Sponsored
Stories, which run on mobile, and the standard side rail ads, which do
not currently run on smartphones.
Regardless of any disagreement over the actual performance of
mobile ads in feeds for advertisers, Facebook itself might disagree
that the smartphone platform is not monetizing. On last week's
conference call with investors over its Q1 earnings, Facebook CEO
Mark Zuckerberg claimed that half of the $1 million a day Facebook
earns from Sponsored Stories is coming from mobile.
The arguments over Facebook’s mobile monetization model are at
the heart of its stock volatility and analyst uncertainty over the
company’s future growth. Facebook’s otherwise positive financial
report last week was mitigated by ongoing worries that revenue
growth would slow as more usage of the social network migrated to
mobile platforms where there was less overall opportunity to
monetize users.
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How Zynga, Groupon, Pandora and Facebook Have Cost Investors $39 Billion —
And Counting

Published: Thursday, 26 Jul 2012 | 3:25 PM ET
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$39 billion.
That’s how much investors have collectively lost on Groupon
Pandora

[P 10.03

3.14 (-11.7%)

]

0.67 (+7.16%)

]

, Zynga

[ZNGA 3.085

-0.09 (-2.83%)

[GRPN 7.59
]

0.98 (+14.83%)

and Facebook

]

,

[FB 23.705

-

since those companies went public. It’s the kind of performance that can

almost make you nostalgic for the good old dot-com days, when the fleecing of mom and
pop investors was left to the Pets.com and iVillages of the world.
Just consider some sorry stats.
Since their IPOs, Pandora, Groupon and Zynga have lost a respective 41%, 66%, 68%.
Even Facebook, the most anticipated IPO since Google

[GOOG 634.96

21.60 (+3.52%)

]

, is off

some 26% since its May debut. The combined earnings of those companies over the past
twelve months reported? $226 million.

NOT A PRETTY PICTURE
IPO
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FB
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Source: CRT Capital
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So what gives?
Weren’t we supposed to have learned our lesson from the late 90s? Wasn’t a company
like Zynga, whose business model is predicated on people spending real money to buy
fake money for fake products on a fake farm, supposed to raise just a couple red flags?
And yet, of the 24 firms that cover the Zynga, only two have a “sell” rating, and nine
have “buys,” and that includes today’s downgrades from JPMorgan and Goldman. (Thanks
for the early heads up).
“It’s like Déjà vu all over again,” said Jacob Zamansky, a leading securities attorney
who’s involved in a lawsuit against the Nasdaq on behalf of Facebook investors. “The
analyst are pushing the stock without disclosing the risks, and rest assured, there will be
lawsuits.”

Dead Air More Effective Than Facebook Ads
The broadcast industry has a term called "dead air." It occurs when
there's a mistake or a technical glitch that results in no audio on
radio, or no picture on a TV screen. A blank TV screen is "dead air."
In an absolutely astounding experiment, the banner advertising
equivalent of dead air -- a blank display ad -- performed better than
the average Facebook ad; twice as good as the average "branding"
display ad; and only one click in ten thousand worse than the average
of all display ads.
Here are the details.
AdAge this week has a piece called How Blank Display Ads Managed
to Tot Up Some Impressive Numbers. The article was written by Ted
McConnell, exec VP-digital for the Advertising Research Foundation.
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Ted and a few friends (an astrophysicist from an online analytics firm,
a measurement expert from the Advertising Research Foundation,
and an ad-platform wizard from a buying and optimization company)
decided to do an experiment. The experiment was designed to
discover how much clicking of banner advertising was actual
engagement with the ad, and how much was just noise -- people
clicking for no reason.
To do this they created a unique ad -- an ad with no message. A
blank. According to McConnell...
"We created six blank ads in three IAB standard sizes, and two
colors, white and orange. We trafficked the ads via a demand-side
platform (DSP) with a low bid. We started with run of exchange, and
in another phase trafficked to "named publishers" that would accept
unaudited copy."
Here are the results:
The click-through rate on the blank ads was .08%. According to
published reports, the click-through rate on the average
Facebook ad is about .05%. The blank ad performed 60%
better.
The click through rate for the blank ad was about double the
average click-through rate for a "branding" display ad (an ad
without an offer.)
The click-through rate on the average banner ad is .09%. This
means the blank ad drew one click in ten thousand fewer than
an average banner ad.
About .04% of the clicks were mistakes. Since the average
click-through rate for display ads is .09%, this indicates that it is
possible that as much as 44% of banner ad clicks are mistakes.
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The astounding thing is that with all the data Facebook is collecting,
all the geniuses we have analyzing display ad results, all the spaceage targeting we are constantly being beaten over the head with, and
all the young creative prodigies lecturing us on the magic of online
advertising, empty ads outperformed our online geniuses.

A Facebook Story
NPR has a podcast called Planet Money.
Recently they did a show about Facebook. If you have 20
minutes I suggest you listen to it here. The show aired a few
days after the Facebook IPO.
They did an interesting experiment. They took a small, popular
pizza place in New Orleans called Pizza Delicious that was
looking to expand, and paired them with a social media
marketing expert in San Francisco who advises large companies
on Facebook strategy. Together, they created a Facebook ad
campaign for Pizza Delicious, and tracked the results.
Here are the highlights:
The NPR and pizza people thought that the target for the
Facebook campaign should be people on Facebook who say
they like pizza.
The social media expert disagreed. He said that Pizza Delicious
had 2,000 fans on its Facebook page, and the target for the
campaign should be the friends of Pizza Delicious' fans. This is
very common Facebook ad strategy. In this case, 74% of people
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in New Orleans (224,000 people) were friends of someone who
was a fan of Pizza Delicious.
The pizza owners explained to the social media expert that Pizza
Delicious' customers tended to have ties to the Northeast where,
presumably, people appreciate good pizza. The consultant then
recommended that they further narrow the target by crosstabbing friends of Pizza Delicious with people who live in New
Orleans but are fans of Northeast cultural entities e.g., The NY
Knicks; NY Rangers; Carmelo Anthony; NY Times, Notorious
B.I.G., New Jersey Nets, bagels, etc.
They came up with about 15,000 people who lived within 10
miles of New Orleans, were friends of the pizza place's fans, and
had some cultural connection to the New York area.
According to the NPR reporter, she felt the targeting was
"perfect...We were golden. This could not miss."
They placed the ad. Soon after the ad began appearing on
Facebook the NPR reporters started receiving calls from the
pizza owners. Not a single person had clicked on the ad. Not
one.
The next thing they did was toss out the advice of the social
media expert, and developed their own strategy and started
running new ads. These ads "killed" -- twice as many responses
as normal. Because Facebook puts more weight behind ads that
get good response rates, the ads ran a lot. In fact, they appeared
over 700,000 times.
One result was that they quickly added 10% more fans to their
Facebook page. However, as the owner says, "through a long
night of asking every single customer where they found out
about Pizza Delicious, none of them said they found out about
us through the Facebook ad. Zero people."
As the NPR reporters said, it's way too early to say if this
Facebook campaign will be successful. Also, I am not a big fan
of using anecdotes as representative of anything other than the
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case in point.
On the plus side, those 700,000 ad appearances cost the pizza
guys a grand total of $240. and they got a $10 donation from
someone who wanted to help them expand.
According to a valuation expert from the Tuck School of
Business at Dartmouth, in order for Facebook to justify its IPO
price, ten years from now they will have to attract 10% of all the
ad dollars spent on the planet. Not just U.S. ad dollars, but all ad
dollars -- Chinese, Brazilian, Ukrainian, and Tunisian. And not
just 10% of online ad dollars, but all ad dollars -- TV, radio, print,
outdoor, blimps, balloons, butt-danglers, hooter-wobblers...
Let's just say I'm skeptical.

Consumers Show Lack of Comfort With Facebook
Targeted Ads
July 23, 2012

inShare0

Consumers who are aware of Facebook’s use of their profile
information and posts to target ads towards them aren’t very
accepting of this practice, according to survey results released in July
2012 by Placecast. Just one-third of these consumers say they are
somewhat or very comfortable with it, the lowest proportion among
the list of 7 data usage cases identified in the survey. By contrast,
topping the list in terms of consumer comfort was grocery stores
using purchase information to give coupons tailored to frequent
purchases. 81% of consumers aware of this practice said they are
very or somewhat comfortable with it.
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The report notes an interesting outlier with respect to Facebook’s use
of data: among those aware of it, women aged 18-34 were 58% more
likely than average to indicate comfort with it (52% vs. 33%). Citing
comScore and Nielsen as sources that indicate that these users
make up some of the social network’s heaviest users, the report
suggests that a correlation might be present between reliance on
social networking and acceptance of data usage.
Amazon Gets High Marks
Meanwhile, data from Placecast’s ―The Alert Shopper III,‖ conducted
online by Harris Interactive, shows that Amazon’s use of data on
purchases to promote items gets the nod from shoppers aware of this
data use, with two-thirds saying they are very or somewhat
comfortable with it. After grocery stores and Amazon, though, there a
significant gap to the next tier of comfort with other forms of data use.
For example, although Google’s use of past online searches for ad
targeting is more accepted than Facebook’s use of profile
information, the former only finds 41% of those hip to it being very or
somewhat comfortable with the practice. Indeed, according to March
2012 survey results from Pew, while 59% of online consumers have
noticed ads online directly related to things they recently searched for
or sites they had recently visited, slightly more than two-thirds
reported not being okay with these targeted ads. Targeted ads online
aren’t always so distrusted, though, per July survey results from
Bizrate Insights: the study indicates that a greater proportion of online
consumers appreciate than don’t like retargeted ads (25% vs. 15%),
with the majority neutral towards them.
Comfort With Local Offers Via Mobile Varies With Age
Further data from the Placecast study indicates low acceptance of
cell phone service providers using location information from
consumers phone to send local offers, even with their permission.
Just 35% of those with knowledge of this indicated being at least
somewhat comfortable with it. Perhaps unsurprisingly, though,
comfort showed a clear trend along age lines. 47% of the 18-34 set
said they were comfortable, falling to 38% of 35-44-year-olds, 34% of
45-54-year-olds, and just 23% of those 55 and over.
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A University of California-Berkeley study also released in July found
that 46% of mobile owners believe that providers should not keep
their subscriber location information, and 92% would either probably
(22%) or definitely (70%) not allow their provider to use their location
to tailor ads to them.

The TBG Digital report highlights previously released research
indicating that Facebook’s Newsfeed targeting options are delivering
much better CTRs, with mobile ads achieving CTRs 14 times greater
than that of ―Desktop‖ ads, on average (1.14% vs. 0.083%). The
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report compared these findings with a separate study it conducted of
24 million Twitter impressions across multiple clients and sectors, in
which it found an average CTR of 0.266%, suggesting that Facebook
mobile ad CTR is 4 times higher than that of Twitter ads

Facebook More for Awareness Than
Likes or Leads
Building 'Awareness and Sentiment' Well Ahead of Fan Accumulation
By: Cotton Delo Published: July 09, 2012

Marketers who buy ads on Facebook are more focused on building brand
awareness than accumulating fans, according to a new survey of Ad Age
subscribers by Ad Age and Citigroup.
Asked to identify their primary goal in Facebook ads, 45.9% of respondents put
building awareness and sentiment for their brands at the top. Driving traffic to
brand websites was the second most-cited goal, with 17.6% of respondents
saying it is their most important objective, followed by building fans or likes,
staying in touch with customers, generating sales leads and social commerce.
The full survey results are available to DataCenter subscribers here.
The third-place showing for fan acquisition is perhaps surprising because racking
up "likes" has been the centerpiece of many Facebook marketing strategies,
even if marketers have also persistently griped that they don't know whether likes
translate to increased sales.
"Brands spent a lot of time and energy in 2011 building up their fan base, and fan
acquisition was a top goal for many brands," said Debra Aho Williamson,
principal analyst at eMarketer. "I think what you're seeing now is an evolution;
now we have these fans and we have to figure out what to do with them."
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Ms. Williamson noted that branding and awareness are consistently shown to be
a top goal for marketers on social media, but that lead generation and sales tend
to be higher priorities for b-to-b brands. On Facebook, those might be the
marketplace advertisers buying ads at auction with the goal of driving game
downloads and getting targeted users that might have an affinity for their product
to visit their websites.
Meanwhile, the setbacks of Facebook commerce have been well documented,
so it's not surprising that commerce would be the respondents' last priority, she
said.
Facebook's pitch to the world's biggest consumer marketers is that it's a branding
platform like TV, and it's been urging them to focus less on metrics such as clickthrough rates and more on reach and "resonance." The fact that a plurality of
survey respondents said brand awareness was their top goal might mean that
Facebook's message is sinking in, leading marketers away from expecting
immediate results up front.
But "branding" could also be a response from people who feel bullish about their
presence on Facebook but don't yet know what the return will be.

"Branding is sort of your default answer if you've got to
justify why you've spent millions of dollars," said Wayne
Arnold, CEO of Profero.

What If Teens Prefer Twitter to
Facebook?
Now That Grandma Is On Facebook, Where Will Teens Go to Socialize?
By: Dave Williams Published: July 10, 2012

A member of my wife's family and a few of her friends told me
recently that they are enamored with Twitter. They love its rapid-fire
updates, and the sense Twitter provides of being right in the moment.
Over a weekend they were constantly checking and posting updates
on their smartphones, and when it came to socializing with friends,
she and her peers simply preferred Twitter to Facebook.
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This isn't earth-shattering news, but here's the catch – all were in high
school. Teen social media users seem to be flocking to Twitter right
now, continuing a trend over the past two years, and reducing
Facebook usage in favor of the 140-character social network. We've
seen such a shift in preference before, when users flocked to
Facebook over Myspace in 2007. History may be on the verge of
another social platform shift, and brands can't be caught flat-footed
when it comes to marketing to the younger generation.
Why they're choosing Twitter
According to an Associated Press report, Facebook's generationspanning popularity is partly to blame. In a world where it's
considered rude to turn down a friend request, especially from a
family member, teens were suddenly seeing their aunts, uncles and
parents in their News Feeds. Twitter connections aren't mutual
friendships as they are on Facebook; just because someone follows
your tweets doesn't mean you have to follow them back. Teenaged
users like this feature, and they're employing Twitter's simpler privacy
controls as well, choosing to hide their tweets from public view and
sending them only to a select group of friends.
The type of interaction plays a major role as well, according to the
teens I've met. To them, Facebook is more about sharing content,
whether it's videos, photos, music, or articles. Twitter is far more
conversation based, a place where teens can tell their friends what
they're doing or how they feel. It's about the present moment – what
you're doing, who you're seeing, where you're going – whereas
Facebook is more about sharing memories after the fact.
Teens aren't giving up on Facebook, but they're treating it the same
way the gainfully employed treat LinkedIn. They feel it's important to
maintain a page, but they check the social network sporadically.
Twitter is where they go to check in throughout the day.
What Facebook can do
Facebook, with its 901 million active users, isn't necessarily reeling
simply because teens are adopting Twitter much faster then ever
before, but marketers should be aware of the possibility that
Facebook's teen audience could shrink, or be less engaged than
were prior generations. You can say "No one gets fired for buying
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Facebook," but brands need to be sure to extend investment and
innovation to Twitter — especially if they are marketing to teens.
Facebook needs to be mindful of the shift in teen usage as well,
unless it wants to join Myspace in the social media dustbin. It might
seem far-fetched to hint at Facebook's decline, but it's worth noting
Myspace was getting more visitors than Facebook at one point in
time. Myspace lost ground to Facebook because it failed to adapt.
Facebook had a sleeker design — one that was less frantic, and
contained fewer ads. Twitter's main features may appear scrawny
compared to Facebook's, but it wouldn't be the first social network to
experience a dramatic shift in popularity.
Facebook may already be preparing for this competitive threat, as
evidenced by its recent acquisition of Instagram. Still, brand
marketers shouldn't take Facebook's continued preeminence for
granted. They should keep tabs on the way younger audiences are
using social media if they want to stay ahead of the competition.

July 12, 2012
In a new study of 24,000 Americans, Triton Digital's Application &
Services division found that consumers trust traditional media more
than digital. Specifically, television was rated the most trusted
medium by respondents (45 percent, followed by newspapers 20
percent, and radio 18 percent. The Immediate Insights survey found
that digital 13 percent and social media four percent were the least
trusted media sources.
The study also suggests that this trust may have a direct impact on
the success of advertisements in each medium. For example, more
than 64 percent of consumers acknowledged that they have made a
purchase after seeing it advertised on television, radio or in a
newspaper. Conversely, consumers were more apt to trust their own
internet research 61 percent over television commercials 28
percent#, radio commercials 21 percent, or newspaper ads 16
percent). Recommendation engines also scored low, with 17 percent
of respondents noting that they influence buying decisions.
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"While digital media continues to explode in popularity and
affect traditional media usage, the underlying trust of media
consumers toward digital compared to traditional media are not
yet equal," said Triton VP of Business Strategy Jim Kerr.
"Similarly, traditional media advertising continues to prove
effective and more likely to influence purchase decisions than
digital ads."
Looking at gender spits from Triton Digital's data on radio, 19.8
percent of males called radio their most trusted source of news and
information, with 16.3 percent of females. Additionally, 21.2 percent
of male respondents and 20.7 percent of females said radio ads
influence their buying.

Social marketers are primarily focused on growing fan counts and
driving engagement using a mix of content and conversation. But,
content and conversation are great for building loyalty and
mindshare, not for increasing revenue and marketshare. Moving
customers from discovery to consideration is a significant challenge.

The Kids Are Tuned Out -- Of Your Branded Messages
by Catharine P. Taylor, Jun 29, 2012, 10:45 AM

In the big, grand world of MediaPost conferences, the session that
usually proves most illuminating is when we get actual people, who
don’t work in this business, on stage. (No, none of us who read -- or
write -- this column qualify as actual people; we are overanalytical
wonks.) What the people on those panels tell us is what media,
devices and platforms they use -- and how, or whether, branding
really has any impact on their daily lives.
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Guess what? Branding always barely registers. While I’ve seen this to
be the case during other times we’ve held this session, yesterday’s
version, during our first Brand Marketers Summit, telegraphed this
louder, and more clearly, than ever before. It’s important for
marketing’s future to note that the panelists were the youngest we’ve
ever had: two 15-year-old girls, one 14-year-old boy (who is very
closely related to yours truly), and two 13-year-old twin boys, all of
whom threw the proverbial glass of cold water on the notion that
branding messages are something they seek out when they are
consuming media and communicating on digital devices.
That’s pretty damning when one stops to consider that every single
panelist seemed to be plugged in some, if not all, of their waking
hours -- or at least as much time as their parents and battery life
would allow. (One of the teen girls admitted that she switched to the
iPad only when her phone was taken away by her parents or because
her phone needed charging.) There were complaints about pre-roll
ads; one of the 13-year-old boys sung the praises of watching TV adfree on Roku. Though some of the panelists followed brands,
there was generally puzzlement as to why someone would
actually follow a brand on Facebook or Twitter. As my offspring
said on stage, it’s not as though friending a brand on Facebook
is going to improve his day. Or that’s the belief, anyway, probably
because few brands think of that as the goal.
While every generation I’ve come in contact with pridefully proclaims
themselves immune to advertising messages, what makes these
soon-to-be adults so fascinating is their technologically enabled ability
to ignore marketing messages at will. I’d argue that a lot of this has to
do with social media. Yes, as expected, all of the panelists seemed to
devote much of their screen time to connecting with others, through
one-to-one technologies like texting and Skype, to broader platforms
like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram (a platform that the girls
seemed rabidly interested in and the boys not so much). Most of
those platforms, you’ll note, aren’t exactly overloaded with
advertising.
This, of course, explains why marketers are so rabid about figuring
out social media and why marketing budgets continue to flow in its
direction, even though the kids don’t care. Fortunately, a prescription
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to cure their marketing disinterest was offered up by one of the girls,
who said that if brands asked her opinion and showed they really did
care about her, she might pay attention.
That’s simple advice, too often forgotten. From the mouths of teens.
•

Facebook Says It Can Take A YEAR To Get Results From Its Ads
Jim Edwards | Jul. 3, 2012, 9:57 AM | 1,354 | 2

Facebook seems poised to snatch some good publicity ahead of its
Q2 2012 earnings report from the disclosure in the Wall Street
Journal that the company is in talks to get General Motors back as an
advertising client.
But buried in the same report is a statement attributed to Facebook's
"head of measurement and insight," Brad Smallwood, that says ad
campaigns running on Facebook can take up to a year to see results.
That's a ludicrously long time for a advertisers to wait to see a return
on their investment. And ads bought on Facebook reach burnout—
the time it takes for them to be repeatedly exposed to the target
market to the point they're no longer effective—in just 72 hours.
WSJ reported:
"It is a myth that Facebook advertising doesn't work," said Brad
Smallwood, head of measurement and insight at Facebook in a June
interview.
Behind the scenes Mr. Smallwood's group started working with
measurement teams at big brands to help them track the
effectiveness of Facebook campaigns. "Buried deep within these
companies are measurement teams," said Mr. Smallwood. "The first
step is finding those people and saying, 'What techniques do you
use?'" Mr. Smallwood said it takes about a year to get the results
of one campaign.
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GM left Facebook after the social network declined to let it run
intrusive homepage takeover ads with its $10 million budget. GM had
complained that its regular ads don't work. (Facebook had begged
the company to utilize more of its free media opportunities.)
Although GM and Facebook had some sort of rapprochement when
chief marketing officer Joel Ewanick and Facebook's ad sales chief
Carolyn Everson talked at the Cannes Lions festival last month,
Smallwood's statements seem to confirm GM's central complaint.
After all, how can Facebook claim its ads are effective if the only way
to measure their effectiveness is with a "measurement team" that
uses the right "techniques," and results only show up a year later?

Read more: http://www.businessinsider.com/facebook-says-it-cantake-a-year-to-get-results-from-its-ads-2012-7#ixzz1zeeYoJdG

Ad Age Survey: Marketers Love
Facebook, But Many Have No Idea If
Their Ads Work
One in Three Aren't Convinced Facebook is Useful in Driving Purchase Intent
By: Michael Learmonth Published: June 27, 2012

When it comes to Facebook, the nation's marketers have reached an
overwhelming consensus: you simply have to be there.
Unfortunately for Facebook, they also have reached another:
advertising on Facebook isn't necessarily required.
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Those are the biggest takeaways from a survey of Advertising Age
readers conducted in conjunction with Citigroup to gain insight on
how marketers view Facebook and what their specific plans are in
terms of spending marketing budgets there.
The 658 subscribers who took Ad Age's survey over the past two
weeks characterized themselves as decision-makers in social
marketing. The respondents were 34% marketers, 34% agency
execs, 13% media execs, and various consultants and other
members of the marketing ecosystem.
The results were a mixed bag for Facebook that illuminated some of
the challenges it will have in scaling ad revenue, but it also indicated
that some of Facebook's perceived challenges with marketers -- such
as not providing enough transparency and data -- are overblown.
The results also revealed confusion on how to calculate return on
investment on Facebook and how to compare that to spending in
other social and traditional media channels.
Remarkably, Ad Age readers surveyed speak in virtual unison on two
questions. Nearly 86% of those surveyed say they currently use
Facebook as a marketing tactic. Only 55%, however, say they
currently advertise on Facebook, and nearly 88% said they would
implement Facebook content without advertising at all.
Those results closely mirror what we've heard in conversations with
marketers, particularly after GM revealed that it was pulling its ad
dollars from Facebook even as it spent tens of millions to build and
maintain the presence of their many auto brands on Facebook.
Of the readers surveyed, 47% said their digital ad budgets were still
less than 20% of their total. Nearly 50% said their budgets designated
for social-media marketing were less than 10%. That said, 77% said
they expected their digital-marketing budgets to increase in the
coming year, while 73% said they expected their social-media
advertising budget to increase.
While 72% said they expected their social-media advertising budget
to increase, only 56.6% said they thought their Facebook advertising
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budget would increase, while nearly 40% believed it would stay the
same.
"I think it comes down to measurement," said Michael Scissons, CEO
of Syncapse. "If you are a direct-response marketer it's easy to
measure. If you're a brand marketer, it becomes much more
intangible to track the point of sale."
That said, 72% said they consider their Facebook content efforts and
advertising strategies to be linked, showing a widespread belief in the
interplay between earned and paid media on Facebook. A sponsored
story, for example, is just Facebook content turned into an ad and
shown to more people. As the theory goes, the better the content, the
more effective the ad.
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The biggest question for marketers comes when it's time to measure
the impact of their efforts on Facebook. A majority said clicks and
"likes" were the most important metrics to look at, but when it came to
driving purchase intent just over 19% said they "don't know" if
Facebook is useful and more than 13% said it's "not useful." Just
55% said Facebook is "somewhat useful," indicating a high level of
ambivalence on a key branding metric.
Eric Johnson, CEO of Los Angeles-based agency Ignited, said clients
are experimenting with Facebook and in some cases upping their
investment on it, they're certainly not dumping their TV budgets into
it. Or even their budgets for other digital-media platforms, where the
value of clicks and video views is more proven. "The metrics [on
Facebook] are not screaming that you have to go and change your
budget," he said.
Respondents also said doing business with Facebook isn't always
easy. About 24% of respondents said Facebook's advertisingcustomer support was inferior to other digital platforms; only 7% said
it was superior. Asked what it would take to make Facebook a more
useful ad platform, one said, "It's incredibly time consuming and
requires a lot of manual entry. Our agency has tried to optimize by
working directly with Facebook but found they were unhelpful and
lacked the knowledge to move our projects forward."
And another: "Better analytics and better customer support, like
Google's AdWords."
Some questioned the notion of ads on Facebook altogether: "I do not
believe that Facebook is an advertising platform. We need to explore
other possibilities."
But one of the most widespread criticisms of Facebook -- that it
doesn't provide adequate data to marketers -- may be overstated. In
written comments, several respondents cited data as a key issue
holding back budgets. Several gave variations on the simple
response of one commenter: "DATA." Yet asked if they were satisfied
with the level of data returned by Facebook, 61% said "somewhat
satisfied" and 10% said "very satisfied," a majority.
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Marketers also expressed strong interest in buying mobile on
Facebook, with nearly 28% calling it "very important" and 36%
"somewhat important" as a marketing channel.
The full results of the survey will be available in Ad Age's DataCenter
in the coming days.

According to Nigel Morris, CEO of Aegis Media Americas, the scaled platform is
a tremendous opportunity for brands, but demonstrating the ROI of it is
Facebook's ongoing challenge. "The issue fundamentally [is]: Within the confines
of the platform, will it be able to grow advertising as fast as it needs to?" he said.
"And it'll depend, as it does in all media, on showing how effective the platform is
and demonstrating the ROI.

Facebook might not be the homerun many think Facebook ads are:
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By SHAYNDI RAICE
Facebook Inc. went public last month on its prospects for growth. But
in some key areas, the social network's growth rates are already
maturing.
In particular, Facebook's user growth rate in the U.S. is slowing
sharply. In April, U.S. unique visitors to the website increased to 158
million,( Radio reaches 241 million/week) up just 5% from a year
earlier, according to research firm comScore Inc.
Facebook's user growth rate in the U.S. is slowing dramatically.
That was Facebook's lowest U.S. user growth rate since comScore
began tracking the data in 2008 and was down from 24% growth in
April 2011 and 89% in April 2010, comScore said.
At the same time, the growth rate in the amount of time people spend
on the social network—otherwise known as engagement—is also
decelerating. In April, Facebook users spent more than six hours a
month on the site, up 16% from a year earlier. ( equates to about 12
minutes/day) But that compares with a 23% increase in 2011 and
57% in 2010, comScore found.
In some ways, the slowdown is to be expected. Facebook has
already grabbed 71% of all 221 million U.S. Internet users, according
to comScore. At the same time, people already are on Facebook
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longer than any other site. The more than six hours a month that
people spend on the social network exceeds the over four hours a
month they spend on all Google sites including YouTube, and the 3½
hours they spend on Yahoo sites, comScore said.

While social media continues to garner a lot of attention, broadcast
radio’s popularity continues to dwarf some of the internet’s and social
media’s ―biggest‖ players. In the USA, of people 12+:
On a Typical Day For the USA Population 12+:
• 150% more will use Radio than will go to Facebook
• 215% more will use Radio than will go to Google Search
• 485% more will use Radio than will go to YouTube
• 3400% more will use Radio than will go to Twitter
On a typical day in the USA, of people 18-34:
• 70% more will use Radio than will go to Facebook
• 110% more will use Radio than will go to Google Search
• 230% more will use Radio than will go to Youtube
• 1860% more will use Radio than will go to Twitter
On a typical day in the USA, of people 25-54:
• 115% more will use Radio than will go to Facebook
• 165% more will use Radio than will go to Google Search
• 470% more will use Radio than will go to Youtube
• 4085% more will use Radio than will go to Twitter

Study: Only 1% of Facebook 'Fans' Engage With Brands
Not Many Fans Are Creating Content, But That Might Not Be a Bad
Thing
By: Matthew Creamer
January 27, 2012
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For a few years now, brands have been touting frothy Facebook "like"
numbers as evidence of their social-media acumen. But how many of
those fans are actually bothering to take part in conversation with
brands?
Not too many, as it turns out.
Slightly more than 1% of fans of the biggest brands on Facebook are
actually engaging with the brands, according to a study from the
Ehrenberg-Bass Institute, an Australia-based marketing think tank
that counts Procter & Gamble, Coca-Cola and other major advertisers
as its supporters.
To get to these findings, the researchers used one of Facebook's
own metrics, People Talking About This, the awkwardly-named
running count of likes, posts, comments, tags, shares and other ways
a user of the social network can interact with branded pages. It was
unveiled last fall as a way of giving advertisers a sharper look at at
the level of activity on their pages.
Researchers for the institute looked at this metric as a proportion of
overall fan growth of the top 200 brands on Facebook over a sixweek period back in October and they found the percentage of
People Talking About This to overall fans to be 1.3%. If you subtract
new likes, which only requires a click and in the minds of the
researchers are akin to TV ratings, and isolate for more engaged
forms of interaction, you're left within an even smaller number:
0.45%. That means less than half a percent of people who identify
themselves as like a brand actually bother to create any content
around it.
You might assume these are damning numbers. But this isn't
necessarily the case. "I don't think it's a bad thing," said Karen
Nelson-Field, senior research associate for Ehrenberg-Bass Institute
who describes herself as a "Facebook advocate." "People need to
understand what it can do for a brand and what it can't do. Facebook
doesn't really differ from mass media. *It's great to get decent reach,
but to change the way people interact with a brand overnight is just
unrealistic."
In the background here is the thinking of Andrew Ehrenberg, the late
mathematician who was highly skeptical of conventional marketing
wisdom. In dense statistically-oriented papers, he cast doubt on
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concepts such as brand loyalty and was never sold on the persuasive
power of advertising. Now his disciples advocate achieving broad
reach through mass media. Brand growth, they maintain, is attained
not by reaching a few loyal fans but a larger number of light and
medium buyers. In this understanding of the marketing and media
worlds, social is just another media channel useful for its reach rather
than any notion of engagement.
This research jibes with that thinking, as does a separate study from
Ms. Nelson-Field looking at the distribution of buying behavior among
Facebook fan bases. In that study, she used web-based consumer
panels to examine the behavior of Facebook fans of two unnamed
repeat-purchased brands, in the chocolate and soft-drink categories.
The key finding was a much greater occurrence of heavy buyers in
the Facebook population than in a more general population of
customers. The study also found that purchase frequency didn't
increase after someone became a fan.
In other words, Facebook fan bases skew toward heavy buyers rather
than the more casual shoppers that a brands needs to reach in order
to grow. Again, unless you're someone who believes marketing on
Facebook alone constitutes a full strategy or you're lining up for the
inevitable Facebook IPO, this isn't all bad news. Facebook does
provide good reach and its audience of loyal fans is good for market
research and word-of-mouth advocacy.
If there's an overall caution, it's against, in the words of Ms. NelsonField, "putting a disproportionate amount of effort into engagement
and strategies to get people to talk about a brand, when you should
be spending more time getting more light buyers."

Compete argues that the number of Likes a brand collects via
Facebook is a common but potentially misleading measure because
it’s cumulative rather than current. Using a weather analogy, it
compares the obsession with Likes to looking at how much snow has
fallen in total over the past 10 years versus how much is falling now
or this winter. In that regard, Orbitz in December 2011 led the travel
segment with 16,100 visits to its Facebook page. But Expedia led the
group of four travel sites Compete studied, also including Priceline
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and Travelocity, with 1.5 million Likes. Looking at the ratio of
Facebook visitors to Likes is one way to show the current
―productivity‖ of all those likes, according to the study.

Several new Social Media research studies:
According to a recently released report, a collaboration between
Forrester Research and GSI Commerce, social media rarely leads
directly to purchases online. Less than 2% of orders were the result
of shoppers coming from a social network during the holiday
shopping period between November 12 and December 20, 2010.
Addressing social marketing, Fiona Dias, EVP of strategy and
marketing for GSICommerce, says "... buying things from retailers is
maybe 10th on the list of things they want to do on Facebook
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